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Abstract 
 
Despite recent interest in Multicultural London English, little qualitative research has been carried out into 
the use of its features in the light of sociolinguistic theories of identity creation. This dissertation addresses 
the gap by focusing on six interviews with Stormzy, a grime rapper from South London and his use of an 
under-studied allophonic variant of word-final schwa. I show that this variant can be characterised 
pɹoneticallʊ bʊ lowerinɸ, backinɸ and increased duration in comparison witɹ ‘standard’ [ə]. I also establish 
tɹat Stormʋʊ’s use of tɹe variant sɹifts remarkablʊ across tɹe six interviews, and tɹat tɹis cannot be fullʊ 
explained by linguistic constraints alone. Drawing on recent variationist theories which regard linguistic 
features as potential resources in the construction of social identities, I analyse moments in discourse when 
both the variant and its absence are salient. I argue that one possible interpretation links the variant to grime 
music and specific confrontational qualities associated with it, and that Stormzy accesses these indexical 
and iconised links to make authenticating moves at key moments of discourse. I further argue that the 
absence of the variant goes some way towards constructing a more emotionally sincere and less aggressive 
presentation of self. 

 

1. Introduction 
 
This dissertation will explore the use of a linguistic variable in six interviews with Stormzy, a 
rapper from South London. Under examination is an allophonic variation of word-final 
schwa, particularly salient in the rhyming schemes of grime, a relatively new form of British 
hip-hop. These lyrics1 from Stormzy provide a clear example: 
 

Devil on my shoulder 
I don’t lack 
Hit ’em with a crowbar 
I don’t scrap 
Even when I’m sober 
I’m so gassed 
Say you ride but there’s no car 
And no mash 

 
Shoulder and sober are pronounced to rhyme with crowbar and car, so that word-final /ə/ is 
noticeably longer in duration and seems closer in quality to []. ɑnʊ suspicion tɹat tɹis is a 
‘forced’ rɹʊme not found in speech can be dispelled by even the most casual consideration of 
his interviews. Stormzy appears to repeatedly and saliently back and lower word-final schwa. 
Interestingly, this feature is by no means categorical, and furthermore, occurs more 
frequently in some interviews than in others. This style-shifting suggests that this variant is 
available for sociolinguistic work, and worthy of further exploration. 
                                                 
 
1 ɑll lʊrics are from Stormʋʊ’s album Gang Signs and Prayer (2017). 
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The present study thus aims to contribute towards the field of sociolinguistic variation. 
Originally, the scope of variationist research was relatively broad, generally involving large-
scale studies into ɹow and wɹʊ social ɸroups ɹave “sociallʊ different but linɸuisticallʊ 
equivalent waʊs of doinɸ or saʊinɸ tɹe same tɹinɸ” (Cɹambers & Trudɸill, 1998: 50). Tɹe 
field’s focus ɹas sɹarpened in recent ʊears towards explorinɸ speakers’ exploitation of 
specific linɸuistic variables to “sɹape and resɹape personal identities, interpersonal 
interactions, ɸroup membersɹips, social orders, and waʊs of tɹinkinɸ” (Scɹillinɸ, 2013: 327). 
Linguistic variation has been shown to contribute towards the stylising of, for example, gay 
identity (e.g. Podesva, 2007, 2008, 2011), masculinity (e.g. Kiesling, 1998), femininity (e.g. 
Levon & Holmes-Elliott, 2013), ethnicity (e.g. Schilling-Estes, 2000, Shenk, 2007) and social 
class (e.g. Kirkham, 2015). Style in this context is defined by Drummond & Schleef (2016: 
56) as “a repertoire of linɸuistic forms witɹ specific social meaninɸs”. Considering these 
developments, Stormʋʊ’s use of word-final schwa will not only be described, but also 
considered in relation to identity creation. 
 
A case-study approach has been selected because, as Schilling-Estes (1998) and Podesva 
(2007) argue, small-scale individual studies are most likely to yield significant insights into 
style-shifting. Case-studies naturally sacrifice the ability to make the wider generalisations of 
large-scale studies, but can afford the specific insight required to understand why speakers 
make particular linguistic choices. Sweetland (2002) argues that case-studies allow 
sociolinguists to move away from attempts to explain linguistic practice as resulting from 
unproblematic macro-social cateɸorisations, sucɹ as ‘male’ or ‘female’. ɒʊ beɸinninɸ witɹ 
the individual as the object of study, she argues that we can move towards gaining a deeper 
understandinɸ of people’s roles in deploying linguistic variables. As such, there is a rich 
tradition of variationist studies wɹicɹ focus on a sinɸle speaker, sucɹ as Coupland’s (1980, 
1984) study of a travel agent in Cardiff or Prince’s (1987) examination of a Yiddisɹ folk 
singer. 
 
The overall aim of this case-study is to explore further Stormʋʊ’s tendencʊ to back and lower 
word-final schwa, and its potential role in identity formation in the light of modern theories 
of variation. It will firstly analyse how he uses the variable, before turning to why he might 
do so. It ɹas one foot in sociopɹonetics, described bʊ Tɹomas (2013: 108) as tɹe “interface 
between pɹonetics and sociolinɸuistics” and tɹe otɹer in what Eckert (2012) terms “tɹird 
wave” variationist research. As such, it incorporates complementary quantitative and 
qualitative analysis, the former to provide overall data about the variable, and the latter to 
deal with what Bell (2001: 167) describes as, “tɹe one-off, the single salient token which 
represents an identitʊ”. I arɸue tɹat, at certain keʊ moments in tɹe interviews under studʊ, 
Stormʋʊ’s use of tɹe allophonic variant is a linguistic resource available to him in 
authenticating his identity, firstly by performing a locally significant ‘ɸrime persona’ and 
secondly in lending authority to his pronouncements on the topic of grime. I also argue that 
moments when he does not use the backed and lowered variant but could do so are equally 
meaningful, and discuss the potential use of ‘standard’ NRP2 word-final schwa in his 
presentation of self. 
 

                                                 
 
2 NRP = Non-Reɸional Pronunciation, a neutral term for tɹe ɸeneric ‘standard’ lanɸuaɸe, proposed bʊ 
Collins & Mees (2013) to replace Received Pronunciation (RP). 
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I will first outline in chapter 2 the acoustic and phonological properties of schwa and the role 
of variation in sociolinguistics, before highlighting variationist theories which may have 
significance for the present study, and end with a description of Multicultural London 
English (MLE). Chapter 3 will introduce the data sources and methodology. Quantitative 
analysis, with some preliminary discussion, is presented in chapter 4. Finally, chapter 5 will 
explore the data qualitatively and extend the discussion by drawing on the theories introduced 
in chapter 2. Throughout, key terms for this study are italicised and all quotations from 
interviews are referenced with line numbers from Appendix D. 
 

2. Survey of Relevant Literature 
 

2.1. Phonology and acoustics of schwa 
 
Schwa is often described as the most common vowel in RP English (Roach, 1991: 76) and 
characterised in terms of articulation as a reduced mid-central vowel (see International 
Phonetic Alphabet in Appendix A). Collins & Mees (2013) note that peripheral vowel 
phonemes, or those further away from the central position on the cardinal vowel chart, in 
unstressed contexts are usually reduced to /ə ɪ / or syllabic consonants in British English. A 
reduced vowel can be described as midway in duration between a full vowel and no vowel at 
all, and tɹis reduction contributes towards tɹe distinctive ‘sʊllable-timed’ prosodic pattern of 
English. Although /ə/ is used to transcribe reduced vowels in any unstressed position, this 
study focuses on word-final schwa only. Wells (1982) distinguished an orthographic 
difference between two types of word-final /ə/ in his standard lexical sets (Appendix B) as 
the commA and the lettER vowels. This contrast, however, is relevant for rhotic accents only; 
non-rɹotic accents ɹave underɸone a “commA-lettER merɸer” and are botɹ realised as /ə/ 
(Kruse, 2016: 184). Ogden (2009) writes that the exact phonetic quality of word-final schwa 
is very context-dependent, and shows that it can harmonise (i.e. become more front or back) 
according to the vowels in neighbouring stressed words. 
 
Acoustically, vowel quality can be measured through bandwidth frequency values (in Hz) of 
formants, the particular resonating frequencies in the speech wave. Most vowels can be 
identified on the basis of the first two formant readings alone (e.g. Fry et al., 1962). Hayward 
(2000) demonstrates that a schwa produced by a male with a vocal tract of 17cm would have 
formant readings of 500Hz, 1500Hz, 2500Hz etc. This is an idealised example, and natural 
variation is evident; Flemming (2009: 3), for example, found that for nine American female 
speakers the mean first formant value for word-final schwa was 665Hz, while the second 
formant was 1772Hz. 
 
Although schwa is typically shorter in duration than full vowels, recent research has shown 
this to be undergoing some change among speakers in London. Torgersen & Szakay (2012) 
investigate speech rhythm in MLE and compare schwa duration between inner-London 
Hackney and outer-London Havering speakers. They (2012: 836) note that: 
 

young Anglo Hackney male speakers have the longest duration, followed by the 
young non-Anglo Hackney male speakers and then the young Havering male 
speakers… the younger speakers clearly have longer durations for schwa than the old 
speakers.  
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Their study shows that young speakers from inner London produce longer schwas than other 
speakers, but although vowel quality is not commented on directly, an increase in length 
implies some restoration of the features of a full vowel. Torgersen (personal communication, 
2017, Appendix C) writes that during their study, they noticed that word-final /ə/ was often 
“more peripɹeral. More open and more back”. Tɹis suɸɸests tɹat an allopɹonic difference in 
word-final schwa is perceptible to the naked ear. Despite this, it is not at all prominent in the 
current literature. In one of the very few recent studies, Kiesling (2005: 9) found that New 
Australian English (NAusE) speakers produced a variant of word-final schwa that was 
characterised by both extended length and backing, and wɹicɹ was “tɹe linɸuistic feature 
most commonlʊ cited as cɹaracteristic of NɑusE”. Furtɹermore, ɹe discovered tɹat it was 
available as a stylistic resource to index authority and to build interactional connections. The 
extent to which this may be true of London speakers has yet to be explored. 
 

2.2. Variation, variables and variants 
 
From the very earliest variationist research, it has been clear that differences in pronunciation 
can index social meanings – the same word spoken by two different people can be 
referentially equivalent, but socially different. As developed by Labov in the 1960s, this 
approacɹ cɹallenɸed tɹeoretical linɸuists’ prioritisation of wɹat Cɹomskʊ (1965) referred to 
as ‘competence’, or idealised knowledge of the language, over ‘performance’, or speakers’ 
actual production. Pronunciation of, for example, the BATH vowel as either /æ/ or /ː/ would 
probably not impact the referential meaning of a word, but may instead signal a social 
meaning, perhaps in this case, UK regional difference.  
 
What exactly constitutes a linguistic variable is problematic, however. Wolfram (1991: 23) 
describes a variable as “a convenient construct emploʊed to unite a class of fluctuatinɸ 
variants witɹin some specified lanɸuaɸe set”. Phonologically speaking, a ‘lanɸuaɸe set’ maʊ 
be defined as the allophones of a particular phoneme. The variable phoneme /t/ in 
intervocalic position, for example, may be realised by a language set of allophones such as 
[ʔ], [ɾ] and so on, although in practice these may elude precise definition, as their phonetic 
measurements may extend beyond phonemic boundaries (Wolfram, 1991). Nonetheless, the 
concept of the variable has proven to be enduring in the field, and is a flexible means by 
which to investigate patterns of use and explore the relationship between linguistic features 
and social factors. Campbell-Kibler (2011: 426) also describes the possible allophones in 
Wolfram’s lanɸuaɸe set as variants – “everʊ token of a given variable is by definition one 
that could have appeared as a different variant, forcing an analysis of the variable as a 
coɹerent packaɸe”. Tɹe term variant is potentiallʊ loaded, implʊinɸ a deviation from tɹe 
‘standard’, but I sɹall use it in a neutral sense of a possible realisation of a phoneme. The 
variable under investigation in this study is the schwa, and I will investigate two broad 
possible allophonic variants in Stormʋʊ’s speecɹ. 
 

2.3. Developments in variationist research 
 

2.3.1. Towards a ‘third wave’ 
 
Why variants should be produced at all has been at the heart of the field from its foundation 
in the 1960s, and broadly, the emphasis of proposed explanations has moved from the wider 
social structure towards individual speaker agency (Bell & Gibson, 2011). Developments in 
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how variation has been interpreted and explained provide the rationale behind the focus of 
the present study. 
 
Early research largely correlated linguistic variation with pre-determined macro-social 
categories such as region, age, class and gender. For example, Labov (1966) found that shop 
assistants in New York department stores used a ‘prestiɸe’ variant (post-vocalic [ ]) more or 
less often dependinɸ on tɹeir store’s relative ‘stratification’, or position on the social scale. 
While studies such as this laid the foundation for variationist sociolinguistics, they have since 
been critiqued for conceptualising speakers as passively occupying fixed categories which 
were themselves fairly loosely defined (e.g. Bucholtz & Hall, 2005). Although social 
categories are ‘real’ in that they are relevant to identity, findings which rely on the view of 
speech styles as simply resulting from social groupings can only be relatively descriptive. 
Much early researcɹ is now seen as “unidimensional” (Scɹillinɸ, 2013: 332) and social 
categories are now considered to be much less confining than previously assumed. While 
people may in fact exploit broad social associations during speech, the complexity of 
variation requires more finely drawn explanations which also account for speaker agency, the 
local significance of variation and the mutability of the meanings of linguistic variables. 
 
Some early studies shared this modern concern with the micro-social factors underlying 
variation, and recognised its potential in constructing much more highly nuanced meanings 
than affiliation with general social groups. In Labov’s (1963) seminal study of the raising of 
the first element of the /aɪ/ and /a / dipɹtɹonɸs amonɸ tɹe islanders of Martɹa’s Vineʊard, 
Massachusetts, increased use of the variant forms correlated with strong feelings of 
attacɹment to an ‘island identity’. This also reflected negative feelings towards the increasing 
numbers of wealthy mainland tourists whom they saw as threatening their way of life. These 
small differences in dipɹtɹonɸ production sɹow, in ɒell’s (1984: 168) words, tɹat “speakers 
can produce, and listeners perceive, very fine quantitative differences”. Eckert (2008) implies 
that this study, in foregrounding how and why subtle phonetic variation can have significant 
social meaning in a local context, was far ahead of its time. She argues that through 
diphthong raising, the islanders ideologically positioned themselves in opposition to the 
tourists, and in doinɸ so, “were not simplʊ claiminɸ to be Vineʊarders, but were makinɸ a 
claim about wɹat a Vineʊarder is” (2008: 462). Linɸuistic variables do not necessarilʊ reflect 
speakers’ membership of a group in opposition to another, such as female/male or working-
class/middle-class, but may signal identification with local perceptions of those groups in 
ways which are socially meaningful to them, as well as contributing towards the development 
of those perceptions.  
 
In a later paper, Eckert (2012: 88) describes these developments as a move from “first wave” 
researcɹ, wɹere “speakers emerɸed as ɹuman tokens – bundles of demographic 
cɹaracteristics” tɹrouɸɹ more etɹnoɸrapɹicallʊ focused “second wave” studies, towards a 
third wave wɹicɹ interprets variation as “tɹe linɸuistic practice in wɹicɹ speakers place 
tɹemselves in tɹe social landscape tɹrouɸɹ stʊlistic practice” (2012: 93-94). Levon & 
Holmes-Elliott (2013), for example, found that fronter realisations of /s/ sʊmbolised “ɹʊper-
femininitʊ” among working-class women in Essex, alongside other symbols such as hair 
extensions and high heels. The women actively produced a more front variant than men at all 
times, but the effect peaked when they were participating in all-female group interactions. 
What separates these studies from those of the first wave is the consideration of how 
variation arises from the interactional concerns of the subjects themselves: Levon & Holmes-
Elliott (2013: 117) conclude that /s/ fronting was one resource available to the women for 
“tɹe construction and presentation of a locallʊ-defined ɸendered self”.  
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This finding supports the proposition that various linguistic forms can have greater or lesser 
linguistic capital (Bourdieu, 1977) within a speech community, referring to the relative value 
of different lanɸuaɸes on tɹe linɸuistic ‘market’. ɒourdieu’s focus was on power relations 
and the economic impact of standard language competence on marginalised groups, but the 
concept can also be applied to phonological differences. For example, Chan (2013) shows 
that among young professionals in Hong Kong, English as a language has not only achieved 
high social prestige due to its cultural and symbolic capital, but that the effect is amplified by 
ɸreater proximitʊ to ‘native speaker’ pronunciation. Varieties of lanɸuaɸe can tɹus be seen as 
more or less valuable than others within and across any community. It follows that within 
those language varieties, certain variants become more symbolically and socially valuable 
than others on the locally-defined market, affording their speakers greater social, rather than 
necessarily economic, capital (cf. Zhang, 2008). As we shall see, Stormʋʊ’s production of an 
allophonic variant may at times be influenced by third wave concerns underlying the 
examples in this section. 
 

2.3.2. Speaker Design 
 
Modern research emphasises that social meaning originates in speakers’ creation of tɹeir 
identities or ‘persona stʊles’ tɹrouɸɹout tɹeir interactions. Variables are thus not simply 
representations of social categories but creative resources available for ideologically 
motivated moves that position the speaker in relation to the social world. Schilling (2013: 
339), in a nod to Audience Design (see 2.4.1), refers to current interpretations of variation as 
tɹe Speaker Desiɸn approacɹ, and arɸues tɹat “tɹe focus is now on ɹow speakers use 
variation to fasɹion tɹemselves and tɹeir surroundinɸs”. In combination with other aspects of 
style, such as lexical choice and clothing, variables can be used to construct personal identity, 
give immediate interactional meanings and project certain attributes in discourse. 
 
Two studies of falsetto voice quality provide illustrative examples of how the motivation for 
style-shift is now believed to originate from individuals who harness variables for their own 
ends. Although falsetto is not an allophonic variation, it still has relevance to this study as a 
phonetic variation available for stylistic moves. Firstly, Podesva (2007; 2008) found that 
Heath, an openly gay man, used falsetto utterances far more when at a relaxed barbecue with 
friends than in other contexts, and that they were a keʊ part of Heatɹ’s construction of a gay 
identitʊ or “diva persona”. In a very different context, Nielsen (2010) examined the use of 
falsetto in Michael, an African American English (AAE) adolescent speaker, and found that it 
was frequently used to express indignation and to “self-position” in response to the 
interviewer. For example, when it was suggested that Michael may have once been in trouble 
with the police, he immediately self-positioned through an indignant, falsetto rebuttal (in 
italics): “I ain’t never been cɹarɸed witɹ notɹinɸ” (2010: 117). Falsetto clearlʊ ɹas verʊ 
different symbolic value in the two local contexts, as although Heath may well have also used 
falsetto to express indignation, Michael was presumably not concerned with constructing a 
gay identity. These examples show that variants can be used as linguistic resources for 
creating personal identities as well as achieving discoursal goals. The extent to which 
Stormzy deploys an allophonic variation of word-final schwa as part of Speaker Design will 
be further explored in this paper.  
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2.3.3. Critiques 
 
Although third wave research valuably locates people as social agents with creative power 
over their social worlds, these ideas should not be overextended. People are not completely 
unrestricted in terms of the phonetic features they can use in interactions, and every speaker 
is bound by conventions, norms and structures to some extent. Further, many third wave 
studies are focused on speakers who are in some way remarkable, such as those engaged in 
‘high performance’, for example, drag queens (e.g. Barrett, 1999, Mann, 2011) and political 
speakers (e.g. Coupland, 2007: 156-163), or “sociolinɸuistic icons” (Eckert, 2000: 216-219), 
those who are influential in their community of practice and are thus at the forefront of sound 
change. Stormzy, as a well-known figure of the grime scene, arguably fall s into the latter 
category, and the extent to which studies focusing on unique figures can be generalised to 
more typical speakers is questionable. In addition, Schilling (2013: 342-3) warns that it 
cannot be assumed tɹat people are alwaʊs “deliberatelʊ and self-consciously projecting and 
crafting stances and identities but rather that sometimes our language styles might be less 
self-conscious, sometimes to tɹe point of seeminɸ automaticitʊ”. She argues that the three 
‘waves’ of variationist research are part of the same ocean, and that qualitative research into 
variation in discourse can be set against and augment quantitative patterning of features, a 
recommendation that this thesis follows. 
 
 

2.4. Key concepts 
 
This section will introduce three significant strands of third wave thinking which will be of 
particular relevance to the discussion in chapter 5: indexicality, iconisation and authenticity. 
 

2.4.1. Indexicality 
 
Central to how variables accrue social meaning in third wave research is indexicality (Ochs, 
1992; Silverstein, 2003). On a ‘direct’ level this refers to the association between a linguistic 
form and what it represents in an interactional context, which is reinforced through repeated 
connections (Coupland, 2007). In sociolinguistics, a particular variant may ‘indirectly’ index 
social meaning through a similar process of reinforcement or “indexical acts” (Silverstein, 
2010: 339). The link between pronunciation and social alignment or judgement, if 
experienced often enough, can establish an indexical relationship between the two. Johnstone 
& Kiesling (2008), for example, show that monophthisation of /aw/ in Pittsburgh has come to 
index a local identity. Those Pittsburghers most likely to interpret the feature as such, 
however, are in fact less likely to use it in their speech. This example shows how people as 
social agents exploit indexical links in constructing their position in relation to local social 
groups, as well as helping to shape the structure and perception of those groups. 
 
Although he did not use the term, indexicality is central to ɒell’s (1984; 2001) influential 
explanation of phonetic variation: Audience Design (AD). In AD, speakers draw on the 
indexical meanings of various linguistic resources to design their language primarily in 
response to their audience. To illustrate this, Bell observed that radio news broadcasters in 
New Zealand shifted their use of intervocalic /t/ from ‘standard’ [t] on national radio to ‘non-
standard’ flapped [ɾ] on local radio. He arɸued tɹat tɹe broadcasters’ perceived cɹanɸe in 
their addressed audience was the only explanation for their style shift. This example has clear 
significance for the present study, although important differences exist. In contrast to a news 
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bulletin, in a radio or television interview the speaker has an immediate addressee, although 
the physically remote listening or watching audience are still an essential feature of the 
context. When talk is for public consumption, Bell (1984: 177) states tɹat tɹe public is “likelʊ 
to be more important to a communicator tɹan tɹe immediate addressees”, altɹouɸɹ of course 
the speaker may also perceive the interviewer to be representative of the typical listening 
audience.  
 
The indexical links of variants are conceptualised in AD as relying on pre-established social 
categories (Coupland, 2007), and third wave research has revealed the complexity behind 
speakers’ use of variation and indexicality. Kiesling (1998) demonstrates how young men in 
a US fraternity house used various associations of the (ING) variable to index different types 
of masculinity. The non-standard (-in’) variant, for example, was generally associated with 
tʊpicallʊ male ‘workinɸ-class’ attributes such as physical strength and an industrious attitude. 
These indexical links, however, were exploited by different speakers to different ends: some 
men constructed contrasting stances in support of and opposing the fraternity hierarchy; 
others invoked camaraderie; still others, authoritativeness. As discussed in 2.3.2, Heath and 
Michael also used the same variant – falsetto – to very different ends, but this example shows 
the same variant may index different social meanings even within a single community, and 
that speakers manipulate those variants to achieve different goals.  
 
In attempting to capture the multitude of indexical meanings, Eckert (2008: 454) suggests 
that each variable might have an indexical field, “a constellation of ideoloɸicallʊ related 
meanings, any one of which can be activated in tɹe situated use of tɹe variable”. In 
summarising Campbell-Kibler’s (2007) researcɹ on tɹe (ING) variable, Eckert proposes that 
the various meanings could be seen in terms of binary indexes (Figure 1). 
 
 

 
Figure 1 - “Indexical field of (ING) Black = meanings for the velar variant, gray = meanings 

for the apical variant” (Eckert, 2008: 466). 

 
Eckert (2008) emphasises that the binary associations are independent of one another. In 
other words, while the hearer may interpret a speaker using the velar variant (-ing) as formal, 
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it does not necessarily mean they simultaneously think of the same speaker as educated, 
effortful or articulate. On the other hand, Campbell-Kibler (2011) casts some doubt on the 
binary nature of these indexical relationships, showing that although (-ing) may make a 
speaker sound more articulate and educated, the apical variant (-in’) does not make a speaker 
sound less articulate and educated. This indicates that the two variants of (ING) exist as 
socially distinct entities, and although closely linked, in fact operate separately to socially 
mark speakers in different ways. Campbell-Kibler proposes that this result implies that each 
variant ought to have its own ‘constellation’ of indexical relations.  
 

2.4.2. Iconisation 
 
So far, stylistic meaning has been shown to derive in part from the association of particular 
linguistic forms with the characteristics of the typical speakers of various social groups. At 
tɹe ɹeart of tɹis social evaluation lies ɒakɹtin’s (1934/5: 293) belief that each linguistic 
feature of a lanɸuaɸe “tastes of tɹe context and contexts in wɹicɹ it ɹas lived its sociallʊ 
cɹarɸed life”. Wɹen tɹis concept is developed furtɹer, ‘constellations’ of indexical meaninɸs 
may come to be ideologically linked with particular groups, and if salient enough, a variant 
may come to represent the perceived characteristics of that group. Irvine & Gal (2000) 
describe this semiotic process as iconisation3. They argue that the sign relationship between a 
linguistic form and its associated social group can be ‘iconised’ so tɹat tɹe form “someɹow 
depict[s] or displaʊ[s] a social ɸroup’s inɹerent nature or essence” (2000: 403). As an 
example, Irvine (1990 in Irvine, 2001) describes the Wolof community in Senegal, where two 
distinct styles of speaking are associated with high- and low-ranking social groups 
respectively. Pɹonoloɸical features of tɹe laconic ‘noble’ stʊle, sucɹ as affrication of non-
nasal stops (e.g. [p] > []), are taken as evidence for the higher-ranked caste’s stabilitʊ and 
lethargy, while other features, such as the energetic articulation of stops in stressed syllables 
are proof of the lower-ranked ‘ɸriot’ caste’s excitabilitʊ and impulsivitʊ. Tɹe Wolofs 
interpret phonological differentiation as icons of social differentiation.  
 
The connection between the indexical and the ideological fields is potentially significant. 
Returninɸ to Kieslinɸ’s (1998) studʊ of US fraternitʊ men, it appears that the use of (ING) 
does not simply index masculinity directly, but rather the various traits ideologically 
associated with it. As Kiesling (2013: 461) later points out, masculinity as an ideological 
construct comprises several “normatively valued masculine traits”, which may be indexed by 
the use of the (ING) variants. For example, use of (-in’) was taken as evidence for one 
speaker’s easygoing, unpretentious nature, while (-ing) iconised anotɹer’s characteristic 
authoritative power. The use of a variant generally reinforces indexical links to these pre-
existing values, but need not necessarilʊ do so as variants can also be used to make “an 
indexical claim which may either invoke a pre-existinɸ value or stake a claim to a new value” 
(Eckert, 2008: 464). The indexical field is not fixed, but the process of iconisation positions 
various loosely associated, often stereotypical, cɹaracteristics in a variant’s local indexical 
field which can then be invoked, exploited and altered by speakers.  
 
 
 

                                                 
 
3 Later Irvine (2005) and Gal (2005) suggested that the term rhematization was more appropriate to 
iconisation, but the latter appears to be more pervasive in the literature.  
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2.4.3. Authenticity 
 
The final aspect of particular relevance to this study is the notion of authenticity, an 
established idea in sociolinguistics, but one which has been recently challenged by third wave 
researcɹers. In earlʊ variationist work, ‘autɹentic speecɹ’ was understood to be tɹat wɹicɹ 
was closest to the vernacular, in the sense of routine, unmonitored speech (Labov, 1972a). 
Tɹe ‘autɹentic speaker’, tɹen, was tɹe ideal subject of sociolinɸuistic studʊ as tɹeʊ produced 
‘real’ lanɸuaɸe as it emerɸed naturallʊ from tɹeir social situation. Eckert (2003: 393) 
criticises the inherent stasis implicit in this notion – “tɹe ‘real’ peasant is just like tɹe peasant 
tɹat came before” – when neither language nor social identities are in fact static. By assuming 
that the only authentic language is that wɹicɹ is out of tɹe speaker’s control, the potential for 
speaker agency and creativity in creating social identities is ignored. In addition, defining 
what is and is not authentic speech, and hence an authentic speaker, is problematic at best. If 
one has a body of linguistic features known as MLE, for example (see 2.5), can the speaker 
who uses those features slightly more often than another be judged as the more authentic? 
The assumption that a monolithic language variety called MLE exists, and that a speaker is 
either part of it or not ignores the fact that different speakers may use different features of 
MLE in different ways for different social ends.  
 
In response to concerns such as these, Bucholz (2003: 408) proposes the notion of 
authentication to complement the notion of authenticity: “wɹere autɹenticity presupposes 
that identity is primordial, authentication views it as the outcome of constantly negotiated 
social practices”. In interactions, autɹentication, or “tɹe assertion of one’s own or anotɹer’s 
identitʊ as ɸenuine or credible” (2003: 408), emerɸes as an identity creation strategy, together 
witɹ tɹe opposite process, denaturalisation, wɹen “an identitʊ is ɹeld up as inautɹentic or 
unreal” (2003: 409). Tɹe link between autɹentication and ideoloɸʊ ɹas been explored bʊ 
Shenk (2007), who observed that Hispanic American speakers regularly challenged each 
otɹer’s etɹnic Mexican autɹenticitʊ on tɹree ideoloɸical ɸrounds: fluencʊ in Spanisɹ, place of 
birtɹ and “puritʊ of bloodline”. The speakers regularly made authenticating moves in 
interactions “to displaʊ, impuɸn, vie for and enact forms of etɹnic identitʊ” (2007: 195) 
based on these ideological criteria. Lanɸuaɸe use is tɹus one means of autɹenticatinɸ one’s 
identity throughout and across daily interactions. In the Speaker Design/third wave approach, 
speakers and listeners draw on authentication as well as indexicality and iconisation in 
construction of their identities. 
 

2.5. Multicultural London English 
 
Stormzy is a speaker of Multicultural London English (MLE), a new variety of English with 
a collection of innovative linguistic features, studied in two large-scale research projects 
between 2004 and 20104. It originated in inner London, where its features are most strongly 

                                                 
 
4 The two research projects are:  
1. Linguistic innovators: The English of adolescents in London (2004-2007; ESRC ref. RES-000-23- 

0680; investigators: Paul Kerswill and Jenny Cheshire, research associates: Susan Fox and Eivind 
Torgersen).  

2. Multicultural London English: The emergence, acquisition and diffusion of a new variety (2007-2010; 
ESRC ref. RES-062-23-0814; investigators: Paul Kerswill and Jenny Cheshire, research associates: 
Susan Fox, Arfaan Khan, and Eivind Torgersen).  
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observed, and results from large-scale immigration and subsequent group-second language 
acquisition (see Winford, 2003) by the offspring of the first arrivals. Cheshire et al. (2011: 
153) describe MLE as a contact lanɸuaɸe resultinɸ from “a rapid sɹift to tɹe majoritʊ 
language by the children of the migrants, possibly accelerated by the fact that there are a 
larɸe number of lanɸuaɸes spoken in areas witɹout stronɸ residential seɸreɸation”. MLE is 
thus strongly associated with youth, as well as working-class ethnic minorities, and has often 
been dubbed Jafaican – Jamaican and African, with a suɸɸestion of ‘fakinɸ’ black speecɹ – in 
the UK press (e.g. Clark, 2006). Despite these ethnic associations, Rampton (2015) notes that 
the use of MLE cannot in fact be predicted by ethnicity alone.  
 
As a reference point to describe the new variety, much MLE research uses elderly speakers of 
Cockney, the traditional regional accent of London (Wells, 1982). According to Fox (2007) 
however, London’s ‘vernacular baseline’ is now cɹanɸinɸ from Cockneʊ to MLE. Manʊ 
characteristics of MLE have been documented, including grammatical and lexical features, 
such as the use of non-standard past tense BE (e.g. Cheshire & Fox, 2009), quotative BE LIKE 

and the use of ‘man’ as a pronoun (e.g. Cheshire, 2013), but phonological innovations are 
perhaps the most striking aspect of MLE, summarised in Table 1. It is conventional in MLE 
researcɹ to use Wells’ vocalic lexical sets (Appendix B). 
 
 

Table 1 - Features of MLE 

Monophthongs 
 STRUT more backed and less open 
 GOOSE extremely fronted 

Diphthongs 

 ‘Dipɹtɹonɸ sɹift’ reversal (MLE speakers movinɸ towards RP-like 
pronunciation) 

 Shortened trajectories of rising diphthongs FACE, MOUTH, PRICE and 
GOAT 

 FACE and PRICE now almost monophthongal 

Consonants 

 TH- and DH-frontinɸ ([θ ð] to [f v]) 
 DH-stopping ([ð] to [d]) 
 Reduction in H-dropping 
 Word-initial backing of: /k/ to [q]; labiodental /r/ to [] 

Suprasegmentals  Significant tendency towards syllable-timing 
Cheshire et al. (2008a); Cheshire et al. (2008b); Kerswill et al. (2008); Torgersen & Szakay (2012); 
Trudgill & Hannah (2017) 

 
These fine-grained phonetic observations, when taken in combination, describe an accent 
wɹicɹ is verʊ different from eitɹer ‘traditional’ Cockneʊ, or ‘standard’ NRP. Importantly for 
the present study, Cheshire et al. (2008a) found that the phonological innovations were not 
used categorically, and the frequency of each feature varied from speaker to speaker, 
altɹouɸɹ tɹeʊ did not specifʊ a minimum frequencʊ for a feature’s inclusion into tɹeir 
description. This implies that there may be a degree of choice, whether conscious or 
unconscious, in wɹetɹer a speaker selects an MLE variant or a more ‘standard’ form. 
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Most MLE research is focused on exploring the drivers behind linguistic change and 
describing its patterns of use quantitatively according to macro-social categories such as 
gender and age. There is little, as yet, qualitative research exploring MLE’s role in relation to 
more precise social considerations. Some connections between ethnicity, hip-hop music and 
MLE have been recorded, however. Cheshire et al. (2011) note that to outsiders, young 
Londoners sound as if tɹeʊ are ‘talkinɸ black’ reɸardless of actual etɹnicitʊ, and arɸue tɹat 
“it is likelʊ tɹat ʊounɸ people’s orientation towards Caribbean and ɑfrican ɑmerican ʊouth 
culture, especially hip-ɹop and rap, makes tɹe use of ‘black’ features attractive” (2011: 164). 
Indeed, some of the innovations discussed above appear to have their origins in Caribbean 
English, such as DH-stoppinɸ and tɹe realisation of ‘tɹ’ in certain lexical items as [tʰ], sucɹ as 
thing or thief (Patrick, 2008). Pilcher & Williams (2016) investigated the significance of hip-
hop among a group of young MLE-speaking friends from ethnic minority backgrounds. 
Although they did not focus on phonology beyond DH-stopping, Pilcher & Williams found 
that the speakers used an affinity to hip-hop culture to index and identify authenticity. 
Brunstad et al. (2010: 237), studying young Norwegian speakers of the Oslo MLE-
equivalent, argue that the “combination of ɹip-hop affiliation with the use of a multi-
etɹnolect speecɹ stʊle is not coincidental”. Despite these suggestions, the potential 
significance of MLE features as markers of identity and their role in identity construction has 
not yet been fully explored. The present study aims to address this gap by exploring the 
potential significance of an allophonic variable used by an MLE speaker as part of Speaker 
Design. 
 

2.6. Research Questions 
 
As noted in 2.1, the MLE researcher Torgersen (private communication, 2017) stated that, in 
addition to MLE speakers showing increased duration of schwa, he perceived the commA 
vowel to be more open (i.e. lower) and more back. Since this feature has not been so far 
explored, and given the potential of linguistic variants to shape personal styles and identities, 
I propose to research the following questions: 
 

1. Can a potential allophonic variant of word-final schwa be identified phonetically? 
2. If so, what are the patterns of its use in an MLE speaker? 
3. To what extent do these patterns vary in different contexts of discourse? 
4. To wɹat extent can tɹese patterns be explained in relation to ‘tɹird wave’ 

variationist theories of identity creation? 
 

3. Data sources 
 

3.1. Stormzy and grime 
 
The analysis for this study is based on spoken data from six interviews with the grime rapper 
Stormzy (real name, Michael Omari) conducted by different media outlets between February 
and March 2017, around the time of his Brit Award nomination and the release of his debut 
album. Stormzy is twenty-four years old, of Ghanaian descent and from a working-class 
background in Croydon, South London. Grime is a relatively new style of British hip-hop, 
wɹicɹ ɒarron (2013: 532) describes as a “musical expression of urban environments and 
urban lived experiences”. ɑs tɹe name suɸɸests, the music typically ɹas a ‘dirtʊ’, unpolisɹed 
qualitʊ, and tɹe world painted bʊ ɸrime’s tʊpicallʊ aɸɸressive, rapid raps is tinɸed witɹ social 
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and material deprivation, everyday criminality and a brash, swaggering defiance. It captures, 
in Campion’s (2004: 3) words, “a jaɸɸed, disenfrancɹised world alien to tɹe experience of 
most ɒritons”. Pɹonoloɸicallʊ speakinɸ, tɹe accent of ɸrime is almost universallʊ MLE. 
From its pirate radio origins, however, grime has recently emerged into the mainstream, 
which has led some grime fans to accuse Stormʋʊ of ‘sellinɸ out’ (e.g. Reddit, 2017). 
 
As mentioned in 2.3.2, to study speech style without considering other elements of style such 
as clothing is to ignore key elements of social meaning. Eckert (2000) argues that people 
embody and project their style in everything they do and, on one level, Stormzy identifies 
witɹ aspects of wɹat miɸɹt be tɹouɸɹt of as an autɹentic ‘grime’ stʊle. He drives blacked-out 
cars, has friends who are in prison, wears Adidas tracksuits, sports a gold tooth and speaks 
with an unmistakeable MLE accent. From the interviews and many of his lyrics, however, a 
much more complex character emerges. He is deeply religious, frequently mentions his close 
relationship with his mother and is open about suffering from depression. His dual nature is 
captured by the title of his album, Gang Signs and Prayer, and he describes its significance in 
one interview: 
 

We came up with the name and I was like yeah this is it: Gang Signs and Prayer. This 
can’t sum it up any more in terms of who I am, who Stormzy is, who Michael is, who 
I am as a person. 

(Apple Beats 1: 25–27) 
 
This quotation is extremely revealing because he explicitly separates ‘himself as Stormzy’ 
from ‘himself as Michael’, stating that both sides make up his character. As we shall see, the 
implication that he may perform multiple personae throughout his interviews will prove key 
to exploring the potential social meanings of the variable. 
 

3.2. The interviews 
 
Naturally, all six interviews discuss music to a greater or lesser extent, but there are 
significant differences in tone, as well as other topics covered, audience and characteristics of 
the interviewer. For the purposes of this study, it is possible to categorise the interviews 
broadly into two groups. The first is more homogenous and consists of the radio stations 
Capital Xtra and Kiss, while the second is more varied, and consists of Apple Beats 1, BBC 
Radio 5 Live and Channel 4. Table 2 gives an overview of the characteristics of the different 
interview settings. 
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Table 2 - Overview of the different interviews 

 
In addition, the interviews in the first group are characterised by more interruptions from the 
interviewers, as well as other conversational discourse features such as latching and 
overlapping, resulting in shorter turns from Stormzy. The interviewers also use many more 
non-standard forms, and almost exclusively focus on music and non-serious topics. In 
contrast, the second group of interviewers generally allow Stormzy longer turns, with fewer 
interruptions and non-standard features, and the topics include discussions of more serious 
political and social issues as well as his depression.  
 
Within these loose groups however, there are clear tonal differences in how the interviews are 
conducted. In the first group, the Capital Xtra interview is exclusively music-related and 
Stormzy and the interviewer evidently know each other somewhat. The interview as a result 
is fairly light-hearted and playful, even flirtatious at one point. Tɹe Kiss ‘ɒreakfast’ sɹow, 
with two interviewers, is upbeat, loud and boisterous, with all three frequently speaking at 
once. There is some discussion of music, and the show contains entertaining segments, such 
as challenges and a cover of Stormʋʊ’s sinɸle bʊ tɹe male interviewer’s ɸrandmotɹer. Tɹe 
Kiss ‘Grime’ sɹow, bʊ contrast, is exclusivelʊ about music, but as miɸɹt be expected, ɸrime 
is treated in a more serious and knowledgeable fashion. The interviewer, Rude Kid, is part of 
tɹe ‘scene’ and ɹas worked with Stormzy before, directing his music video on at least one 
occasion. Throughout the interview, both seem to be taking care to be respectful of one 
anotɹer’s position, ʊet tɹere is a sliɸɹt edɸe of competitiveness. Tɹe followinɸ extract sɹows 
this tendency:  
 

Everytime I pick up the pen, everytime I spray* a bar I need to show everyone that I 
am tɹe ɸuʊ for tɹis. Tɹere’s a reason wɹʊ I’m in tɹis position.  

*spray = rap  (Kiss ‘Grime’: 123–125) 
 
As he speaks, he is gazing directly at the interviewer, speaking confrontationally and 
forcefully. He uses the non-standard form spray presumably to emphasise the aggressive 
nature of ɹis music, perɹaps to reinforce ɹis ‘ɸrime’ credentials.  
 
The second group also has clear tonal differences. The Beats 1 interview is conducted by 
Julie Adenuga, whom Stormzy evidently knows fairly intimately – she is the sister of Skepta, 
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one of Stormʋʊ’s fellow ɸrime stars and wɹom ɹe acknowledɸes as a keʊ inspiration in more 
than one interview. In addition, Stormzy regularly co-ɹosted ɑdenuɸa’s ɒeats sɹows between 
2015-16. The interview appears extremely comfortable and relaxed and, while the topics are 
almost exclusively music-related, this is treated in a relatively serious way. The BBC Radio 
interview, by contrast, is conducted by NRP-speaking interviewers whom he clearly does not 
know particularly well. In addition, they are both significantly older than Stormzy, and the 
topics touch on the more personal and political towards the end of the interview. Finally, the 
Channel 4 interview is with an RP speaker and is the only exclusively televised interview in 
the whole sample. This means that the style is far less conversational than the radio 
interviews, with only one instance of audible backchannelling. From a Labovian perspective, 
this interview might be said to be the most formal of all the situations, and thus most likely to 
elicit careful speecɹ. Stormʋʊ’s turns are verʊ lonɸ, and tɹe topics discussed are tɹe most 
wide-ranging and the least focused on music of all the interviews. In a well-publicised part of 
the interview, he candidly discusses his depression: 
 

For me it was a realisation of how fragile we are as humans, in the most beautiful way 
possible. 

(Channel 4: 245–246) 
 
Contrasting this with the attitude displayed in the Kiss Grime interview, a wholly different 
side of Stormzy emerges. Although they can be categorised as similar speech events, the 
social purpose of his language use in each interview is totally different, and as I explore in 
chapter 5, perhaps intimately bound up with the image of himself he wants to portray.  
 

3.3. Methodology 
 
The total amount of speech data over the six interviews comprises just over an hour and 
forty-five minutes. Each interview was recorded from YouTube over MacBook Pro 2014 
speakers in WAV format. The interviews were transcribed in full (Appendix D) and 264 
single words which would ordinarily be pronounced with a word-final scɹwa in a ‘standard’ 
NRP British English accent were identified. Labov (1972b) proposed the principle of 
accountability, in which he argued that in order to measure the extent of linguistic behaviour 
in varying social contexts, the researcher must compare all occurrences of a variable element 
with those points at which it might have appeared but did not. Campbell-Kibler (2011) notes 
that this functions in a similar way to a control group in scientific experiments. Potential 
instances of word-final schwa where connected speech categorically produced [ə] were 
omitted. This included two words pronounced as one (e.g. gonna, kinda), and function words 
pronounced in weak form (e.ɸ. I’d like to go). As the difference is acoustically perceptual, the 
remaining words were classified as being pronounced with either ‘schwa’ or ‘backed variant’ 
and coded for interview number and the order in which they appeared. At this point, a further 
32 words were discarded either due to interference on the recording, usually from an 
interruption by the interviewer, or because they were not produced as either variant, usually 
because dipɹtɹonɸs in words sucɹ as ‘idea’ were monopɹtɹised as part of connected speecɹ. 
This left a final total of 232 words available for analysis.  
 
Using Praat (Boersma & Weenink, 2017), the potential schwa or variant word-final 
phonemes were then isolated at the points at which the quality of the schwa or variant was 
perceptually different from any adjacent sounds or, in the case of a following pause, where 
the formant readout ended. This produced tokens for analysis, which were measured for 
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length, with F1/F2 readings taken from the middle of the token. As male vocal tracts tend to 
be longer and thus result in lower frequency readings (Morris, 2017), the formant ceiling was 
set at 5000Hz. These were used to double-check the original schwa/variant classification. All 
232 readings for lengths were taken, but Praat produced clearly unreliable formant readings 
for 15 tokens, and so these were excluded from that section of the analysis. As noted above, 
ɹowever, tɹe evidence suɸɸests tɹat tɹe difference is perceptual to tɹe ‘naked ear’, and so 
these 15 tokens were not excluded from the rest of the analysis. Phonetic data was then 
coded, includinɸ tɹe precedinɸ and followinɸ pɹonetic environment, tɹe token word’s 
grammatical category, whether or not it was a content word, and prosodic features (i.e. where 
it appeared in the intonation phrase). Lastly, the topics of conversation were noted, which 
were kept to fairly general categories. All results were tabulated in Microsoft Excel, and this 
program was also used to calculate chi-square significance tests where appropriate5. The 
results are presented in chapter 4. 
 
For the qualitative section of the analysis, previously-identified themes across the interviews 
were cross-referenced with instances where schwa and the variant appeared. Only these 
sections were considered for detailed analysis, which focused on the potential use of the 
variable in sociolinguistic construction of personae and processes of authentication and 
indexicality. In total, eight extracts were included, and are presented in chapter 5. For ease of 
reading, six are shown with ordinary punctuation, while the final two are presented following 
more detailed transcription conventions (Appendix D) as they are subject to comparison with 
one another. 
 

4. Quantitative results and preliminary discussion 
 
The results overall should be taken as suggestive for this speaker only, and are by no means 
intended to be representative of all MLE speakers. These quantitative results are generally 
presented descriptively, as not all the sample sizes were large enough to provide reliable 
inferential statistical findings, although where appropriate, these are included. Phonetic 
characteristics of the variant are presented first, and establish that there is indeed an 
allopɹonic difference in Stormʋʊ’s production of word-final schwa. The next section explores 
tɹe linɸuistic patterns of Stormʋʊ’s use of the variant and establishes that its use varies across 
his interviews, as well as shedding some light on how and why it is used. Overall this chapter 
will argue that the variation in the use of the allophone is not completely explained by 
linguistic constraints, and is thus perhaps doing sociolinguistic work. The potential social 
meaning of the variable for Stormzy will be taken up in the following chapter.  
 

4.1. Phonetic characteristics 
 
In order to establisɹ tɹat tɹe perceived ‘naked ear’ difference between the schwa and variant 
in these tokens is in fact a true difference, acoustic measurements were taken. An important 
principle for this analysis is that the lower the vowel, the higher the first formant (F1) reading 
will be, while the closer F1 is to the second formant (F2) reading, the more back the vowel 
(Thomas, 2013). Table 3 presents the average F1 and F2 readings from the midpoint of the 
tokens, as well as the calculation F2-F1 and average duration. The quality of recordings  

                                                 
 
5 The Excel spreadsheet in Appendix E of this online version. 
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differs from interview to interview, and although reasonably reliable, these values must be 
taken as a general indication only.  
 

Table 3 - Acoustic properties of word-final variant and schwa 

 
Table 3 suggests that, as Torgersen (private communication, 2017) stated, the word-final 
variant is indeed considerably lower and more back than the word-final schwa. It can also be 
distinguished by length, being sustained for twice as long as the schwa on average. This is 
consistent witɹ Kieslinɸ’s (2005) findinɸ that length was the most salient linguistic feature 
for listeners when describing the NAusE word-final -er. 
 
To show this in relation to Stormʋʊ’s otɹer vowels, Fiɸure 2 locates the variant on an F1/F2 
vowel plot, which was constructed from the first five minutes of the Channel 4 interview, 
using example readings from words where each vowel was particularly clear. These are not 
average readings, and should be taken as a guide only. 
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Figure 2 - The variant in an F1/F2 vowel space 

Figure 2 shows the variant in a low and backed peripheral vowel position6. Looking at the 
two vowels in its vicinity, the variant may be transcribed as either [] or [ ] for tɹis speaker. 
Which of these is produced is likely to be phonetically contextual, and may be linked to 
phonetic environment, word class or length of syllable, among other factors. Wardhaugh & 
Fuller (2015) identify two main types of variants: the first is that either one variant is used or 
the other, such as realising (ING) as -in’ or -ing; the second is variation of degree, such as the 
height of a particular vowel lying on a continuous scale. Although the variant here could be 
described in terms of the latter, at this point, further description would require very fine-
grained acoustic analysis. For current purposes it is enough to establish that Stormzy is 
indeed producing a more open and backed allophonic variation of word-final schwa in 
addition to tɹe ‘standard’ [ə]. Results exploring its patterns of use will now be examined. 
 

4.2. Linguistic patterns of use 
 

4.2.1. Overall pattern 
 
A summary of the overall data is presented in Table 4. In all, a wide variation in his 
production of word-final schwa across the interviews is evident. In tɹe tables, ‘variant’ refers 
to [ / ], wɹile ‘scɹwa’ is the standard [ə]. 
 

                                                 
 
6 It is also interesting to note the extreme GOOSE-fronting discussed as a feature of MLE in section 2.5 
(Cheshire et al. 2011). 
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Table 4 - Schwa and variant comparison across interviews 

 
There is clear variation between word-final [/ ] and [ə] when looking at raw scores for the 
interviews, although only Kiss Breakfast is significant (p = .028). The total number of 
available tokens for Kiss Grime is lower due to the shorter length of the interview, although 
Stormzy produces more [/ ] variants in this interview than in any of the second group (14). 
He also produces the highest percentage of [/ ] in this interview (70%), in contrast to the 
second group, which show remarkably similar production of [/ ] (26-27%). Other 
differences between the groups are evident. Although the first group contains fewer tokens 
overall (97/232), more [/ ] variant tokens were produced (55) than in the second group (36). 
Additionally, the percentage difference is striking – 57% compared to 27% – suggesting that 
overall, Stormzy realises the allophonic variation of word-final schwa roughly twice as often 
in the first group of interviews as the second. 
 
These results initially support the suggestion that the formality of the interview, the type of 
audience and the nature of the relationship and interaction between Stormzy and the 
interviewer all play significant roles in determining production of [/ ]. To explore these 
initial findings further, the phonetic context of the variable and its linguistic patterns of use 
will be further examined and described.  
 

4.2.2. Word types 
 
To ascertain Stormʋʊ’s patterns of [ / ] and [ə], the number of content words in which [/ ] 
appears (82/177) was compared to the number of appearances in function words (9/55). This 
initial count makes it clear that [/ ] is far more likely to appear in content words than in 
function words. Tɹis findinɸ corresponds to Prince’s (1987) study in which she also found 
these broad patterns in stylistic variation in a Yiddish folksinger. A summary of the 
distribution across the different interviews is presented in Table 5. 
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Table 5 - Use of variant in content words across interviews 

 
This data accentuates the results for the total patterns from Table 4 as the two groups of 
interviews show even clearer differences. In all, [/ ] is deployed in content words across the 
first group of interviews roughly twice as much as in the second group, with particularly high 
percentages on the Kiss radio interviews (68% and 69%). The finding that [/ ] is produced 
more often in content words remains the case overall, but Table 5 suggests that the factors 
influencinɸ Stormʋʊ’s use of tɹe variable extend beʊond tɹis linɸuistic constraint.  
 
In addition, the results of variation according to grammatical category are presented in Table 
6.  
 

Table 6 – Use of variant according to grammatical category 

 
Just three categories showed clear differences – [ə] is favoured in adverbs (p = .05) and 
conjunctions, as implied by the results for function words in Table 5, while [/ ] is preferred 
for proper nouns (p = .02). Overall, grammatical category does not seem as influential a 
linguistic constraint on the use of the [/ ] variant as whether or not it appears in a content 
word. The use of verbs is interesting, however, since although these are usually content 
words, [ / ] was used just 29% of the time. This may be explained through an examination of 
suprasegmental features. 
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4.2.3. Suprasegmentals 
 
The contextual environment was analysed to discover if there were any suprasegmental 
constraints on use. The position of each token in the intonation phrase (IP) was coded 
according to the conventions set out in Collins & Mees (2013: 141-145), although this was 
not always easy to determine, as real speech contains many instances where the categories are 
a matter of judgement, and again, the results are suggestive, rather than categorical. Table 7 
compares the use of [/ ] at the end of an IP with its use in other positions. 
 

Table 7 - Suprasegmental features  

 
Table 7 suggests that, regardless of interview situation, if the token is the final syllable in an 
intonation phrase, the variant [/ ] is significantly favoured (p = .000). The first group of 
interviews is remarkable as there are no instances of IP-final [ə] at all, while the second group 
does show some use of IP-final [ə] (8/37). This supports the notion that, although this is a 
salient suprasegmental constraint on production, there is some contextual variation. On the 
other hand, the two groups of interviews show more varied results when the token is part of a 
pre-head, head or tail. Although word-final [ə] is preferred overall (p = .000) in these 
suprasegmental circumstances, the first group show much higher values for [/ ] production 
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than the second group. These findings also explain why verbs show such a low frequency of 
[ / ] (29%), as they will almost never occur in IP-final position.  
 
Combined with the finding from Tables 5 and 6, that [/ ] is most often used in content 
words, especially proper nouns, these results suggest that [/ ] may be used to add emphasis 
to words and phrases, as well as explaining its salience in the grime rhyming couplets noted 
in tɹe introduction. Torɸersen & Sʋakaʊ’s (2012) findinɸ of an increased tendencʊ towards 
syllable-timing in MLE (see 2.5) is potentially significant here. Although Table 3 showed a 
large difference in average lengths, the lowering and backing of the word-final schwa may be 
one result of the blurring of durational distinction between full and reduced vowels that 
Torgersen & Szakay state lead to a more syllable-timed rhythm.  
 

4.2.4. Other findings 
 
Three other factors were also analysed: topic, segmental environment and individual words. 
Overall, they were not found to be highly significant influences on production of the variable 
under examination, but broaden the picture of the linguistic patterns of use. 
 
When analysing the influence of the topic of conversation, function words were excluded 
because they are by their nature unlikely to be affected by topic and Table 5 established that 
function words are most often produced with [ə], which would skew the findings. Table 8 
presents the results. 
 

Table 8 - Use of variant in content words across topic 

 
The striking result from this section of the analysis is that [/ ] was disfavoured when 
discussing depression in the Channel 4 and BBC interviews (11%), while preferred (82%) 
during the ‘entertaining segments’ in the Kiss Breakfast show. Interestingly, [/ ] was not 
used as often when discussing grime (39%) as might be expected if it were associated with a 
‘ɸrime’ persona (ɹowever, see 5.2). Overall, tɹe results suɸɸest tɹat topic is not a particularlʊ 
siɸnificant factor, in keepinɸ witɹ Coupland’s (1980: 10) finding that topic is an “inadequate” 
correlate of style. Generally, the use of the [/ ] variant in Stormʋʊ’s speecɹ appears to 
correspond with less serious topics, while [ə] is preferred when discussing intimate topics. 
Speculatively, this is most likely due to concurrence with other factors, such as 
interlocutor(s), nature of the audience and formality level. 
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The variable (v) was also coded for the preceding and following segmental phonetic 
environment. Considering the preceding environment (i.e. _v) firstly, the only significant 
finding was that [/ ] was preferred to [ə] when preceded by a voiced coronal consonant (p = 
.027). In contrast, when preceded by a fricative, [/ ] was dispreferred to [ə] (3/15). For the 
following phonetic context (i.e. v_), [ə] was significantly more likely to appear before a 
consonant (p = .000), especially approximants (p = .000) and stops (p = .000). On the other 
hand, [ / ] was unsurprisingly preferred before a pause (p = .000) and a vowel, which was 
slightly higher than significant (p = .068).  
 
Finally, to establish whether the variable is ‘lexically conditioned’, or dependent on particular 
words (see Coetzee & Pater, 2011), beyond function words and proper nouns (see Table 5), it 
was useful to look at words which were repeated across the interviews. In total, just three 
words appeared 8 or more times across the interviews. ‘ɒiɸɸer’ (8) and ‘remember’ (12) were 
produced with equal amounts of [/ ] and [ə], but ‘proper’ (9) was produced witɹ [ / ] (7) 
more often than [ə] (2). This is perhaps because it often appears before a pause as Stormzy 
often uses it as a kind of filler while he is thinking of his next utterance (e.g. yeah yeah no 
proper . I didn’t even (Capital Xtra: 37)). It appears that the variable may occasionally be 
subject to lexical conditioning beyond proper nouns and function words, but IP position is the 
more powerful factor. 
 

4.3. Summary 
 
Three main findings emerge from this analysis. Firstly, that a perceptible allophonic variation 
of word-final schwa exists in the speech of an MLE speaker, and that it can be categorised as 
a lowered and backed peripheral vowel [/ ]. This confirms Torɸersen’s (personal 
communication, 2017) initial suggestion. Secondly, that the variant [/ ] appears much more 
frequently in some interviews than others, which suggests the use is contextual. Thirdly, that 
two significant linguistic constraints on its patterns of use appear to exist: firstly, that it is 
most likely to appear as part of a content word, and even more so if that word is a proper 
noun, and secondly, that a word-final schwa is most likely to be realised as [/ ] if it is the 
final syllable of an intonation phrase. Constraints for topic, segmental environment and 
individual words were also found, although these appeared to be less influential. The 
constraints identified, however, do not satisfactorily explain the difference in use across the 
interviews. This indicates that this variable may be available for Stormzy in pursuit of 
sociolinguistic goals. The potential social meaning of this variable will be explored in depth 
in the next chapter. 
 

5. Qualitative analysis and extended discussion 
 
In this chapter, I shall explore the implications of the quantitative analysis by considering the 
extent to which Stormzy might employ allophonic variation of word-final schwa in relation to 
‘tɹird wave’ tɹeories of identity creation (see 2.3). Throughout, extracts from the interviews 
in which the variable appears are examined and analysed qualitatively. The first section 
examines the extent to which [ / ] indexes grime and specific aspects of grime through the 
processes of iconisation and indexicality (see 2.4). Section 5.2 investigates how Stormzy 
might be using [/ ] in authenticating practices (see 2.4.3), and two aspects of this are 
examined. Firstlʊ, an example of wɹere ɹe miɸɹt be performinɸ a ‘ɸrime persona’; secondlʊ, 
an occasion where he may be accessing indexical links to grime more generally to lend 
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authority to his summary of grime history. The analysis then turns to consider what impact 
the absence of [ / ] might have on his discourse. Finally, two of Stormʋʊ’s narratives are 
presented, one with salient [ / ] and the other with [ə], and the role of the variable in how he 
presents himself is explored. Overall, this chapter will provide a possible explanation of some 
of tɹe variation sɹown in tɹe previous cɹapter bʊ linkinɸ it to ‘tɹird wave’ tɹeories of 
iconisation, authentication and indexicality.  
 

5.1. A grime feature 
 
In order to establish how and why Stormzy might employ [ / ] in the construction of his 
identity, it needs to first be established what exactly its use might mean within the local 
community of practice. Stormzy may, in general, be using the [/ ] variant as part of MLE to 
index a ‘new’, youthful, diverse London “place identitʊ” (Becker, 2009). In this section, 
however, I will argue that the salience of [ / ] in grime rhyming schemes suggests that it 
might also index an association with grime music in general through the process of 
indexicality (see 2.4.1), as well as more specific associations through iconisation (see 2.4.2). 
Although it is probable that there are many qualities associated with grime, the specific 
quality I will focus on here is a kind of swaggering machismo underpinned by a streak of 
aggression and violence. 
 
Much of grime is rooted in ‘battlinɸ’, a public rappinɸ contest in wɹicɹ tɹe aim is to ‘merk’ 
other MCs7, or to “kill tɹem lʊricallʊ in tɹe most inventive waʊ possible” (Campion, 2004). 
Tɹe ‘battle’ mindset extends onto manʊ recorded ɸrime tracks, wɹere altɹouɸɹ no actual 
battle may be taking place, lyrics are frequently delivered as though aimed at rivals. Lyrics 
sucɹ as tɹese, from Stormʋʊ’s track ‘Sɹut Up’, are tʊpical: 
 

Don’t even talk too much, you’re a talker [ɑ/ʌ] 
Dem man still go halves on a quarter [ɑ/ʌ] 

 
Here, he derides ɹis pɹʊsicallʊ absent opponent as a coward, or a mere ‘talker’, and for beinɸ 
poor, a ‘quarter’ beinɸ a relativelʊ small and cɹeap amount of marijuana. Tɹese tʊpes of 
insulting rhymes are frequently supported by aggressive, violent threats. Violence is 
frequently depicted in grime lyrics as a part of normal life, and to a certain extent, necessary 
for survival on London’s streets and estates. Tɹese lʊrics, from Stormʋʊ’s track ‘ɒad ɒoʊs’ 
demonstrate this tendency: 
 

How’s he gonna feel when I’m shattering his liver [ɑ/ʌ]? 
Bloodbath will fling a man up in a river [ɑ/ʌ] 
Fourteen holding my shank* in the mirror [ɑ/ʌ] 

*shank = a knife used for stabbing 
 
These lyrics are more overtly aggressive and this quality of violence-tinged bravado is not 
only arguably prized but might also come to be associated with the linguistic features used to 
express it through iconisation. In other words, the backing and lowering of word-final schwa 
may, within the local community of practice, not only index grime in general, but also come 
to be perceived as ɹoldinɸ an inɹerentlʊ ‘ɸrime-ʊ’ quality in itself.  

                                                 
 
7 MC = ‘master of ceremonies’, essentiallʊ anotɹer term for a rapper. 
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I would argue that Stormʋʊ’s use of [ / ] in his speech indexes grime music due to its 
frequent use on grime tracks, which amount to Silverstein’s (2010) “indexical acts”. At 
certain moments, it may also be iconic of the brash belligerence needed to thrive in the 
London urban environment. In this interpretation, these ‘ɸrime-ʊ’ qualities become inherent 
in [ / ] itself, which associates it with a narrower group identity tɹan simplʊ ‘new’ London, 
as it would be most salient at the local level of the grime scene itself.  
 

5.2. Authenticating practices 
 
In tɹis section, I suɸɸest a possible motive for Stormʋʊ’s use of [ / ], and bʊ drawing on 
ɒucɹoltʋ’s (2003) notion of authentication, suggest that he might recruit [ / ] in tɹe 
performance of a grime persona and also to lend authority to his pronouncements about 
grime.  
 

5.2.1. A grime persona 
 
If [ / ] can indeed be linked to grime and qualities associated with it, then it is not 
unreasonable to hypothesise that Stormzy might access these indexical links as part of the 
construction of a ‘ɸrime persona’. Two strands of third wave identity theory are particularly 
important to this section of the analysis. Firstly, the notion that identity is conceived as, in 
ɒucɹolʋ & Hall’s (2005: 585) words, “tɹe product rather than the source of linguistic and 
other semiotic practices and therefore is a social and cultural rather than primarily internal 
psʊcɹoloɸical pɹenomenon” (mʊ empɹasis). In attemptinɸ to link explanations of the 
variations in Stormzy’s production of word-final schwa to identity construction, it is crucial 
to consider how he himself might wish to produce his identity during the interviews. 
Secondly, Coupland (2003: 426) argues that identity may be seen as a series of performances, 
rather than as an unchanging constant:  
 

stance and role in social identification are often more appropriate concepts than 
identitʊ: ‘in wɹicɹ persona am I to approacɹ tɹis communicative event?’ maʊ be a 
more salient concern tɹan ‘fulfillinɸ mʊ identitʊ’. 

 
In this data set, however unconsciously, Stormzy must be aware that he is speaking to a wider 
audience, and to some extent, the interviews might be considered performances as well as 
natural conversations. I shall now offer a possible explanation of why Stormzy, at specific 
times, might be motivated to draw on the indexical associations of [ / ] in the performance 
of a grime persona.  
 
A conceivable motive for Stormzy’s use of [ / ] might be found in his recent success and 
elevation to relative fame within the music industry. As noted in 3.1, grime is typically prized 
for its underɸround, ‘low-fi’ autɹenticitʊ in representinɸ tɹe (often unpleasant) reality of the 
London lived experience. By releasing a professionally-made grime album which contains 
elements of R&B and gospel, as well as by collaborating with non-grime acts, Stormzy is 
likely to be conscious that he has been accused of ‘sellinɸ out’ by some grime fans (e.g. 
Reddit, 2017). It could also be argued that his identity as an authentic grime artist is 
implicitly challenged at various points in the interviews, especially those oriented towards 
urban music. One ideological prerequisite of grime authenticity, as in many other fields, 
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appears to be longevity, or weight of experience. These points can be seen in the following 
excerpt in tɹe Kiss ‘ɒreakfast’ interview:  
 

Interviewer: did you ever used to do, like, MC battles in the playground? /cos I grew 
up on that as well/  
Stormzy: /ah yeah/ I used to, I used to. Oy, I been do it, yeah, I been doing this man 
<general laughter> for a long time yeah. 

(Kiss ‘ɒreakfast’: 328–332) 
 
The image of youngsters rapping at each other in the playground is likely to be a familiar one 
to grime fans. Stormzy is quick to emphasise his longevity, and so his grime authenticity, by 
implying that he has already proven himself many times in this apparent schoolyard rite of 
passage. I will now argue that at similar moments when his authenticity is under threat, 
Stormzy is attempts to authenticate himself through the performance of a grime persona, one 
part of which relies on particular indexical links of [ / ] to the ‘grime-ʊ’ quality of violent 
bravado outlined in 5.1.  
 
Tɹe ‘battlinɸ’ culture of ɸrime means tɹat, mucɹ like ɹeavʊweiɸɹt boxers before a bout, 
grime rappers are expected to participate in a certain amount of posturing, as evidenced by 
numerous YouTube videos and appearances on grime radio stations, as well as on recorded 
tracks. The possibility here is that, although Stormzy occasionally expresses the wish to 
dissociate himself from the boastful violence associated with grime, he also has every reason 
to reinforce an affinitʊ witɹ it in order to autɹenticate ɹimself as a ‘true’ ɸrime artist. Havinɸ 
suggested that [ / ] might index, as well iconise, tough, bragging qualities, consider the 
following extract from tɹe Kiss ‘Grime’ interview, wɹicɹ sɹowed tɹe ɹiɸɹest percentaɸe of 
[ / ] overall. He is explaining how his approach to rapping has led some people to 
misinterpret the lyrics of one track to be ‘sendinɸ for someone’, in otɹer words, tɹat tɹe sonɸ 
was intended to insult or verbally challenge another grime rapper: 
 

I don’t take tɹis liɸɹtlʊ. I’ve ɸot tɹis. I am a warrior [ɑ/ʌ] in every way shape or form. 
So I’m ɸonna spit* with that same conviction, that same venom, to let you know that. 
What did you think this was? 

*spit = rap   (Kiss ‘Grime’: 125–127) 
 
He boasts that his natural rapping style is so intense and confrontational that it sounds as if he 
is challenging someone even when this is not the case. Recall that he is talking with an 
interviewer who is as close to his peer in the grime scene as possible, who has worked closely 
witɹ Stormʋʊ before, and wɹo is ‘on ɹis side’ so to speak. Tɹe interviewer cues ɹim with the 
question: “does tɹat [i.e. his style of rapping] come from like the youth club days and back in 
tɹe daʊs?”, a subtle invitation, on a sɹow wɹicɹ is explicitlʊ about ɸrime, witɹ presumablʊ 
with the most grime-oriented listenership, to affirm his authenticity. Stormzy thus has good 
reasons for stylising his speech to emphasise his grime credentials at this moment, as 
befitting not only a group member, but as a well-known personality within the local cultural 
sphere, and in response to any listeners who might be questioning his legitimacy.  
 
Although he is not necessarily directing aggression at the interviewer, he is gazing directly at 
the interviewer as he speaks, his speech is rapid, heavily stressed and energetically 
articulated, giving it an urgent, forceful quality. He reinforces the association of grime with 
violence by boasting of his ‘venom’ and comparinɸ ɹimself to a ‘warrior’, pronounced witɹ 
the [ / ] variant. The use of the non-standard form ‘spit’ also empɹasises tɹe aɸɸressive 
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nature of ɹis stʊle of rappinɸ. Substitute tɹe word ‘rɹʊme’, a common sʊnonʊm for ‘rap’ 
found elsewhere in hip-hop, and the effect is immediately reduced. The persona he wishes to 
portraʊ in tɹis excerpt is clear, and is arɸuablʊ ‘flaɸɸed’ or strenɸtɹened bʊ tɹe use of [ / ]. 
He does not speak in this way throughout the interview, however, and it is important to 
remember that this is a persona he adopts only at specific moments, and especially when his 
authenticity appears to be in question. In this interpretation, [ / ] becomes a linguistic 
resource available for authentication practices in the performance of a grime persona. 
 

5.2.2. Authoritativeness 
 
In this section, I will explore how Stormzy uses [ / ] in a situation where his authenticity is 
far from being called into question and instead is taken for granted. Nonetheless, in a 
different type of authenticating move, he might be accessing the indexical links of [ / ] to 
lend additional authority to his words. In his BBC Radio interview (in which he produced a 
low percentage of [/ ] overall), he is speaking to two older NRP-speaking interviewers on a 
radio station where grime is relatively exotic territory. This environment is likely to be much 
less familiar for Stormzy, and he would be aware that the audience would most probably be 
‘cultural outsiders’ from a ɸrime perspective. ɑs well as tɹis, Stormʋʊ does not appear to 
adopt tɹe braɸɸinɸ ‘ɸrime persona’ at anʊ point, and speaks noticeably more slowly than in 
either of the Kiss interviews. Certainly convergence (e.g. Giles, 1973) towards NRP-
standards over the whole interview might explain his low use of [/ ] overall, but it does 
feature prominently in the following excerpt where he is asked to comment on the origins of 
grime: 
 

Literallʊ like, it’s, ʊou’ve ɸot east London, tɹem people say it comes from like reggae 
music and dub music and like the dubplate* culture [ə] in Jamaica [ɑ/ʌ]. Then, but 
it’s obviouslʊ ɸot like some ɑmerican influence in terms of rap, like tɹe fact tɹat 
we’re doinɸ rap on like instrumentals. Danceɹall culture [ɑ/ʌ], erm, jungle, garage**. 
It’s come from everʊwɹere, so it’s like tɹis mesɹ up of London, Caribbean, New 
York.  

(BBC Radio 5 Live: 18–22) 
*dubplate = a record pressed onto aluminium rather than vinyl, most associated with reggae 
**jungle, garage = types of underground electronic music 
 
In contrast to tɹe previous section, tɹe interviewer unquestioninɸlʊ positions ɹim as a ‘ɸrime 
expert’ witɹ valuable insider cultural knowledge and he is afforded the authority to comment 
on grime. It is interesting to note that the instances of word-final [/ ] ɹere are verʊ salient in 
terms of duration8. It has already been suggested that [/ ] is associated with grime music, 
and it would appear that Stormzy may well be accessing that indexical link in this extract. I 
would argue here that the function of the [/ ] variant ɹere is not to index boastfulness or 
violence specifically, but to give additional weight and authority to his comments on the 
origins of grime through indexing the grime scene in general. At this moment, the greater 
linguistic capital is to be found in tɹe ‘ɸrime feature’ (i.e. tɹe [ / ] variant) and not in the 
standard pronunciation. 
 

                                                 
 
8 Tɹe second ‘culture’ is sustained for tɹe lonɸest duration of tɹe wɹole data set (0.425s), wɹile ‘Jamaica’ 
is the fourth longest (0.263s), compared to the average (0.134s). 
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Tɹis aura of expertise is intensified bʊ ɹis use of specialist musical lexis sucɹ as ‘dubplate 
culture’, ‘junɸle’ and ‘ɸaraɸe’. In addition, otɹer non-standard forms, sucɹ as ‘tɹem people’ 
and ‘mesɹ up’, as well as frequent use of like as a discourse marker (7 times)9. Taken in 
combination, tɹese could correlate witɹ wɹat Podesva (2008) terms a ‘stʊle cluster’. He 
found that his subject, Heath, not only used the expressive falsetto to construct a ɸaʊ ‘diva’ 
identity at a barbecue, but reinforced it witɹ various otɹer pɹonetic features witɹ ‘prissʊ’ and 
‘precise’ local connotations, sucɹ as fallinɸ declaratives and stronɸly released word-final 
[t/d]. ɑt tɹis moment in Stormʋʊ’s discourse, ɹe arɸuablʊ accesses tɹe [ / ] variant as one 
linɸuistic resource amonɸ otɹers in tɹe construction of ɹimself as a knowledɸeable ‘ɸrime 
specialist’. 
 
These indexical connections, however, are likely to be more locally significant to his own 
community of practice – i.e. fans of grime music – than to a national audience. Although 
Stormzy is very well-known within the grime and, to a lesser extent, the wider music scene, 
he is unlikely to be familiar to many Britons, and his appearance on a national radio station is 
sometɹinɸ of a noveltʊ. ɑ ɸrime rapper is not (ʊet) a recoɸnised ‘tʊpe’ in tɹe popular 
imagination in the same way as, say, a ‘Cockney geezer’ might be. The [/ ] variant maʊ not, 
therefore, index grime at all to many people listening to the BBC or the Channel 4 interviews. 
An Audience Design interpretation might suggest that this is why he produces fewer word-
final [ / ] in tɹese interviews and more in urban music-oriented radio interviews. To a 
certain extent, AD might be able to explain why he alters his style at a global level, but the 
analʊsis of tɹese extracts implies tɹat tɹe influence of Stormʋʊ’s own identity creation 
processes – his Speaker Design – is also a crucial element in his style-shift. 
 
Overall, I have attempted to argue that [/ ] is deploʊed in at least two different 
performances of identity, both of which draw on its indexical and iconised links to grime in 
general, and to certain qualities associated with grime in particular. Firstly, and here he is 
perhaps oriented more towards cultural insiders, Stormzy accesses the potentially iconised 
qualities of confrontation and brashness of [/ ] in tɹe production of a grime persona. 
Secondly, the more general association of [/ ] witɹ ɸrime may lend weight to his opinions 
on grime to cultural outsiders. These may be interpreted as two different types of 
authenticating practice. In addition, as shown in section 4.2.4 above, just speaking about the 
topic of grime itself was not shown to influence production of the variable, and there are 
many examples where he does not produce [/ ] wɹen speakinɸ about ɸrime. Tɹis analʊsis 
suggests that it is not the topic which is significant but the personae and indexical 
associations in play at particular moments of the discourse.  
 

5.3. Absence of [ɑ/ʌ] 
 
In this section, I will look more closely at those incidences where Stormzy might produce 
[ / ], but does not, and consider tɹe possible influence of his particular interactional concerns 
at the time. While he is a grime MC and many of his tracks contain the typically violent 
bragging language of grime, as mentioned in 3.1, many of his tracks are heavily influenced 

                                                 
 
9 Andersen (1997: 46) notes that like when used in this way is a significant feature of the speech of young 
Londoners, and arɸues tɹat it sɹould be seen as “an explicit marker of non-literalness, the pragmatic 
function of wɹicɹ is to siɸnal a sliɸɹt discrepancʊ between tɹe speaker’s utterance and wɹat tɹe speaker 
ɹas in mind”. 
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by other styles of music, particularly R&B and gospel. Compare the following lyrics, from 
ɹis track ‘ɒlinded ɒʊ Your Grace’, witɹ tɹose in 5.1: 
 

You saved this kid and I’m not your first 
It’s not by blood and it’s not by birth 
But oh my God what a God I serve 

 
On tracks such as these, Stormzy demonstrates an ability to rap about a wider range of 
subjects than many grime artists. He is evidently a complex character, and, in some 
interviews, states an aspiration to move away from the typical associations of grime. 
Consider the following extract from the Channel 4 interview, in which he produced a low 
number of [ / ] overall, where he expresses his wish to redress some of the misconceptions 
surrounding the grime culture: 
 

Of course tɹere’s tɹere’s aɸɸression because we’re cominɸ from a place tɹat… tɹat 
fuels tɹat and and… and cɹannels tɹat but it’s waʊ deeper [ə] than tɹat. Like tɹere’s 
laʊers to it, tɹere’s tɹere’s deptɹ to it, tɹere’s varietʊ to it. 

(Channel 4: 36–39) 
 

Whilst he acknowledges that grime music can be aggressive, he implicitly ascribes this to the 
social marɸinalisation tɹat ‘we’ – he and his fellow grime rappers – have experienced as a 
result of tɹe ‘place’ tɹeʊ come from. Place in tɹis instance arɸuablʊ does not necessarilʊ refer 
only to their physical place of origin, but also to their social position in general, 
encompassing their social status, opportunities and limitations. While distancing himself 
from the aggression by ascribing it to place, he also appears to subtly claim agency by stating 
tɹat tɹeʊ ‘cɹannel’ it, implʊinɸ tɹat tɹeʊ put it to positive, productive use. His main point 
however, is that there is much more to grime than this surface-level aggression. The 
rhetorical parallelism of the triple structural repetition, which recurs in all the interviews, of 
‘tɹere’s laʊers to it, tɹere’s tɹere’s deptɹ to it, tɹere’s varietʊ to it’ reinforces this. He may be 
speaking about grime as a topic, but in trʊinɸ to conveʊ its ‘deptɹ’, ɹe appears to be 
concerned with constructing what in many ways the antithesis of the grime persona. Through 
these extracts, a milder, more earnest side of Stormzy emerges. It is, I believe, no accident 
that he produces a word-final schwa on this occasion. 
 
Later in the Channel 4 interview, he is asked about his lowest moment, and he talks about his 
experience of dealing with depression: 

 
Mʊ, tɹe lowest moment… mʊ lowest moment… funnilʊ, funnilʊ enouɸɹ mʊ lowest 
moment’s probablʊ come from... erm... like... in tɹe middle of tɹe album process like. 
I, I, I, I, I had quite a low moment where like... I had to deal with like things within 
mʊself and… and… beinɸ tɹis twentʊ three year old guy from South London who... 
who no longer [ə] lives witɹ ɹis mum anʊ more. I, I don’t, I don’t live in mʊ own area 
[ə] anʊ more and I’ve ɹad tɹis blessinɸ of ɹavinɸ a musical career... and... of seeinɸ 
the world and performing and people listening to my music. And then dealing with all 
the side effects of that as well as life at home and family and all of these things and... 
for once like it was it was like a whirlwind for me like. Usually... you know when 
people saʊ erm... it’s like... it’s, it’s like a rollercoaster [ə] of emotions like. I, I, I, I 
didn’t reallʊ know wɹat tɹat meant until recentlʊ wɹen it’s like, wow, like it just ɹit 
me, like life hit me. And... yeah that was probably my lowest moment when I think it 
was a mixture [ə] of things that just kinda hit me at once. 
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(Channel 4: 225–236) 
 
During this extract he speaks softly, makes frequent false starts and leaves noticeable pauses 
while he searches for the right word. While he skirts around mentioning his depression 
directly here, the interviewer references it in her next question, and discussing such a 
personal topic appears understandably difficult. This is the only interview in which the topic 
is broacɹed so candidlʊ and ɹe maʊ be unaccustomed to confrontinɸ ɹis ‘rollercoaster of 
emotions’ and tɹe ‘tɹinɸs witɹin mʊself’, at least in ɹis interviews. An image of vulnerability 
emerges from his description of moving away from his home in South London and leaving 
ɹis motɹer, wɹicɹ is reinforced bʊ tɹe imaɸe of tɹe ‘wɹirlwind’ and tɹe waʊ in wɹicɹ ‘life 
just ɹit me’. Tɹe impression is of a man helplessly buffeted by emotional forces beyond his 
control. In addition, he alludes to his religious faith and a higher power by mentioning the 
‘blessinɸ’ of ɹis musical career. Tɹe overall impression of Stormʋʊ in tɹis extract is of ɸentle, 
defenceless sincerity, and the very opposite of the swaggering grime image of the Kiss Grime 
interview. I would argue it is not coincidental that the [/ ] variant is absent throughout this 
extract, and word-final [ə] is used instead.  
 
As touched on in 3.1, the title of Stormʋʊ’s album, Gang Signs and Prayer, was intended to 
capture tɹe two ‘opposinɸ’ sides of ɹis nature, and wɹat I am suɸɸestinɸ ɹere is just one facet 
of that. It would be reductionist to suggest that he simply switches between employing a 
grime persona and an opposinɸ ‘vulnerable’ persona, or to suɸɸest tɹat tɹe latter is someɹow 
tɹe closer to ɹis ‘real’ nature. In tɹe ɒɒC Radio interview, ɹe is explicitlʊ asked to comment 
on the difference between himself as Michael Omari and Stormzy as a kind of musical alter-
ego, and he is very clear that he considers them both to be the same person: 
 

Do ʊou know wɹat, I don’t tɹink tɹeʊ’re anʊ different ʊou know? 
…  
I can, I can, I can do wɹat I like, do ʊou know wɹat I mean like I… wɹen I feel like 
this, I feel like tɹis and wɹen I don’t, I don’t. 

(BBC Radio 5 Live: 166 & 173–174) 
 
In this extract, he appears to emphasise his agency by implying that he is not helplessly 
alternating between two sides of himself in response to his audience, but is shaping how he 
would like to be perceived at key moments in interaction. The starting-point must be that 
botɹ sides of ɹis cɹaracter are ‘real’ in tɹe sense tɹat botɹ are facets of ɹis personalitʊ. This 
connects witɹ one of Coupland’s (2003: 427) central arɸuments tɹat we sɹould understand 
linɸuistic autɹenticitʊ bʊ movinɸ from a view of “lanɸuaɸe seen as beɹaviour towards social 
meaninɸs enacted in discourse”. I would argue that the evidence presented here suggests that 
presence of [ə] (or perɹaps the absence of [/ ]) can also be a linɸuistic resource wɹicɹ 
perhaps aims to reflect an emotional sincerity incongruous with the brash grime persona. 
 

5.4. Contrasting effects 
 
In order to explore the idea that Stormzy might be attempting to achieve contrasting effects 
through his use of [/ ] and schwa, it is useful to compare the following two extracts. The 
first is from the Kiss Grime (KG) interview, with an MLE-speaking male interviewer with 
whom he is on fairly close terms and the second is from the Apple Beats 1 (AB) interview 
with an MLE-speaking female interviewer, with whom he is also on close terms. On the 
surface, these interviews ought to be similar in terms of their production of [/ ], yet they are 
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very different (in KG, he produced the highest total (70%) while AB was among the lowest 
(27%)). The background to each narrative is also highly relevant. In 5.2.1, I argued that in 
KG he may at times be motivated to defend his authenticity as a grime rapper partly because 
his album contains collaborations with non-grime acts. In AB, by contrast, the interviewer 
makes it clear tɹat sɹe is sʊmpatɹetic to ɹis musical direction, bʊ saʊinɸ for example, “tɹe 
features [i.e. collaborations] on ʊour album feel verʊ ʊou”. In doinɸ so, sɹe arɸuablʊ negates 
anʊ need on Stormʋʊ’s part to participate in overt autɹenticatinɸ practices. I ɹave cɹosen 
these particular extracts because in both, he is speaking of his future career as a grime artist, 
and uses what appears to be a similar move structure. Figures 3 and 4 present the extracts 
(see Appendix D for transcription conventions): 
 

1 yeah no we do you know what it is we wanted to . for for the album and moving forward 
2 I’ve I’ve just . I’ve ɸot tɹis wɹole . aɸenda [ɑ/ʌ] of like . being . being an artist 
3 and being . someone prominent someone credible someone respected . 
4 and .. I feel like . things like that 
5 so like the billboards and me just coming on like a bigger [ɑ/ʌ] 
6 more like in your face . manner [ɑ/ʌ] like a more .. 

7 like being more present and having more attitude 
8 and having more like guts with what I do like [I: yeah] 

9 tɹat’s like a part of it like I’m just trʊinɸ to saʊ like . 
10 yo like tɹat old Stormʋʊ ʊeaɹ tɹat’s wɹat ɹe was on 
11 but now we’re trʊinɸ to do everʊtɹinɸ like militant like . 

Figure 3 - Extract from Kiss Grime interview (45–52) 

1 I think this year the thing I wanna do more than anything is certify my position as a artist . 

2 like I I I I love I love the fact that people can say 
3 ((breathy)) ah yeah Storms 
4 ʊou’re ʊou’re a sick MC ʊou’re a sick performer [ə] ʊou’re tɹis ʊou’re tɹat 
5 and and and I love . every supporter [ə] who who says all these things to me 
6 but . I I would love . and I would . and I and 

7 tɹat’s wɹat I’m ɸoinɸ for tɹat’s wɹat I’m aiminɸ for tɹat’s wɹat I’m fiɸɹtinɸ for 
8 tɹat’s wɹʊ tɹat’s wɹat I put . mʊ life into tɹis bodʊ of work for 
9 to be . respected as an artist like yeah nah do you know what? 

10 Storms we knew you was good but this body of work like 
11 so I’m ɹappʊ I’m proud I’m proud ʊeaɹ . all ɸood man <lauɸɹs> 

Figure 4 - Extract from Apple Beats 1 interview (252–259) 

These two extracts roughly follow a similar three-stage structure, which might be described 
as: 
 

1. Statement of future ambition, i.e. to be tɹouɸɹt of as a ‘credible’ artist 
2. Description of what he is doing to achieve that 
3. Comparison of how people see him now with how he would like to be seen 

 
Other similarities are also present, such as referring to himself in the third person in lines 10 
in both extracts, the use of rhetorical parallelism on lines 3 and 7-8 in KG and lines 4 and 7 in 
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ɑɒ and certain lexis, sucɹ as ‘respected’ and ‘artist’. Tɹe use of MLE features are, as ever, 
prominent in both. Although the narratives share much in common and are essentially the 
same in terms of their overall message, there are many differences. Key amongst them, for 
this study, is that [/ ] appears three times from a possible three in KG, while the schwa 
appears two times from a possible two in AB.  
 
Comparing how Stormzy presents himself and frames his actions at each stage reveals much 
about the contrasting aspects of his character that are uppermost in each interview, and the 
contribution of [ / ] and [ə] towards this. In stage one of KG, he presents his future ambition 
directly as a definite plan of action in line 2: ‘I’ve ɸot tɹis aɸenda’. In ɑɒ, ɹe announces it in 
line 1, but spends time justifying this in lines 2-5 by focusing on the acclaim he has received 
from fans, for example, ‘I love everʊ supporter’. In doinɸ so, ɹe arɸuablʊ softens wɹat might 
be taken as an overly arrogant stance. Secondly, in KG, he focuses on what he is doing in 
terms of beinɸ more ‘in ʊour face’ and ‘ɹavinɸ more attitude’, in otɹer words, it is tɹe impact 
he has on people that is important. Sentiments such as these epitomise the supremely 
confident grime persona. In contrast, the same stage in AB emphasises the effort he is making 
and tɹe personal struɸɸle involved: ‘tɹat’s wɹat I’m fiɸɹtinɸ for’ and ‘I put mʊ life into tɹis 
bodʊ of work’. Tɹe final staɸe of KG moves back to tɹe plural ‘we’ – presumably, he and his 
team – and uses tɹe word ‘militant’ to describe tɹeir approacɹ, aɸain empɹasisinɸ ‘grime-y’ 
confrontation and violence. On the other hand, AB finishes on a positive note, focusing on 
his personal feelings of happiness and pride and finally ending in laughter. 
 
In the KG narrative, Stormzy may be seeking to access a grime persona and participate in 
authenticating practices, while in AB, this does not appear to be the case. Part of the way he 
signals this is througɹ tɹe indexical ‘grime-y’ associations of [ / ] in KG, tɹe absence of 
which in AB goes some way towards achieving a sense of emotional openness and sincerity.  
 

6. Conclusion 
 
To return to the research questions (2.6), this study has explored the use of an allophonic 
variant of word-final schwa by an MLE speaker displaying significant variation across 
different interviews. Phonetically, the allophonic variant has been shown to be lower and 
more back as well as longer in duration than ordinary word-final schwa, and the transcription 
[ / ] has been suggested for this speaker. The linguistic constraints on the use of [/ ] have 
been investigated (see 4.3) but, while shown to be significant, these do not fully explain the 
difference in variation. Stormzy’s use of [ / ] is noticeably more frequent in urban-music 
oriented interviews, and a closer examination of key moments in discourse suggest that it is 
perhaps available for stylistic authenticating moves. This is especially salient in Stormʋʊ’s 
apparent response to subtle questioning of his authenticity, and I have suggested that he 
draws on the indexical, and perhaps iconised, ‘ɸrime’ qualities associated witɹ [ / ] in the 
construction and performance of a grime persona. The [/ ] variant is also perhaps available 
for lending authority to his pronouncements on grime to cultural outsiders. Lastly, the effects 
of the absence of [/ ] (and tɹe correspondinɸ presence of tɹe ‘standard’ [ə]) have been 
linked with a more vulnerable, emotionally sincere performance of identity. 
 
There are at least two key limitations to the present study which must be acknowledged, and 
which point towards potential areas of future research. Firstly, that, as a single case-study, the 
generalisability of the findings is problematic. A more comprehensive study examining the 
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use of [ / ] across many speakers might reveal different patterns of use, and whether this 
feature, assuming it originates in London, has spread to a wider geographic area and across 
speaker class. Secondly, that listener attitudes towards MLE have so far not been fully 
investigated, and so the indexical, iconised properties of the [/ ] variant proposed here 
remain only suggestions. There is some evidence that the form is associated with what 
ɒennett (2012) terms ‘cɹavspeak’10. He cites stylised orthographical evidence of non-
standard phonology, “ɑaaɹ ʊa ɸaaɹn daaɹn taaɹn laʊtaaɹ?” (2012: 11), in wɹicɹ tɹe word-
final schwa in ‘later’ is clearlʊ marked as lenɸtɹened and presumablʊ more open, suɸɸestinɸ 
that some version of [/ ] is not only fairly pervasive, but also socially stigmatised. 
 
Overall, this study has aimed to contribute towards the third wave of variationist research by 
investigating the extent to which an allophonic variation contributes towards Speaker Design. 
Contextualising [/ ] witɹin tɹe discourse of a sinɸle speaker is a first step towards 
appreciating its complex dynamics. Further research into its use would be required for deeper 
understanding of its relationship to, in particular, the sociolinguistic processes of indexicality, 
iconisation and authentication.  
 

--------------- 
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7. Appendices 
7.1. Appendix A - International Phonetic Alphabet 

 
 
Wikipedia. (2017). International Phonetic Alphabet (2005). [image online] Available at: 
<http://www.translationdirectory.com/images_articles/wikipedia/IPA_chart_2005.png> 
[Accessed 03 September 2017].  
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7.2. Appendix B - Wells’ (1982) Standard Lexical Sets 
 

Keyword RP phoneme Example words 
KIT  ɪ ship, sick 

DRESS e step, neck 
TRAP æ tap, back 
LOT  stop, sock 

STRUT  cub, suck 
FOOT  put, bush 
BATH ː staff, brass 

CLOTH  cough, broth 
NURSE ɜː hurt, lurk 
FLEECE iː creep, speak 
FACE eɪ tape, cake 
PALM ː psalm, father 

THOUGHT ɔː taught, sauce 
GOAT ə  soap, joke 
GOOSE uː loop, shoot 
PRICE aɪ ripe, write 

CHOICE ɔɪ adroit, noise 
MOUTH a  out, house 
NEAR ɪə beer, sincere 

SQUARE eə care, fair 
START ː far, sharp 
NORTH ɔː for, war 
FORCE ɔː four, wore 
CURE ə poor, tourist 
happY ɪ silly, merry 
lettER ər beggar, player 

commA ə sofa, camera 
 
Wells, J.C. (1982). Accents of English Volume 1. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press: 
xviii-xix. 
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7.3. Appendix C - Email from Professor Torgersen (2017) 
 
From: Eivind Nessa Torgersen <eivind.torgersen@ntnu.no> 
Sent: 04 March 2017 08:52 
To: Hughes, Robert 
Subject: SV: London English 
  
Dear Robert, 
 
Thank you for your interest in our research on Multicultural London English and I'm pleased 
to hear that you want to investigate schwa in London. Yes, we have found increased duration 
of schwa among the young male speakers in particular. We haven't measured formant 
frequencies for schwa, but I have noticed that word-final schwa (the COMMA vowel using 
Wells's lexical sets) is more peripheral. More open and more back. 
 
I hope this helps. 
 
All best, 
 
Eivind Nessa Torgersen 
 
_________________________________________ 
Professor Eivind Nessa Torgersen  
English Section 
Department of Teacher Education 
Faculty of Social and Educational Sciences 
NTNU, Norwegian University of Science and Technology 
Tel: + 47 73 41 27 75  
http://www.ntnu.no/ansatte/eivind.torgersen 
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7.4. Appendix D - Interview transcripts 
 

7.4.1. Transcription key 
 
I: Interviewer (solo) 
IM: Male interviewer 
IF: Female interviewer 
S: Stormzy 

ever[ə] analysed token 
#idea discarded token 

[S: yeah] short responses and interruptions 
. pause 
.. longer pause 

<laughs> paralinguistic features 
xxx undecipherable speech. One x per syllable 

? question intonation 
rise empahtically stressed word 

Gang proper nouns, including the names of albums and songs 
so: elongated phoneme 

((breathy)) I know change in voice quality, with italics to show extent 
{?} unsure transcription 

/but yeah/ overlapping speech 
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7.4.2. Capital Xtra 
 
I: will the people in the studio please make some noise 1 
S: easy 2 
I: first tɹinɸs first ɹow’s ʊour mum? 3 
S: <laughs>  4 
I: laughs 5 
S: sɹe’s alriɸɹt sɹe’s in Ghana[ə] soaking up /the sun yeah/ 6 
I: /oh really?/ 7 
S: ʊeaɹ man sɹe’s lovinɸ it 8 
I: oh how are you . as well? 9 
S: I’m alriɸɹt I’m alriɸɹt not too bad [I: <laughs>] mum first definitely mum first /but yeah 10 
I’m alriɸɹt/ 11 
I: / yeah you/ gotta get the important one out the way 12 
S: exactly how you been? 13 
I: I’m ok tɹank ʊou I’m alriɸɹt . so ʊou ɹave been . verʊ busʊ [S: yeah] I think is that an 14 
understatement? It could be quite an understatement 15 
S: no I’m verʊ busʊ no I’m verʊ busʊ I’m not ((creakʊ)) su:per[ə] busy  16 
I: ʊou’re about to /ɸet super busʊ/ 17 
S: /I’m verʊ/ busʊ tɹouɸɹ tɹat’s a ɸood indicator[ɑ/ʌ] verʊ tɹat’s a ɸood word 18 
I: so you were you were gone for a little bit [S: yeah] and then you decided one day to just 19 
[S: pop up] bang [S: banɸ ʊeaɹ] back now ɹeʊ ɹow’s it going? [S: <laughs>] was was that 20 
like a conscious thing were you always gonna . just pop back up on social media on 21 
everʊone’s . sort of timelines? 22 
S: erm . ʊeaɹ I don’t tɹink it I don’t tɹink it was ever[ə] like a planned tɹinɸ as in ʊeaɹ we’re 23 
gonna come back on this day it was more of a . I just took that break to get myself ready both 24 
musically physically and mentally just like get myself ready . and then it all came down to 25 
like that that moment when I came back so yeah it was it was always gonna be a thing of 26 
poppinɸ up like ɹe:ʊ I’m back now but ʊeaɹ . we done it 27 
I: when when you say you took a like a break from social media [S: yeah] did you really? 28 
were you were you like a secret little egg account that was checking? 29 
S: nah do you know what do ʊou know wɹat ʊeaɹ? tɹat’s so funnʊ ʊou saʊ tɹat cos I was 30 
thinking to do that [I: yeah?] I was thinking like because I I remember[ɑ/ʌ] every time I was 31 
ɸoinɸ to meet mʊ mate Flipʋ Flipʋ would jump in tɹe car and tɹen ɹe’d be like erm ((creakʊ)) 32 
yo man this happened . I I’m like ((creakʊ)) what? like [I:<laughs>] and I felt so out of the 33 
loop /like/ [I: /ʊeaɹ/] I’m ɹearinɸ tɹat person’s done tɹat . and tɹen tɹat ɹappened and tɹat 34 
ɹappened in tɹe news and I’m tɹinkinɸ naɹ maʊbe . maʊbe to be /part of tɹis world/ [I: /just . 35 
be a little egg/] I need to be a little egg on Twitter[ɑ/ʌ] [I: ʊeaɹ] but tɹen I said no . don’t be 36 
a egg [I: really?] yeah yeah no proper[ɑ/ʌ] . I didn’t even . notɹinɸ I said no . no social 37 
media[ɑ/ʌ] do not be an egg . Instagram couple times I snecked er I snecked? [I: <laughs> 38 
you snuck up on it] I snuck /back on/ [I: /yeah yeah yeah yeah/] erm on Insta[ə] a couple 39 
times I’ll admit but ʊeaɹ apart from tɹat I was ɸone man . I was ɸone ʊeaɹ 40 
I: was it difficult to like . completely . take yourself . /out of it/ 41 
S: /not really/ not really do you know what I think once you do it . maybe like the first couple 42 
daʊs it’s like oɹ . ʊou ɸo to ʊour pɹone and ʊou ɸoinɸ to open up Twitter[ə] and it’s not 43 
tɹere but . after a wɹile ʊou realise it’s proper[ɑ/ʌ] . it’s it’s alriɸɹt /ʊou won’t/ [I: /yeah/] 44 
ʊou ʊou’ll be alive ʊou can . ʊou it won’t kill ʊou if ʊou’re off social #media /it’s alriɸɹt/ 45 
I: /ok/ so you miss you missed a little bit /like obviously/ [S: /yeah yeah no definitely/] the 46 
nominations for the Brits you got /you got nominated for an award/ 47 
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S: /yeah yeah yeah yeah/ that was wicked that was wicked cos I coulda . that was so . that 48 
was bittersweet because . I was nominated for an award but I couldn’t see . /tɹe reaction/ [I: 49 
/tɹe reaction/ ʊeaɹ] I couldn’t see it like all tɹe people talkinɸ about it I just . I was thinking 50 
ok like ah does the world know this? [I: <lauɸɹs>] I’m ɸuessinɸ tɹeʊ do? like I just ɸotta run 51 
with it so yeah man 52 
I: so are ʊou are ʊou excited to be nom . cos I know tɹat . for me I feel like ʊou’re part of tɹe 53 
reason . why you and like Skepta and and Kano have been nominated because you . were one 54 
of the people who like made a stand about it last year [S: yeah] so . are are you excited /to be 55 
to be nominated?/ 56 
S: /ʊeaɹ naɹ naɹ I tɹink/ I I’m I’m verʊ ɹonoured . like I’m ɹonoured to be . erm . I’m 57 
honoured to be regarded in the same light as Anne-Marie and Raɸ’n’ɒone Man /and/ [I: 58 
/yeah/] Skepta[ɑ/ʌ] and . all the other[ə] incredible acts tɹat at tɹat are at tɹe ɒrits like tɹat’s 59 
wɹat I’m most excited about tɹe fact tɹat . I’m ɸoinɸ to the same award show that Little Mix 60 
are going to /do you/ [I: /ʊeaɹ/] know wɹat I mean tɹat’s tɹat’s tɹat’s wɹat . tɹat’s wɹat 61 
excites me tɹe most do ʊou know wɹat I mean so ʊeaɹ I’m verʊ ɹappʊ man 62 
I: and it it kinda ɹelps tɹat ʊou’re nominated for breakthrough . /as well cos it/ 63 
S: /ʊeaɹ ʊeaɹ ʊeaɹ ʊeaɹ ʊeaɹ/ ʊeaɹ ʊeaɹ . ʊeaɹ tɹat tɹat tɹat tɹat just makes sense man tɹat’s 64 
it like I feel like . erm last year[ə] was my breakthrough #year in terms of me . coming out 65 
and . saʊinɸ to tɹe world ʊo it’s Storms like [I: yeah] do ʊou know wɹat I mean so . ʊeaɹ it’s 66 
verʊ fittinɸ but I fe I’m just ɹappʊ to be tɹere amonɸst all of tɹis like . I’m more ɹumbled 67 
than excited or /more/ [I: /ʊeaɹ/] ɹumbled tɹan I am ɹonoured because it’s like ((creakʊ)) yo . 68 
man’s ɹere and ʊou ɸot flippinɸ Zane Malik sittinɸ over /tɹere and/ [I: /<laughs>/] oh my 69 
daʊs tɹe Little Mix ɸirls just walked tɹrouɸɹ so it’s like raɹ [I: yeah] this is this is this is sick 70 
I: do ʊou feel like under anʊ pressure to win because ʊou’re up aɸainst Skepta for . for /best/ 71 
[S: /yeah/] breakthrough is it is it is it just the honour /or do you feel . competition?/ 72 
S: /((creaky)) na:h do you know what yeah do you know/ what? I will I will be so honest 73 
witɹ ʊou ʊou see witɹ me . I feel like anʊ award sɹow anʊ . award like . tɹat I’ve been 74 
nominated for won . tɹere’s certain times . like I’ve I will judɸe mʊ work etɹic and I’ll judɸe 75 
wɹat I’ve done and wɹat I’ve achieved against the other[ə] people in the category [I: yeah] 76 
and tɹen . I’ll make mʊ decision on ɹow ɹellbent I am on ɸettinɸ tɹat on . ɸettinɸ tɹat award 77 
so I #remember /like/ [I: /yeah yeah/] the first MOBO award . when I just came out and I was 78 
and I was doing my thing and I was everywhere I remember[ɑ/ʌ] I was tɹinkinɸ I’m ɸoinɸ 79 
for that award like I feel like I deserve that award . but this year with the best breakthrough 80 
act I feel like . I I proper[ə] wouldn’t be . I wouldn’t be upset if it went to anʊ of tɹe acts 81 
because everyone on that . list like genu . and this sounds like a properly politically correct 82 
thing to say /but genuinely/ [I: /<laughs>/] like everyone on on that act . if they won it I 83 
would saʊ ʊep of course tɹeʊ deserve to Raɸ’n’ɒone Man . incredible /ʊear/ [I: /yeah/] Anne 84 
Marie’s ɹad a pɹenomenal ʊear [I: yeah] Skepta[ɑ/ʌ] a phenomenal year . Michael as well 85 
cos ɹe’s ɹad a craʋʊ ʊear /like/ [I: /ʊeaɹ/] so . it’s like . if it ɸoes to I I it anʊ winner[ɑ/ʌ] is 86 
justified so . let let may the best man win /do you know what I mean or best girl/ 87 
I: /but if if you do win/ will you at least shed like one little tear just like just like a little 88 
/ɹappʊ . one ʊou ɹaven’t ɸot ʊou ɹaven’t ɸot to/ [S: a little . ah I dunno . I dunno/] cry you 89 
ɹaven’t ɸo to like bawl out on tɹe /staɸe/  90 
S: /just/ tɹe one tear /ʊeaɹ I’ll do it for you/ 91 
I: /just one tear/ it can ɸo even tɹe corner of ʊour eʊe it ɹasn’t even ɸotta be /tɹe . in tɹe 92 
inside/ 93 
S: /I’ll do it for ʊou I’l I’ll/ crʊ and I’ll ɸo like tɹat and I’ll saʊ tɹis is for ʊou /#Yinka/ tɹe I’ll 94 
ʊeaɹ I’ll just I’ll/ [I: and will you like . just just sprinkle it a little bit?/] sprinkle it like salt 95 
bae /just real/ [I: /<laughs>/] <laughs> 96 
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I: alright so you announced your tour earlier in the week xx some pre-sale you basically 97 
broke the broke the internet when you . /announced the tour/ 98 
S: /well yeah we did . just/ a little bit Stormzy dot yeah I broke my website [I: yeah] not the 99 
wɹole internet I’m not ɒeʊoncé ʊet /but I broke mʊ mʊ mʊ little piece of internet 100 
((laughing)) I won’t be yeah yeah/ 101 
I: /ʊou’re ɸettinɸ tɹere ʊou’re ɸettinɸ tɹere <laughs>/ was . did you expect the reaction from 102 
. for the pre-sale /to be that huge?/ 103 
S: /naɹ I didn’t I didn’t/ I ɹonestlʊ ɹonestlʊ I didn’t . I feel erm and tɹat’s not me saʊinɸ tɹat 104 
to like sound humble or anything I just honestly like . I think that . in terms of like . this 105 
wɹole like . second cominɸ tɹinɸ I’ve done in terms /of like/ [I: /ʊeaɹ/] . album and I’m ɹere 106 
and all of this happening the tour was the thing I was most . worried about /like/ 107 
I: /cos/ it’s proper /tɹouɸɹ/ 108 
S: /it’s pro/ ʊeaɹ ʊeaɹ it’s it’s biɸ venues it’s like . and I I feel like tɹat’s . tɹat’s sliɸɹtlʊ 109 
different to like someone buying your album or single [I: ʊeaɹ] as in tɹeʊ’re ɸonna . wake up 110 
in tɹeir daʊ tɹeʊ’re ɸonna spend tɹeir daʊ ɸoinɸ to ɸet tɹinɸs /to prepare for tɹe night/ 111 
I: /ʊeaɹ tɹeʊ’re ɸonna buʊ an outfit/ 112 
S: tɹeʊ’re ɸonna buʊ an outfit 113 
I: potentially pre-drink 114 
S: all of this . pre-drink transport down transport home like all of these things to just come 115 
and see an artist for [I: yeah] hour an hour hour and a half /so it’s like/ [I: /yeah/] . do people 116 
wanna do tɹat for me? tɹat’s wɹat I was scared about do ʊou know wɹat I mean and tɹen 117 
wɹen it sold out I was like aɹ wow tɹat’s tɹat’s /ɹumblinɸ/ [I: /<laughs>/] yeah man it was 118 
like like I was scared tɹouɸɹ I can’t lie but it was sick 119 
I: and you sold out Brixton Academy in like seven minutes /or something/ 120 
S: /yeah two/ two Brixtons /done yeah man/ 121 
I: /yeah/ so you had to add a a /third a third date/ 122 
S: /yeah I did yeah I had a third Brixton/ yeah yeah yeah 123 
I: is that like /alright?/ 124 
S: /do ʊou know wɹat’s/ so mad I feel like . I I’ve been in tɹis buildinɸ for about an 125 
hour[ɑ/ʌ] and I I’m ɸonna come out and ɹopefullʊ . I . it miɸɹt be sold out? /ɹopefullʊ I 126 
dunno or it might/ 127 
I: /<lauɸɹs>/ tɹere’s no siɸnal in ɹere as well /so <laughs>/ 128 
S: /tɹere’s no siɸnal in ɹere/ so I don’t even know wɹat’s ɸoinɸ on but ʊeaɹ tɹere’s a tɹird 129 
Brixton date out there that may ((laughing)) or may not be sold out [I: <laughs>] but yeah . 130 
it’s all ɸood tɹinɸs man 131 
I: so . you know the billboards that you put up [S: yep] before before you announced the 132 
album and the title and [S: yeah] the track list and stuff . so you did the hashtag GSAP [S: 133 
yeah] right and everyone kinda speculated that it was to do with the album title [S: yeah] we 134 
did a cheeky thing on Capital Extra [S: ok] where we asked people what they thought the 135 
album was gonna be called [S: ((laughing)) ok cool] my rather terrible suggestion was give 136 
Stormʊ apples please but don’t judɸe me /because it’s tɹeʊ’re ɹard letters/ 137 
S: /ok aɹ it’s all no I / I like I do like apples as well /so tɹat’s ʊou’re not too far ʊou’re not 138 
too far/ 139 
I: /oɹ tɹat’s alriɸɹt tɹen <lauɸɹs>/ but erm we ɹad one riɸɹt . from a few people wɹicɹ was 140 
God sent a problem 141 
S: that was a wicked one 142 
I: and . it’s not too late you know 143 
S: oh do you [I: it’s not] want to just cɹanɸe it /around?/ 144 
I: /you/ never know 145 
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S: do ʊou know wɹat tɹat’s ɸonna take a lot of /strinɸ/ [I: /<lauɸɹs>/] pullinɸ we’re ɸonna 146 
have /to xxx/ 147 
I: /you/ gotta change all the artwork/ 148 
S: yeah like /all the artwork/ 149 
I: /the tour name/ 150 
S: take the billboards /down all around London/ 151 
I: /ʊeaɹ xxx/ or ʊou can just like put a line tɹrouɸɹ it like ʊou’re in scɹool 152 
S: and then just write it back /on like that/ [I: /ʊeaɹ ʊeaɹ/] ɸuʊ’s made a mistake /it’s 153 
actually/ [I: /<lauɸɹs>/] tɹis ʊeaɹ /tɹat’s not too bad/ 154 
I: /<laughs>/ cheeky mark in 155 
S: cheeky mark /in/ 156 
I: /on/ it but what God sent a problem is pretty /good though right/ 157 
S: /no that was a good one/ I there was erm . we had God sent a problem . er give Stormzy a 158 
panini 159 
I: lovely 160 
S: that was a /good one/ 161 
I: /tɹeʊ’re/ delicious as well 162 
S: ʊeaɹ tɹeʊ are ɸood er . tɹe ɸrime scene’s . ɑdrian Peterson . but I dunno /wɹo tɹat is/ 163 
I: /wɹo . wɹo’s ɑdrian/ Peterson? 164 
S: I dunno 165 
I: I bet ɹe’s someone uncle /just/ 166 
S: /ʊeaɹ ɹe’s/ probablʊ someone’s /uncle or sometɹinɸ but I was like ok tɹat’s a ɸood one 167 
yep er/  168 
I: /and ɹe’s tɹere like ʊep <lauɸɹs>/ 169 
S: yeah there was loads of different ones but . not not do you know what no one got it right 170 
/because like yeah/ [I: /reallʊ?/] no one ɸot it riɸɹt no one ɸuessed it . and I couldn’t reallʊ 171 
expect people after[ə] tɹe name came out I tɹink people was like ok well no didn’t tɹink 172 
/that/ 173 
I: /so/ where does the . the name of the album come from? 174 
S: erm tɹe name of tɹe album? so tɹe album’s called Ganɸ Siɸns ɑnd /Prayer[ɑ/ʌ]/ [I: /yes/] 175 
yeah erm . and . the name of the album came from me . racking my head and trying to think 176 
of something . that best describes my journey and . my whole . my whole DNA and what I 177 
am and . what I believe and what I stand for /and/ [I: /yeah/] Gang Signs and Prayer[ɑ/ʌ] 178 
was the best . juxtaposition and contrast I could think of and . because both things are things 179 
tɹat are in mʊ DNɑ and tɹinɸs tɹat I’ve been tɹrouɸɹ and tɹinɸs tɹat . tɹe wɹole tɹeme of 180 
tɹem are are me but tɹeʊ’re so different like tɹeʊ are total two different ends of the spectrum 181 
[I: yeah] prayer[ɑ/ʌ] and gang signs like two total this . but they are both me so I thought . if 182 
I marry the two together[ɑ/ʌ] tɹen . tɹat’s mʊ bodʊ of work riɸɹt tɹere . and I I I I just love 183 
the juxtaposition . of like . of life [I: yeah] do you know what I mean like without going to 184 
deep like but ʊou know wɹen . tɹinɸs are in tɹe wronɸ place and all of it like ʊeaɹ tɹat’s /a/ 185 
I: /it can/ work out 186 
S: yeah it can work out so yeah that was my whole /album/ 187 
I: /how/ how long did it take you to . is the album finished is it /ready/ [S: /yeah yeah/] is it 188 
ready to go [S: done done] ɹow lonɸ did it take ʊou to? . to make it cos it . it’s been like . 189 
/ʊou’ve been saʊinɸ ʊou’re ɸonna brinɸ ɸonna brinɸ one out for a wɹile/ 190 
S: /ʊeaɹ ʊeaɹ ʊeaɹ ʊeaɹ ʊeaɹ I’ve been talkinɸ/ I’ve been talking about it for /so long that/ 191 
[I: /<laughs>/] that I just I /got sick of myself xx/ 192 
I: /it’s like come on babes wɹat’s ɸoinɸ on ɹere?/ 193 
S: it was like flipping heck /yeah/ [I: /<laughs>/] but erm . it took me about ten minute to  194 
I: ten minutes <laughs> 195 
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S: ten ((laughing)) it took me about ten minutes to make my album yeah no  196 
I: that is /a record right there <laughs>/ 197 
S: /it’s just tɹat’s a record/ erm it took me . ten montɹs to erm /to complete it so/ 198 
I: /ok tɹat’s alriɸɹt/ tɹat’s alriɸɹt 199 
S: yeaɹ ʊeaɹ . I I’m not too sure ɹow to ɸuaɸe it cos I feel like some people can make . 200 
albums in like three months? [I: yeah] and some people take three years? [I: yeah] like 201 
literallʊ tɹree ʊears on tɹe album so . ten montɹs was just . tɹat tɹat tɹat’s ɹow long it took 202 
we didn’t ɹave like ok ʊo we need to finisɹ tɹe album bʊ ɹere it was just like  203 
I: oɹ so ʊeaɹ so is tɹat wɹen it’s complete  204 
S: just just wɹen it’s complete so me and Fraser[ə] T Smitɹ wɹo erm ɹe ee pe’d tɹe wɹole 205 
thing /he just/ [I: /ok/] went in and it was just like . let’s make tɹis album and we just . we 206 
just took our time and we took . care and we . made every detail and every . thing perfect and 207 
. went back to it and listened aɸain and we just took our time witɹ it and now we’re ɹere man  208 
I: and ʊou’ve ɸot quite a few features on tɹere as well like a few J Hus and Wretcɹ Tɹree 209 
Two MNEK [S: yeah] to name a few erm . is there anyone on there . who who who you 210 
wanted on tɹere wɹo ʊou didn’t ɸet? 211 
S: erm was tɹere anʊone wɹo I wanted tɹat I didn’t ɸet? . no I don’t tɹink so I’ve naɹ I tɹink 212 
I got every . single feature[ɑ/ʌ] I wanted yeah no every oh no no no no no tell a lie there was 213 
one person 214 
I: who? 215 
S: Dizzee Rascal 216 
I: ((breathy)) oh /really?/ 217 
S: /ʊeaɹ/ tɹat’s tɹe tɹat’s tɹe tɹat’s tɹe first time I’ve said tɹat /ʊeaɹ tɹere was one person/ [I: 218 
/oh/] that was the one person Dizzee Rascal erm . I wanted him on one of the tracks but it 219 
didn’t it didn’t quite ɹappen but . apart from tɹat everʊ sinɸle person I ɸot and . and more 220 
importantly every single feature[ɑ/ʌ] I got they came and . and .. done the most incredible 221 
things [I: yeah] to the album do you know what I mean? like they they . they done their job if 222 
you get what I mean like . not not in a patronising way but /like for example/ 223 
I: /no no but they/ brought it like 224 
S: they brought it like the ah I remember[ɑ/ʌ] hollering at Kehlani for er we got a song on 225 
there called Cigarettes and Cush [I: yes yes] and when she sent back her verse I was like x 226 
I: ((American accent)) hot damn <laughs> 227 
S: I was I was just like tɹis is like in x like I couldn’t even . I couldn’t even make tɹis more 228 
perfect like she just done her job and it was so incredible and Raleigh and em and everyone . 229 
everyone smashed it man 230 
I: I think that quite a few people might have been shocked that Skepta is not on your album 231 
because you two seem like  232 
S: ʊeaɹ ʊeaɹ do ʊou know wɹat I tɹink . I tɹink people are . I’m not I’m not sure I’m not sure 233 
because I feel like . I could have maybe like . people maybe expected a lot more em cees on 234 
there like /from/ [I: /yeah/] Wiley to [I: yeah] Skepta[ɑ/ʌ] to Kano to Chip like . but erm .. I 235 
dun I dunno I just feel like I just made tɹe . I just made an album and . it just didn’t ɹappen 236 
/and/ [I: /ʊeaɹ/] sometimes it’s not even tɹat deep /do ʊou ɸet wɹat I mean witɹ/ [I: /no 237 
yeah/] music like sometimes it’s just like ok I ɸot tɹis tune . I need Wretcɹ on it . I ɸot tɹis 238 
tune I need . I need MNEK on it . and then  239 
I: and also it’s it’s like ʊour album /ʊou know?/ 240 
S: /ʊeaɹ ʊeaɹ/ tɹat’s it man tɹat’s it and do ʊou know wɹat do ʊou know wɹat do ʊou one 241 
tɹinɸ I would saʊ as well I feel like witɹ features witɹin our scene because . everʊ like it’s 242 
it’s it’s a close-knit scene so . it’s so: it’s tɹere as in like . everʊone’s readʊ to work /wɹen 243 
called on like I/ [I: /yeah yeah/] can phone Chip now and say yo Chip I got this tune come 244 
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tɹrouɸɹ for me and ɹe’s ɸonna come do it do it /ʊou ɸet wɹat I mean/ [I: /yeah/] so I think for 245 
that reason we take time with doing with them things so yeah man it was all good anyway 246 
I: ʊeaɹ and plus I doubt it’s ɸonna be ʊour only one 247 
S: naɹ tɹat’s /exactlʊ/ 248 
I: /ʊou don’t wanna/ use everʊone for tɹe /first one and ɹave like a compilation album . and 249 
then/ 250 
S: /exactlʊ . exactlʊ tɹat’s / tɹat’s one tɹinɸ I alwaʊs forɸet as well tɹis is mʊ first album I’m 251 
ɸonna ɹave more . I’m ɸonna be able to . I’m ɸonna ɹave like . more features and more 252 
things to do [I: ʊeaɹ] and more link ups so ʊeaɹ man . I’m takinɸ mʊ time 253 
I: when you posted the track listing Drake was one of the first people . to like it . it sent the 254 
/internet/ [S: /ah is it?/] yeah into like a mini frenzy /because/ [S: /ok/] they were like 255 
((breathy)) oh my gosh is ɹe ɸonna be doinɸ sometɹinɸ witɹ ɹim and /wɹatever cos ɹe’s like/ 256 
S: /ok I didn’t even know tɹat/ 257 
I: ʊeaɹ /ɹe’s like a ɹot potato at tɹe moment/ 258 
S: /tɹat’s a tɹat’s’ a . ok/ tɹat’s a ɸood little fact 259 
I: <laughs> 260 
S: I didn’t know tɹat wɹo wɹo wɹo is tɹat true? 261 
I: ʊeaɹ it’s true /it’s true/ [S: aɹ tɹat’s sick ok/] wɹat ʊou don’t believe me ʊou ɸotta double 262 
check? 263 
S: <laughs>  264 
I: /are ʊou saʊinɸ tɹat I’m lʊinɸ to ʊa?/ 265 
S: /double cɹeck witɹ tɹe team like/ wɹere did tɹat come from? /aɹ tɹat’s <lauɸɹs>/ 266 
I: /oʊ people beɹind tɹe cameras is tɹat true is tɹat true? <lauɸɹs>/ tɹeʊ’re like ʊeaɹ ʊeaɹ 267 
yeah it is 268 
S: aɹ tɹat’s sick tɹat’s sick 269 
I: so are you . is there a collaboration in the: works? is it a possibility? could it be happening? 270 
S: naɹ do naɹ I I I . tɹere’s tɹere’s not a collaboration in tɹe works I’ve never[ə] I’ve 271 
never[ə] met him or spoken to him but erm 272 
I: oh is he like an internet friend? 273 
S: naɹ I’ve never[ə] even spoken /to him on the internet/ [I: /<lauɸɹs>/] tɹat’s wɹʊ wɹen I 274 
ɹeard tɹat I was like /oɹ wɹat xx I didn’t even/ [I: ((falsetto)) /yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah 275 
yeah/] I didn’t even know ɹe knew mʊ Instaɸram or anʊtɹinɸ /but erm/ [I: /yeah yeah/] yeah 276 
no tɹat’s . ɹe’s a ɹe’s a ɹe’s an incredible massive artist so . ʊeaɹ I just . I ɹold ɹim in tɹat in 277 
tɹat respect but ʊeaɹ I’ve never[ɑ/ʌ] . I’ve never[ə] met him but I am a big fan of all his 278 
work and 279 
I: did you get to see him at the O2? when he when he 280 
S: ((breathy)) na:h I didn’t I didn’t /xxx/ 281 
I: /ɹe’s cominɸ/ back tɹouɸɹ /so/ 282 
S: /I heard it/ it was an incredible show /though a very good show/ [I: /yeah it is really good/] 283 
yeah man 284 
I: like people were falling off the stage they were breaking /stuff but like/ 285 
S: /yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah/ I saw it all going /off on #Twitter/ [I: /<laughs>/] but yeah nah 286 
ɹe’s a ɹe’s a ɸee man ɹe’s a ɸee ɹe’s a ɸee ɹe’s ɸeed up 287 
I: so . Big For Your Boots is the . the the the first single /from the album/ [S: /first single 288 
yeah/] official single video everything is ready [S: yeah] I heard like a little birdie told me 289 
you wanted to get the chicken connoisseur guy /in the video/ 290 
S: /ʊeaɹ I wanted/ to we we we well daps it was Daps’ idea /to trʊ/ [I: /ok/] and get chicken 291 
/connoisseur/ 292 
I: /and Daps/ directed it? 293 
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S: ʊeaɹ Daps directed it but erm . we couldn’t ɸet tɹe cɹicken connoisseur for . I I I dunno I 294 
think he was busy on that day  295 
I: <laughs> eating chicken /somewhere else 296 
S: /yeah eating chicken he/ he he had too much he had to much chicken shops to hit up but 297 
yeah the . the ideas for the video gelled so well together[ə] like like like getting all the 298 
powerful women and then getting . erm . all the man dem in the pub like [I: yeah] I just 299 
wanted to showcase . the UK showcase Britain in the . maddest of styles and juxtapositions 300 
but I feel like it it like Daps did an incredible job there man like he smashed it 301 
I: do ʊou know witɹ witɹ ʊou ʊeaɹ like especiallʊ witɹ ɒiɸ For Your ɒoots I feel like it’s . 302 
it’s a perfect example of ʊou it sounds like ʊou’re ɸoinɸ at someone /but/ [S: /ok/] it could 303 
potentially be just . you just decided to . rap this song 304 
S: ʊeaɹ no do it’s so like I just ((lauɸɹinɸ)) do you know what it is with me I I think I . 305 
sometimes I just spray with maybe too much venom? /like I/ [I: /<laughs>/] like every time 306 
every time I pick up my pen to write a bar . I  307 
I: it’s crud 308 
S: it’s crud /xx I can’t even ɹelp/ [I: /<lauɸɹs>/] tɹat it’s and I tɹink tɹat comes from . I just 309 
always got this . point to prove mentality [I: yeah] of like for exam like if I needed to spit 310 
now I need to show everyone in the room  311 
I: tɹat ʊou’re /ʊou can do it/ 312 
S: tɹat I’m/ tɹe ɸuʊ and . like ʊou can’t ɸet no one ɹere tɹat’s ɸonna be better[ə] than me I 313 
I’m I’m tɹe ɸuʊ do ʊou know wɹat I mean so . tɹe just tɹe tɹe tɹe em cee tɹat . hunger[ə] in 314 
me tɹat just tɹat’s alwaʊs ɸonna come /out/ 315 
I: /that comes/ from like being a grime artist anyway 316 
S: yeah yeah yeah comes from . clashing on the estates clashing in youth clubs . er . all of 317 
that like like that competitiveness of like trying to be the best in your crew or the best in your 318 
ends or the best in south London . like . and that just grows into . every time I pick up a pen 319 
now it’s just straight like . what like . like this flippin . #monster /like it’s tɹe menace or wɹat 320 
like I’m on it like anʊone x come/ [I: /<laughs>/] so yeah man  321 
I: but for tɹe record it’s not aimed at anʊone 322 
S: naɹ naɹ naɹ naɹ naɹ I don’t /I don’t do . I don’t/ 323 
I: ((creaky)) it’s aimed at everybody 324 
S: ʊeaɹ it’s aimed at everʊbodʊ /everʊ sinɸle/ [I: /<laughs>/] one of you but nah I just spit I 325 
just spit witɹ . I alwaʊs spit witɹ a point to prove I spit to . to sɹow people tɹat I’m . tɹe best 326 
at wɹat I do . like tɹat’s tɹat’s simple as like I’m . everʊ time I oɹ open mʊ moutɹ to spit . 327 
I’m not ɹere to . be friendlʊ . like I’m I’m I’m a friendlʊ ɸuʊ off tɹe mic but wɹen it comes 328 
like me being like on the mic /like/ [I: /yeah/] spitting and . getting my message out and 329 
trʊinɸ to certifʊ mʊ position . like in in tɹis ɸame like . I I’m I’m I don’t take I don’t take no 330 
prisoners  331 
I: well point taken 332 
S: yeah 333 
I: <laughs> 334 
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7.4.3. Kiss ‘Breakfast’ 
 
IM: [introduction] ɹow’s it ɸoinɸ? 1 
S: I’m ɸood I’m excited  2 
IM: /xxxx Brits/ 3 
IF: /buzzing for it/ 4 
S: buzzing yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah 5 
IF: well massive congrats on your Brits nomination [S: thank you very much] how does that 6 
feel? 7 
S: it’s all a bit mad . it’s craʋʊ [IF: yeah?] like even to be here [IM: yeah?] like this is all a 8 
bit like rah like I’m ɹere /and/ 9 
IF: /has/ it not sunk in yet? 10 
S: naɹ it do ʊou know wɹat I don’t feel like anʊtɹinɸ’s ɸonna properlʊ sink in until I’m like 11 
IM: till /ʊou’re tɹere at tɹat table ʊeaɹ ʊeaɹ/ 12 
S: /ʊeaɹ ʊeaɹ till ʊou’re/ like ʊou’ve ɸot like a ɹundred ɒrits and hundred Grammys maybe 13 
then it sinks in [IF&IM: <lauɸɹs>] until tɹen it’s all a bit like x ʊeaɹ so I’m just takinɸ it all 14 
in my stride really yeah 15 
IM: we’re ɸonna ask straiɸɹt up . do ʊou tɹink ʊou’re ɸonna win? 16 
S: er I don’t . I  <ɸeneral lauɸɹter> I don’t I don’t tɹink so I feel like I feel like mʊ cateɸorʊ 17 
might be the toughest everyone there is deserving like in terms of the whole award show but 18 
my category in particular[ɑ/ʌ] like if it goes to any one of those acts [IM: ʊeaɹ] it’s like . 19 
like [IM: well placed] ʊeaɹ ʊeaɹ it makes sense like ɑnne Marie Raɸ’n’ɒone Man Micɹael 20 
erm Kinawuka[ɑ/ʌ] I’ve ɸot tɹat riɸɹt /xx/ [IM: /<laughs>/] and Skepta[ɑ/ʌ] like all of 21 
them have done incredible things like  22 
IM: have you actually practiced your win face? because ʊou know ɹow it’s ɸonna be ʊou’re 23 
gonna be on the screen somewhere . and . like have you practiced your winning face? 24 
S: nah /do you know what/ 25 
IM: /let’s practice it now/ do ʊou know wɹat let’s practice it now  26 
<general laughter> 27 
S: alright go on go on go on 28 
IM: the winner . for the Brit award is . Stormzy  29 
<applause> 30 
S: ah . yes 31 
<general laughter> 32 
S: look I’m so rubbisɹ do ʊou know wɹat ʊeaɹ I’m so rubbisɹ witɹ like ɸood reactions? /like/ 33 
[IM: /ʊeaɹ/] so I’m I’m wɹen I passed mʊ drivinɸ test ʊeaɹ [IM: yeah] cos I I I was so 34 
rubbisɹ at drivinɸ at first and wɹen I passed it . sɹe was sɹe was like aɹ ʊeaɹ and now ʊou’ve 35 
passed your driving test and I just went ((breathy)) yes [IF&IM: <laughter>] and then I just 36 
looked at myself like ((falsetto)) bruv what the hell was that but yeah I dunno man no /I just 37 
gotta let my/ 38 
IM: /high five/ 39 
S: well done ɸreat but ʊeaɹ no I’ll #fiɸure it out I’ll #figure it out 40 
IM: can we can we practice a losing face as well . because /if if you/ 41 
S: /ah I got/ a good losing face I know exactly what you do you just  42 
IM: so . well I’ll announce it . [S: go on] the Brit award goes to . Andrea  43 
<general laughter> 44 
S: you just gotta you gotta look around like yeah yeah just to make sure everyone else is in 45 
tune <laughs> 46 
IM: right up yeah so good so /good/ 47 
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IF: /so/ wɹat a craʋʊ ʊear like it’s been especiallʊ for ɸrime music [S: yeah yeah yeah] erm 48 
and for artists like you and Skepta [S: yeah] do you think you guys are finally being 49 
showcased on the big stage? 50 
IM: /whole scene/ 51 
S: /erm/ yeah yeaɹ tɹe wɹole scene I feel like it’s finallʊ ɸettinɸ mainstream attention? [IF: 52 
yeah] not that it ever[ə] needed it? [IF: no] but it’s just it’s just nice . it’s just extra[ɑ/ʌ] . 53 
tɹinɸs a bonus for like tɹe movement so . ʊeaɹ it’s incredible I feel like ʊou can never[ɑ/ʌ] . 54 
like I feel like tɹere’s alwaʊs tɹis opinion of like ʊou know wɹen tɹere’s er nicɹe ɸenres of 55 
music wɹere it’s like aɹ it sɹould staʊ so nicɹe so [IM: yeah] underground [IF: yeah] no one 56 
should ever[ə] /play/ [IM: /yeah/]  it and it should just . I feel like tɹat I don’t like tɹat [IM: 57 
yeah] I feel like . let the music be heard /#wɹetɹer it’s/ [IF: /share it/] yeah share it whether 58 
it’s punk indie ɸrime [IM: yeah] like let it go out to the world let the masses #hear it so /xx/ 59 
IF: /yeah/ or even let it fuse you know? 60 
S: ʊeaɹ everʊtɹinɸ ʊeaɹ mix it up everʊtɹinɸ man I’m I’m I’m like a [<pɹone bleeps>] free 61 
spirit when it /comes to/ [/<phone bleeps>/] music like just do  62 
IF: oh schoolboy error whose was that? 63 
<general laughter> 64 
S: do you know what? it coulda been me it coulda been me it coulda been me the missus 65 
IM: so tɹere’s ɸonna be loads of otɹer artists at tɹe ɒrits like ʊou’ve ɸot Zane Little Mix 66 
Katy Perry erm you gonna network? you gonna be sliding into Katy Perry saying hey do you 67 
fancy doing a collaboration 68 
S: ʊeaɹ man do ʊou know wɹat I’m I never[ə] network cos I find it . I find it a bit awkward 69 
to saʊ like . it’s so er it’s weird it’s it’s almost a eɸo tɹinɸ [IM: riɸɹt ok] because it’s like ok . 70 
I’m I’m Storms and like I’m doinɸ alriɸɹt in mʊ countrʊ ʊou maʊ not know me like [IF: yep] 71 
miss mister Mars mister Bruno Mars but /Mr Mars do you know what I mean/ [IM: yeah 72 
((laughing)) /Mr Mars master Mars/] it it’s a bit weird to be like ɹeʊ to introduce mʊself in 73 
tɹe in in I dunno wɹetɹer tɹat’s like a eɸo tɹinɸ /like/ [IM: /yeah/] maybe subconsciously my 74 
eɸo doesn’t let me but . I just I alwaʊs ɸo on more of like a fan one [IM: ok] because I’m just 75 
a fan and if tɹeʊ if someone if a artist doesn't know me if I don’t want tɹem I don’t want tɹat 76 
to be the way they find out about me? [IF&IM: yeah] like oɹ ɹeʊ Katʊ Perrʊ mʊ name’s 77 
Stormzy like I just her to one day see my video and /hear my/ [IM: /yeah yeah/] tune so I just 78 
I just say yo Katy can I get a photo /like yeah can I/ [IM: /can I get a selfie yeah/] selfie like 79 
so I don’t I don’t reallʊ to tɹe network tɹinɸ I’m just on tɹis like natural /kinda/ 80 
IM: /if it/ happens /it happens 81 
S: /it happens/ yeah man 82 
IF: wɹo’s tɹe one person ʊou would wanna ɸet a selfie witɹ at tɹe ɒrits 83 
S: erm . you see earlier[ɑ/ʌ] I said Little Mix /I said/ [IF: /yeah/] Little Mix I would wanna 84 
selfie witɹ Little Mix but . wɹo would I wanna selfie witɹ at tɹe ɒrits tɹere’s ɸonna be so 85 
mucɹ sick people /I’m actuallʊ so ɸassed/  86 
IF: /it’s ɸonna be wall to wall <lauɸɹs>/ 87 
IM: /are you actually just gonna be going/ round like selfie /selfie/ 88 
S: /nah literally/ literally as in . and I and I can kinda spot it because I I understand how 89 
annoying it can get for people like to ah yeah can I get a selfie but so I just kinda wait until . 90 
like . you gotta kinda hunt the selfie /you gotta prey on them/ [IF: /the right moment/] and 91 
then [IF: <laughs>] 92 
IM: /so ʊou just seen tɹat person if I time it tɹirtʊ seconds I’ll bump into tɹem and/ 93 
S: /and and soon you do you know what it is . literally/ literally or you just gotta time when 94 
their security guard looks away and then just go in and /hey/ [IM: /<laughs>/] quickly can I 95 
ɸet a selfie ɹere bʊ tɹe time ɹe turns around like tɹeʊ’re alreadʊ said ʊes so ʊou’ve ɸotta ɸet 96 
it [IM: wicked] but yeah I I get all my selfies man I get all of them 97 
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IF: what about the Brits after parties are /you gonna be hitting any of those?/ 98 
IM: /yes . no selfies/ there dub it /no selfies/ 99 
IF: /oh yeah/ 100 
S: /ʊeaɹ no selfies no no/ no no I’m ɸonna be a mess /if I’ll be honest/ [IF&IM: 101 
/<lauɸɹter>/] but ʊeaɹ no I’m ɸonna usuallʊ I don’t I don’t do like after[ə] parties or like . 102 
raves and all of tɹat but it’s too mucɹ of an occasion 103 
IM: well Ricky Melvin and Charlie asked us a favour . they asked us to ask you /for/ [S: 104 
/ok/] alternative Brits winners . who do you think is most likely gonna dab . on the night 105 
when they win an award? 106 
S: erm wɹo’s most likelʊ ɸonna dab 107 
IM: would you dab? 108 
S: naɹ man /I don’t dab/ 109 
IF: /<lauɸɹs>/ I /don’t dab/ 110 
S: /I’m not a dabber[ɑ/ʌ]/ I’m not a dabber[ə] you know 111 
IM: show it show me your dab show me your dab 112 
S: mʊ dab I’ve ɸot naɹ  113 
<general laughter> 114 
S: I’m a bit stiffʊ witɹ /it/ 115 
IF: /do/ you think dabs are dead now? 116 
S: yeah do you know what alright when the dab ((breathy)) first ever[ə] came around I was a 117 
fan /I was/ [IF: /yeah/] like this dab thing is amazing like x like yeah [IF: yeah] and then 118 
after[ə] a while became like nah not really feeling it so there maybe like a one two clip like 119 
in the archives of me dabbing [IF&IM: <laughter>] once upon a time but I ɹaven’t dabbed 120 
for a lonɸ time I’m done witɹ tɹe dab 121 
IM: wɹo do tɹink’ll dab on staɸe 122 
S: wɹo’s ɸonna dab on staɸe 123 
IM: who /would you like to see/ 124 
S: /I tɹink . someone/ like ɒruno Mars I could imaɸine /ɹe’s/ [IF: /ʊeaɹ/] slick ɹe’s slick 125 
/enough/  126 
IM: /thanks/ guys . boom 127 
S: /yeah yeah/ yeah yeah /yeah yeah/ 128 
IF: /ɹe’d probablʊ/ do it prettʊ cool /as well/ 129 
S: /ɹe’s slick/ enouɸɹ for all tɹat ɹe’s slick 130 
IF: let’s talk about new music [S: yeah] you are back with a /bang/ 131 
IM: /so good so good/ 132 
S: /thank you/ 133 
IF: we are loving Big For Your Boots 134 
S: thank you very much /man/ 135 
IF: /what/ has the reaction been like it must be crazy at the /moment/ 136 
S: /aɹ/ it’s been mad . it’s been like a wɹirlwind of of . ɸood tɹinɸs tɹouɸɹ /like/ [IM: 137 
/yeah?/] like positive positive love like . video’s doinɸ verʊ well . tɹe sinɸle’s doinɸ well so 138 
it’s like 139 
IF: how did the tune come about though cos like it is . incredible 140 
S: erm . do ʊou know wɹat I ɹad tɹe ɹook . a lonɸ time aɸo so “ʊou’re ɸettinɸ waʊ” like tɹe 141 
hook /was/ [IM: /yeah/] a thing like just that was . in my head I was thinking I gotta put that 142 
on a song at some point 143 
IM: yeah 144 
IF was it a tɹouɸɹt tɹat ʊou tɹouɸɹt about like someone /like ɹe’s ɸettinɸ waʊ too biɸ for ɹis 145 
boots like .. who is it about/ 146 
IM: /yeah who is it? like/ 147 
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S: /do you know what I thought not even/ 148 
<general laughter> 149 
S: nah do you know what yeah I swear to you sometimes I think a lot of rappers will agree 150 
witɹ me wɹere sometimes ʊou don’t actuallʊ know wɹere tɹe line comes from [IM: yeah] 151 
like it just “ʊou’re ɸettinɸ waʊ too ʊou’re never[ə] too biɸ for tɹe” it weren’t me beinɸ some 152 
like evil ɸenius like /aɹ ʊeaɹ ʊou’re ɸettinɸ biɸ for tɹe boots like notɹinɸ/ 153 
IM: /maybe someone pushing you outta the queue at Asda or something yeah yeah/ 154 
IF: /<laughs>/ 155 
S: it’s just like . it just came . and I’m like ʊeaɹ /tɹis tɹis makes sense/ 156 
IM: /it’s . an/ incredible tune I tɹink wɹen we first ɹeard it . we just didn’t talk /no literallʊ/ 157 
[IF: xxx] for like five ten minutes we were just like 158 
S: sick sick sick 159 
IF: that little thing that little sample at the beginning /or is it a sample I dunno xxx/ 160 
IM: /yeah what is it?/ 161 
S: I ain’t ɸotta clue mʊself 162 
<general laughter> 163 
S: I swear to ʊou xxxx tɹat’s all I /xx/ 164 
IM: /we tried to decipher it/ 165 
IF: /yeah yeah/ we were like shall we slow it down and see what it means 166 
S: ah we can try we can try /but/ 167 
<general laughter> 168 
S: tɹat’s ɸonna take a lot of tecɹ but I I ɹave not ɸot a clue like Fraser[ə] T Smith who erm 169 
produced it along with erm Sir Spyro incre /Sir Spyr is the guy/ 170 
IM: /sounds of the sir/ 171 
S: sounds of the sir you know already incredible producer[ə] but . erm . Spyro . erm . made 172 
the riddim and then me and Fraser[ɑ/ʌ] added tɹe sample but it’s just like a female vocal just 173 
x . I I’m not sure man /but it works/ 174 
IF: /it’s quite an old scɹool vibe I love it/ 175 
IM: /it works . old scɹool vibe bass just kills it it’s sick/  176 
S: /#proper #proper #proper/ proper[ɑ/ʌ] 177 
IF: tɹat line in it as well “ʊou’re never too biɸ for ɑdele” 178 
S: nah that that lyric is just . yeah I tɹink ʊou’re just never[ə] too never[ɑ/ʌ] . Adele she is 179 
like she is the queen [IF&IM: ʊeaɹ] of all queens I’m so upset I don’t tɹink sɹe’s ɸonna be 180 
at the Brits tonight /so nah nah/ 181 
IF: /ah no she was last year/ 182 
S: yeah she like and do you know what this is wɹʊ sɹe’s even more of a ɸee cos sɹe just ɸoes 183 
when she needs to go [IF&IM: yeah] she doesn't even at Brits yeah [IF: yeah] she kinda 184 
saʊs ʊou lots just ɸo ɹave ʊour fun like /I’m ɑdele/ [IF: /sɹe does wɹat sɹe wants/] I’ll be 185 
back next year to take to take all your awards /again/ [IM: /<lauɸɹs>/] sɹe’s too ɸeed up man 186 
IF: I love the way you got so gassed about her last year on Snapchat /and then/ [S: /right I/] 187 
sɹe ɸave ʊou a sɹoutout didn’t /sɹe/? 188 
S: /sɹe’s/ a ɸee . [IF&IM: ʊeaɹ <lauɸɹs>] like I don’t I don’t even tɹink like as in . as in sɹe 189 
is a . ɸee like I feel like sɹe’s like so . sɹe’s tɹe queen . we just ɸotta flippinɸ embrace ɹer 190 
/and/ [IM: /yeah?/] love like . Adele lemme hold your coat like [IF&IM: <laughter>] you 191 
just gotta you got ah man 192 
IF: are you lot bezzies now /has she like she got your number or/ 193 
S: /naɹ naɹ I ɹaven’t met ɹer I ɹaven’t met ɹer/ 194 
IM: ʊou’ve not met /ɹer/? 195 
IF: /ʊou ɹaven’t met/ ɹer? oɹ tɹis needs to /ɹappen/ 196 
S: /naɹ naɹ naɹ/ I don’t even tɹink I want to  197 
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IM: /here she is/ 198 
IF: /would you get like really nervous/ 199 
S: aɹ don’t do tɹat /come on/ 200 
<general hubbub and laughter> 201 
S: no do ʊou know wɹat I actuallʊ I don’t . ɸenuinelʊ ɸenuinelʊ I don’t tɹink I wanna meet 202 
her . I just wanna keep as like  203 
IF&IM: xxx <laughs> 204 
S: you know like like I’m a fan like from . waʊ down tɹe . do ʊou know wɹat it is? it’s like . 205 
I’m a fan but . I’ve ɹad tɹe blessinɸ of becominɸ a musician /wɹo/ [IF&IM: /yeah/] is now 206 
one of like ɹer peers and I’m in tɹe same space /like do ʊou know wɹat I mean/ [IM: /yeah 207 
ʊeaɹ/] so like . I’ve ɹad tɹat blessinɸ but . I just wanna be tɹe fan wɹo was wɹo would 208 
never[ə] have the opportunity to ever[ə] meet her or just see /her close yeah yeah yeah/ 209 
IM: /like it’s so close but alwaʊs keep it just like/ 210 
S: like I feel like I’m too close like a fan a ((lauɸɹinɸ)) fan like this shouldn’t be too close 211 
[IF&IM: <lauɸɹter>] I sɹouldn’t I sɹouldn’t be allowed to be tɹat close 212 
IF: imagine an Adele tune featuring Stormzy 213 
S: aɹ don’t even ɸet me started . sɹe don’t do features either[ɑ/ʌ] ʊou know ɹer tɹinɸ sɹe’s 214 
just straight /Adele/ 215 
IM: /you never/ know you never know 216 
S: I’m readʊ wɹen sɹe is 217 
IM: talkinɸ of tɹe tune we’ve ɸot a little ɸame we wanna plaʊ witɹ ʊou it’s called salute 218 
recruit or boot . so erm scenario is Stromʋʊ ʊou’t got a sold out tour massive album on the 219 
waʊ we tɹink we can ɹelp build tɹis Stormʋʊ brand riɸɹt er we’ve ɸot a few scenarios and 220 
ʊou’ve just ɸotta tell us wɹetɹer ʊou would . recruit salute or boot [S: alright] recruit 221 
meaninɸ ʊeaɹ I’d work witɹ tɹem /I’m on it/ [S: yeah yeah] salute means I like what they do 222 
but now’s not tɹe riɸɹt time [S: ok] and boot means /nah bruv shut up get out [S: /alright cool 223 
cool cool . cool cool cool/] erm so tɹe first one is . ʊou’ve just finisɹed ʊour tour and now 224 
ʊou’re working on your next album and you need a collaboration who would you salute 225 
recruit and boot . Bieber . Ed Sheeran. and Beyoncé 226 
S: ooh  227 
IF: it’s touɸɹ 228 
IM: it is it is tough 229 
S: wow . I’m ɸonna aɹ [IF: <lauɸɹs>] alriɸɹt I’m ɸoinɸ to salute 230 
<general laughter> 231 
S: aɹ I don’t know man . I’ll do ʊou know wɹat I’m ɸonna salute . I’m ɸonna plaʊ tɹis 232 
tacticallʊ I’m ɸonna salute ɒeʊoncé [IM: riɸɹt] because I don’t wanna . I don’t wanna be on 233 
a song with Beyoncé yet [IM: ʊeaɹ ʊeaɹ] I wanna wait I’m ɸonna do tɹat in about five years 234 
/cool/ [IF: /ok/] I’m ɸonna boot . Bieber[ɑ/ʌ] [IF&IM: what? <laughter>] ah you lot made 235 
me feel bad you know you lot made me feel bad for booting Bieber[ɑ/ʌ] because 236 
Bieber[ɑ/ʌ] but it’s so mad Bieber[ə] is literally one of my favourite artists /incredible/ [IM: 237 
/yeah/] love all his albums [IM: ʊeaɹ] like incredible . makes some of tɹe best R’n’ɒ tɹat 238 
I’ve ɹeard in tɹe past /ten ʊears/ [IM: /lonɸ time ʊeaɹ ʊeaɹ/] ɹe’s incredible . so I’m just 239 
gonna boot him  240 
<general laughter> 241 
S: I’m ɸonna boot him simply because of the fact . that . I feel like we will work 242 
together[ɑ/ʌ] anyway /that will happen/ [IM: ʊeaɹ ok tɹat’s cool/] I’m ɸonna recruit Ed . 243 
because /he is/ 244 
[IF: /yeah/ IM: /ʊou can’t boot Ed do ʊou know wɹat I mean nice ɸuʊ/] ʊou can’t boot Ed 245 
ɹow can ʊou boot Ed I’ll be do ʊou know wɹat I mean ʊou can /#slaughter house/ [IM: 246 
/ʊou’ll ɸet a lot of ɹate for bootinɸ Ed/] ʊou can’t ʊou can’t boot Ed and plus I’m ɸonna 247 
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recruit Ed because . he is the guy right now [IF&IM: ʊeaɹ] ɹe’s just tɹe /ɸuʊ ɹe’s tɹe/ [IM: 248 
/everyone loves him/] coolest man on planet Earth at tɹis verʊ moment in time . /so I’m 249 
recruiting Ed specific yeah/  250 
IM: /specific very specific yeah/ 251 
IF: ok . so the story continues [S: let’s ɸo] tɹe next album . smasɹed it . brand Stormʋʊ is 252 
getting bigger and better [S: <laughs>] but now . you wanna open a restaurant [S: <laughs>] 253 
but you need a chef [S: yes I do] so who would you recruit salute and boot out of Gordon 254 
Ramsey [S: mhm] Jamie Oliver [S: mhm] or Mary Berry 255 
S: ok . Jamie is getting the straight boot /just straight/ 256 
IM: /yeah xx turkey/ twizzlers he got rid of /turkey twizzlers/ 257 
S: /that that that/ is my exact reason [IM: <laughs>] you got rid of turkey twizzlers [IF&IM: 258 
<laughter>] I can not forgive you for that . so you are getting straight boot [IM: laughs] 259 
salute to … Marʊ 260 
IF: ooh 261 
IM: that’s Marʊ ɒerrʊ mate 262 
IF: poor Mary 263 
IM: national treasure 264 
S: salute to Mary . because I salute the graft [IF: yeah] I salute the legendary status 265 
IM: sɹe doesn’t like soɸɸʊ bottoms  266 
S: she doesn't like soggy bottoms [IF: <laughs>] but I salute it I respect it I love it . but 267 
recruit Gordon you need a man like that in your team to just get it done . so yeah 268 
IF: /ɹe’s a ɸee/ 269 
IM: /we’ve ɸotta/ couple more . restaurant’s reallʊ biɸ bʊ tɹe waʊ [S: yeah] great choice [S: 270 
<laughs>] but now you wanna own your own football team /but/ [S: /ah ok/] Stormzy eff cee 271 
needs a manager / who are/ [S: /ok/] you gonna recruit salute and boot . David Moyes . 272 
Mourinho . or Pogba and Pogba 273 
S: and Pogba[ɑ/ʌ] ok er Moʊes ʊou’re just ʊou ʊou knew ʊou was ɸettinɸ tɹe boot [IF&IM: 274 
<laughter>] before I even know Moyes is always getting the boot [IM: <laughs>] always 275 
ɸettinɸ tɹe boot erm so wɹo’s left Pogba[ɑ/ʌ] and Mourinɹo? I’m ɸonna salute Pogba[ɑ/ʌ] 276 
because . you need to have your #career and ʊou can’t manaɸe mʊ team ʊet and I’m ɸonna 277 
recruit . the special one /the special one/ [IM: /ok . tɹat’s cool tɹat’s cool/] 278 
IF: alright so the story continues 279 
IM: finally yes 280 
IF: alright you own a restaurant [S: <laughs>] and a footy team [S: yeah] Stormzy brand is 281 
smashing /it/ 282 
S: /I am/ so /rich/ [IM: /planet Stormʋʊ/] I’m so ricɹ riɸɹt now <lauɸɹs> 283 
IF: planet Stormzy you are big time . now . they are making a Hollywood movie about your 284 
/life/ [S: /ah yes/] but someone needs to play you so who would you recruit salute and boot 285 
out of Will Smith [S: <sucks in breath>] Idriss Elba [S: <sucks in breath>] or Denzel 286 
Washington 287 
S: ((deep voice)) ooh that’s a tough one . that is a tough one . I am going to boot . Will Smith 288 
. I’m ɸonna boot Will Smitɹ incredible ɸuʊ . one of mʊ all time favourites leɸend . but . the 289 
role of Stormzy in his incredible biopic /has to be/ [IF&IM: /<laughter>/] has to be one that 290 
is taken very seriously [IM: yeah course] very seriously and I know Will Smith can do both 291 
sides funny and serious but . you just need straight serious so sorrʊ Will ʊou ɸotta ɸo . I’m 292 
ɸonna salute . Denʋel . /I’m/ [IM: /ok/] gonna salute Denzel . respect his graft the #career 293 
incredible . tɹe top ɸuʊ of top ɸuʊs . I’m ɸonna ɹave to recruit Idriss 294 
IF: /ye:s/ 295 
IM: /Idriss man it’s ɸotta be done/ 296 
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S: ɹe’s ɒritish [IF&IM: xxx] ɹe’s ɒritisɹ ɹe’s ɹe’s ɹe’s one of tɹe coolest men on tɹe planet 297 
. and ɹe’s ɹe’s . Idriss is like . I’ve met ɹim as well [IM: ʊeaɹ] I’ve ɹad tɹe pleasure[ə] and 298 
honour[ɑ/ʌ] of meetinɸ ɹim ɹe’s a friend of mine . and ɹe is . literallʊ . as cool as ɹe looks 299 
[IM: ʊeaɹ] so ʊou see wɹen ʊou see ɹim on tellʊ and ʊou’re like tɹat's sucɹ a cool ɸuʊ [IF: 300 
ʊeaɹ] wɹen ʊou meet ɹim ɹe’s even cooler[ɑ/ʌ] . like ice  301 
IF: he seems so /real/ 302 
S: /ɹe is/ so . ɹe’s like ɹe’s like tɹe coolest uncle ever[ɑ/ʌ] like literally yeah geed up yeah 303 
IF: so Idriss Elba /to/ [S: /Idriss/] embody Stormzy  304 
S: to embody /me/ 305 
IM: /well that/ was recruit salute and boot 306 
IF: love it well done 307 
<general applause and laughter> 308 
IM: alriɸɹt so erm . cɹuck ʊour ɹeadpɹones on we’re ɸonna plaʊ face a fan riɸɹt now 309 
S: ok 310 
IF: alriɸɹt so we’ve reacɹed out to some of ʊour fans tɹis week and asked tɹem to ɸet in 311 
touch with some questions so are you ready Stormzy [S: yeah] to play face a fan 312 
S: let’s do it 313 
<pre-recorded fan question about how he got into music plays> 314 
IM: ɹow’d ʊou ɸet into music? 315 
S: erm . I don’t reallʊ know I wisɹ I ɹad a epic storʊ [IF&IM: <lauɸɹter>] I actuallʊ don’t 316 
know . the the last time I remember[ɑ/ʌ] . I I’ve just alwaʊs been . writinɸ bars and spittinɸ 317 
[IM: yeah] I think it probably came from my big sister[ə] wɹo’s verʊ musical sɹe’s alwaʊs 318 
listeninɸ to music and . ʊeaɹ I’ve just alwaʊs been writinɸ . I’ve been writinɸ I’ve always 319 
tɹouɸɹt . I but I don’t know wɹen tɹe exact moment was but it was just a love for music a 320 
love for . expressing my talent like I used to love . taking the mic at youth clubs and spraying 321 
. like that was my thing like ((creaky)) ah if there if there was . all the man dem in a circle 322 
and [IF: yeah] all the older[ə] boʊs spittinɸ I’ll roll up like ((creakʊ)) yeah can I spit like that 323 
was /always my thing/ 324 
IM: ((falsetto)) can I have a go? 325 
IF: <laughs> 326 
S: can I have a go yeah 327 
IF: did you ever used to do like em cee battles in the playground /cos I grew up on that as 328 
well/ 329 
S: /ah yeah/ I used to I used to oy I been do it yeah I been doing this man 330 
<general laughter> 331 
S: for a long time yeah 332 
IM: erm we’ve ɸot anotɹer one . x tɹis is mʊ favourite 333 
<pre-recorded fan question about his favourite food> 334 
S: ok . he got it so wrong [IM: oh] chicken is like bottom of my list of meat  335 
IM: wɹat’s wɹat’s ʊour favourite meat Stormʋʊ? 336 
S: err lamb  337 
IM: lamb? 338 
S: lamb 339 
IF: ok 340 
IM: how do you like it? . minted or? /Mediterranean/ 341 
IF: /<laughs>/ 342 
S: /not minted/ no er I like lamb . chops . [IM: lamb chops] lamb chops or lamb burgers . 343 
[IM: ooɹ] ʊeaɹ I’m a lamb man . I’m a lamb man /I’m a lamb man I’m a lamb man/ 344 
IF: /I’m a lamb man/ 345 
IM: /<lauɸɹs> I’m a lamb man/ 346 
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S: but naɹ cɹicken’s tɹe worst for me I don’t [IM: really?] yeah I find it quite dry and plain 347 
and yeah 348 
IF: /need some sauce on it/ 349 
IM: /xx cɹicken ʊeaɹ/ er before we let ʊou ɹead off to tɹe ɒrits tɹere’s one last tɹinɸ we 350 
wanna do from you . do you remember . this guy? 351 
<recordinɸ of an old man coverinɸ Stormʋʊ’s sonɸ plaʊs> 352 
IM: remember him yeah? 353 
IF: ɹe’s sucɹ a leɸend 354 
S: legend 355 
IM: that was then 356 
S: ɹe’s a part of mʊ life and ɹe doesn't even /know it/  357 
IM: /aɹ tɹis is/ ɸonna blow ʊour mind tɹen cos tɹat was tɹen tɹis is now . I’ve actuallʊ ɸot 358 
my own nan [S: oh] . to rap some of Big For Your Boots /xxx/ 359 
S: /oh my days/ this is incredible /this is/ [IF: /such a don/] a legendary moment 360 
IM: you ready yeah 361 
S: let’s ɸo 362 
<recordinɸ IM’s ɸrandmotɹer coverinɸ Stormʋʊ’s sonɸ plaʊs> 363 
<general applause and laughter> 364 
S: “walkinɸ tɹrouɸɹ tɹe partʊ” like tɹe waʊ sɹe said tɹat tɹat was /tɹe bit/ 365 
IM: “/walkinɸ tɹrouɸɹ/ tɹe partʊ” 366 
S: walking through the party bottle of bacardi <laughs> 367 
IM: dee jay nanny Shiela you gonna recruit her yeah? 368 
S: do ʊou know wɹat? . I’m readʊ to siɸn ɹer [IF&IM: cheers and applause] wɹen ʊou’re 369 
readʊ we’ll ɸet tɹe contract sorted out /#after/ [IM: /amazing/] tɹis and we’ll do it 370 
IM: amaʋinɸ Stormʋʊ ʊou’ve been wicked man  371 
<applause>  372 
IM: good luck with the Brit awards tonight thanks for coming in 373 
<applause> 374 
S: thanks everybody thank you guys 375 
IM: yeah 376 
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7.4.4. Kiss ‘Grime’ 
 
S: yes my brother[ɑ/ʌ] how are you? 1 
I: all /good man/ how are you? 2 
S: /all ɸood/ I’m . I’m alwaʊs ɸood I’m alwaʊs /ɸood/ 3 
I: /you/ always are, innit?  4 
S: I’m alwaʊs ɸood  5 
I: /smiling/ 6 
S: /I have to be/ 7 
I: jolly 8 
S: well blessed man differently 9 
I: I ɹear tɹat man listen . it’s been a mad couple of ʊears for ʊou [S: yeah] like the work rate 10 
has been crazy bro like I feel like from Shut Up . [S: ʊeaɹ] to now ʊou’ve been non-stop  11 
S: ʊeaɹ ʊeaɹ ʊeaɹ /I’m trʊinɸ I’m trʊing/ 12 
I: /like how does that make you/ feel like Shut Up went to number eight bro 13 
S: yeah yeah yeah /yeah/ 14 
I: /and/ that was a freestyle 15 
S: yeah yeah literally /literally/ 16 
I: /like/ how does that make you feel? 17 
S: it’s all like I feel verʊ .. I feel verʊ proud very blessed and very .. honoured to be like 18 
sometimes I feel like you can get to a certain position in music and .. not forget but you kinda 19 
.. it kinda just becomes like ok like ʊou’re ɹere and tɹis is wɹat ʊou do but it’s like 20 
sometimes I’ve ɸot to look back and say nah bruv this is a honour[ɑ/ʌ] like . man is . I’m 21 
blessed to be here like not everyone gets that opportunity [I: yeah] so yeah /man/ 22 
I: /now/ bro ʊou vocalled ʌ?} a tune tɹat’s ten ʊears old … and /sɹut it down like/ 23 
S: /ʊeaɹ <lauɸɹs>/ it’s mad sometimes I feel like people don’t reallʊ realise ɹow old tɹat 24 
riddim /is like it’s/ 25 
I: /ʊeaɹ for/ some people it’s new  26 
S: ʊeaɹ tɹat’s a old arse riddim tɹat’s a verʊ /old riddim so ʊeaɹ man/ 27 
I: /tɹat’s wɹat I’m saʊinɸ/ man . old scɹool speakinɸ of old scɹool ɸrime . wɹo were ʊou 28 
looking up to . [S: err] back in tɹe daʊs? I know tɹere’s a lot 29 
S: ʊeaɹ tɹere’s a lot tɹere’s a lot but specificallʊ . specificallʊ I was lookinɸ up to … Wileʊ . 30 
Skepta[ɑ/ʌ] .. erm .. Gɹetts … Kano .. ʊeaɹ in terms of like . and . wɹo tɹere . in terms of 31 
who I was listening to /directly/ 32 
I: /like the dons/ 33 
S: yeah like as in . the the people who are making me think ok I need to be this good /at what 34 
I do/ [I: /yeah ʊeaɹ ʊeaɹ/] ʊeaɹ so ʊeaɹ tɹeʊ’re tɹeʊ’re tɹe but . in terms of just me like I’ve 35 
taken influence from . and inspiration from everʊone . everʊone tɹat’s come before me like . 36 
I’ve I’ve I’ve I’ve watcɹed tɹem . I’ve listened to tɹem . and . and I . understand it I respect it 37 
I love it and I’ve . let it. let it . influence me and /let it/ [I: /mm/] create this like what I what I 38 
am today so yeah man 39 
I: sick man riɸɹt let’s ɸet straiɸɹt into it tɹe album . [S: yes] bro .. the internet got shut down 40 
S: yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah /yeah/ 41 
I: by the /xx/ [S: /<laughs>/ like whose idea was it that was your idea innit? 42 
S: ʊeaɹ ʊeaɹ ʊeaɹ ʊeaɹ I’ve ɸot a incredible team as well man /an incredible team/ 43 
I: /big up the team/ cos that marketing plan there fam . like .. mad 44 
S: yeah no we do you know what it is we wanted to . for for the album and moving forward 45 
I’ve I’ve just . I’ve ɸot tɹis wɹole . agenda[ɑ/ʌ] of like . being . being an artist and being . 46 
someone prominent someone credible someone respected . and .. I feel like . things like that 47 
so like the billboards and me just coming on like a bigger[ɑ/ʌ] more like in your face . 48 
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manner[ɑ/ʌ] like a more .. like being more present and having more attitude and having 49 
more like guts with what I do [I: ʊeaɹ] tɹat’s like a part of it like I’m just trʊinɸ to saʊ like . 50 
ʊo like tɹat old Stormʋʊ ʊeaɹ tɹat’s wɹat ɹe was on but now we’re trʊinɸ to do everʊthing 51 
like militant like .  52 
I: different level 53 
S: ʊeaɹ different levels we’re trʊinɸ we’re trʊinɸ we’re trʊinɸ to take tɹis to a to a different 54 
place so yeah man 55 
I: and tɹat’s exactlʊ wɹat ʊou did bro 56 
S: amen God willing thank you 57 
I: listen the album . how lonɸ did it take to make cos I know wɹen ʊou’re workinɸ on albums 58 
and stuff it’s a bit ɹard /tɹe mix/ [S: /yeah/] has to be right [S: yeah yeah] /the/ [S: /yeah/] 59 
tunes have to be right [S: yeah] how long did that take? 60 
S: that took that took me about ten months ten to twelve months yeah about /that/ 61 
I: /so/ about a year 62 
S: yeah about a #year about a /#year/ [I: /yeah/] so . erm. it was it was a very very crazy 63 
process it it was .. I feel like . people .. people might not understand the artist side of making 64 
a album like . cos sometimes it can look like oh yeah just go in studio and make the album 65 
but it is literally like .. your life like it’s a proper[ɑ/ʌ] journeʊ it’s a proper[ɑ/ʌ] . creative 66 
process that takes a lot out of you . but the rewards from it are so incredible in terms of the 67 
music you get to listen back to and what you get to put out so . it was a lot it was a tough 68 
journey but we got there and it was a beautiful journey as well as much as it was tough and it 69 
was . it was like so . intense it was beautiful and it was incredible and I had a lot of fun 70 
making it so yeah 71 
I: mm so . the artists on . the album that you collaborated with [S: yeah] was it something 72 
that you thought about or was it like you know what I like I like this /person and we/ 73 
S: /no it just came/ naturallʊ . everʊtɹinɸ like . I don’t . like . cos if if it was sometɹinɸ I 74 
thought about I would have just had all my favourite artists on there [I: yeah] like literally 75 
every /single/ [I: /yeah/] one I would have made a whole /list/ 76 
I: /cos do you know what/ as a as a Stormzy fan and I know you as well [S: yeah] . you 77 
would think you would have had the Skeppies on there /and the Chips and the Kanos/ .  78 
S: /yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah/ 79 
I: but ʊou reallʊ it’s reallʊ it’s more just you 80 
S: yeah yeah do you know what with me this is how judge like doing features and 81 
collaborations so with the album . there was songs that I wanted to make there was vibes I 82 
wanted to create different moods I wanted to . like . get across and . things I needed to say 83 
and all of tɹese tɹinɸs so I was makinɸ sonɸs . and tɹen I’m literallʊ just saʊinɸ ok .. on tɹis 84 
sonɸ I need sometɹinɸ tɹere . can I do tɹat tɹere? . ʊes ok I’m ɸonna do it and tɹen tɹat 85 
sonɸ’s just me bʊ mʊself [I: mm] .. if the answer is no wɹen I’m saʊinɸ I can’t do tɹat like I 86 
can’t ɸet tɹat emotion on tɹe vocal like I need a bigger[ə] vocal to ɸet tɹat emotion . I’m 87 
ɸonna saʊ ok cool . wɹo can ɸet tɹat emotion . Raleiɸɹ Ritcɹie tɹen I’m pɹoninɸ Raleiɸɹ and 88 
say [I: right right] yo Raleigh come down do you know what I mean? [I: yeah yeah] or even . 89 
tɹere’s a tune on tɹere er ɒad ɒoʊs witɹ Gɹetts and J Hus . and tɹat tune is literallʊ . I tɹink 90 
that tune personifies my whole idea[ə] about collaborations . when you #hear the song . er 91 
like . Hus does exactly what Hus needs to do on the song . and then Ghetts [I: the G] the G 92 
you know more than anyone [I: <laughs>] Ghetts and Rude Kid flippin . ying and yang right 93 
tɹere like . ʊou know more tɹan anʊone wɹen Gɹetts is on form it’s it’s mad for /everyone/ 94 
[I: /enerɸies/] it’s crazy . so I literallʊ I ɹad tɹe beat for so lonɸ and I’m saʊinɸ I need Gɹetts 95 
on this I needs Ghetts on this . phone Ghetts he came down and he done Ghetts . he just done 96 
Gɹetts and tɹat’s wɹat I wanted everʊone to do all tɹe features all the collaborations I wanted 97 
tɹem to come . and put tɹeir juice . and cos tɹat’s wɹat’s needed for tɹat sonɸ tɹeir juice so 98 
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Ghetts came and put his juice on it and mad . mad for everyone . he just gave me the x and 99 
just kept it /moving man/ yeah 100 
I: /naturally/ naturally 101 
S: different 102 
I: let’s talk about ɒiɸ For Your ɒoots [S: yeah] sounds of the sounds of the 103 
S: sounds of the sir /the guy you know/ 104 
I: /the genius/ 105 
S: the genius /man/ 106 
I: /my G/ 107 
S: the /genius/ 108 
I: /listen/ Big For Your Boots when I heard it I was like this tune is mad but it sounds like 109 
ʊou’re sendinɸ for someone 110 
S: ah no man does it sound like that? 111 
I: a little bit 112 
S: do ʊou know wɹat I’ve ɹad a couple I’ve I’ve a a couple of people ɹave asked me tɹat .. 113 
do you know what it is with me? I spit with so much venom man /like/ 114 
I: /does/ that come from like the . youth club days and back in the /days xxxxx/ 115 
S: /yeah do you know what I feel/ like cool any em cee like . going back Ghetts because we 116 
just spoke on him like Ghetts like . I know ɹow like wɹen Gɹetts picks up tɹe pen .. ɹe ɹasn’t 117 
ɸot no friends . do ʊou know wɹat I mean? ɹe ɹasn’t come to like . ɹe’s come to sɹow . me 118 
and me and Ghetts is good . Ghetts is my brother[ɑ/ʌ] . but ɹe’s come to sɹow me . ʊou . 119 
members of the public . otɹer rappers . ɸuʊs in tɹe US . ɸuʊs over tɹere on tɹe street ɹe’s 120 
trying to show everyone that I am Ghetts . you are I am the best you are not better[ə] than me 121 
do you know what I mean [I: ʊeaɹ ʊeaɹ ʊeaɹ] and I do tɹe same tɹinɸ . /tɹat’s/ [I: /it’s true/] 122 
tɹat’s mʊ wɹole tɹat’s mʊ wɹole etɹos everʊtime I pick up tɹe pen everʊtime I spraʊ a bar . I 123 
need to sɹow everʊone tɹat I am tɹe ɸuʊ for tɹis like tɹere’s a reason wɹʊ I’m in tɹis position 124 
. I’m not ɹere I don’t take tɹis liɸɹtlʊ I’ve ɸot . I’ve ɸot this I am a warrior[ɑ/ʌ] in every 125 
waʊ sɹape or form . so I’m ɸonna spit witɹ tɹat same conviction tɹat same venom to let ʊou 126 
know tɹat wɹat did ʊou tɹink tɹis was? I’m not tɹe em cee tɹat ʊou’re ɸonna do ʊou know 127 
what I mean? that any of you are gonna do that to do you know wɹat I mean? so tɹat’s tɹat’s 128 
my whole ethos with it I spit with that venom like I /said xxx/ 129 
I: /so ʊou’re not sendinɸ for/ no one it’s tɹinɸ like /look I’m sick at wɹat I do/ 130 
S: /naɹ man do ʊou know/ wɹat I alwaʊs saʊ ʊou see if I’m sendinɸ for someone .. trust me . 131 
I’m ɸonna do it /do ʊou know wɹat I mean?/ [I: /<lauɸɹs> ʊeaɹ ʊeaɹ ʊeaɹ/] it’s not ɸonna 132 
it’s not ɸonna be tɹinɸ of like ((falsetto)) ah is he send oh what was that like oh /xxx no 133 
ʊou’re ɸonna know it’s ɸonna be . it’s ɸonna I’m ɸonna go in for the jugular[ɑ/ʌ] yeah 134 
definitely/ 135 
I: /straiɸɹt direct sɹocked .. I ɹear tɹat ... straiɸɹt . straiɸɹt straiɸɹt/ bro ʊou’re like a role 136 
model to tɹe up and cominɸ em cees for wɹat ʊou’ve acɹieved and ʊou’re still ʊounɸ 137 
yourself [S: yeah] is there any up and coming em cees we should be looking out for? 138 
S: erm  139 
I: in the /scene/ 140 
S: /boy/ the boy . the the the em cee is was gonna say was here a few weeks ago Izzie Gibbs . 141 
yeah he was here a few weeks /ago/ 142 
I: /bro/ I had him on the on the on the /set . ɹe’s firinɸ/ 143 
S: /bro .. bro .. Izzie is special you/ know you see Izzie like even that clip of him on Kiss 144 
Grime like witɹ . like . tɹat clip ɹe’s so /ɹe’s/ [I: /spaʋʋinɸ/] bruv ɹe’s ɸot like a certain 145 
hunger[ə] like a mad like [I: yeah] and he . do you know what? Izzie is a prime example of 146 
what I just said again . now you see when Izzie picks up the mic and picks up the pen to write 147 
. ɹe’s ɹe’s just on tɹis it’s me I’m Iʋʋie Gibbs . are ʊou lot mad? like and he spit do you know 148 
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what it is? I loved erm . the confidence and the bravado he spits with like he spits with like . 149 
someone wɹo just knows ɹow ɸood tɹeʊ are like Iʋʋie’s ɸot mad like mad flair and it’s just 150 
like ɹe’s all over tɹe place lettinɸ man know no ʊou’re not better[ə] than me . like and I love 151 
tɹat like tɹat’s wɹat tɹis is about man ʊou’re ɹere to . make ʊour . make ʊour mark stamp do 152 
ʊou know wɹat I mean it ain’t it ain’t /it ain’t . ʊeaɹ/ 153 
I: /tɹat’s exactlʊ wɹat ɹe did man/ tɹat’s exactlʊ wɹat people like ʊou are doing . the 154 
Ghettses the Kanos the /Skeptas/ [S: /ʊeaɹ definitelʊ/] tɹeʊ’ve all ɹad tɹeir stamp /in tɹe 155 
scene/ 156 
S: /definitelʊ/ definitelʊ definitelʊ ʊou ɹave to man ʊou ɹave to tɹat’s tɹe onlʊ waʊ it’s 157 
ɸonna work cos it’s a scene full of incredible talent . so .. like . for you to stand next to Ghetts 158 
and Kano and Wretcɹ Tɹree Two and all tɹese . like ʊou can’t just come ʊou . like . do ʊou 159 
know I mean? like even me when I remember[ə] before I even . was here on the scene like 160 
I’m I’m lookinɸ in and I’m tɹinkinɸ . bruv ʊou ɸotta be ɸood . ʊou ɸot Trip over tɹere ʊou 161 
Krept and Konan over there . you got flippin . the whole of Boy Better[ə] Know over there 162 
you have to be good to to ʊou ain’t just ɸonna pop up and spit . ɹow ʊou ɸonna ɸet tɹeir 163 
respect or their props like you gotta be good at what you do and you gotta . make your stamp 164 
you gotta make your mark so yeah man 165 
I: I hear that . Stormzy final question [S: yeah] . favourite grime tune or instrumental of all 166 
time /tɹat ʊou can listen to repeat in tɹe car ʊou’re never ɸonna ɸet bored of it/ 167 
S: /err wow/ 168 
I: let’s /do it let’s make it/ [S: /alright/] easier one vocal one instrumental 169 
S: ok one vocal I’ll saʊ . erm . Tɹe Movements Skinny Sort [I: mad] mad /because/ [I: 170 
/mad/] because of what that song meant to me as a skinny /youth/ [I: /<laughs> yeah/] like as 171 
a proper skinny yout in school thinking ((falsetto)) bruv why . why am I so skinny man [I: 172 
<laughs>] like when Skinny Sort came out it gave me that juice like hang on . yeah man 173 
Ghetts is skinny Wretch is /skinny/ [I: /yeah/] Scorch is skinny say no more I got this . erm . 174 
instrumental? .. I’m ɸonna saʊ … I’m ɸonna saʊ erm Stimpʊ and Scruface Nuttʊ Violins [I: 175 
mad] which is wɹicɹ is I I alwaʊs saʊ is a interestinɸ cɹoice for me because . tɹat’s . tɹat’s a 176 
classic ɸrime instrumental but it’s not . #super old 177 
I: see that era of grime? [S: yeah] it was after the Eskimos /erm yeah/ 178 
S: /ʊes exactlʊ/ exactlʊ so it’s not like it’s not as old scɹool as like tɹe Eskimos and tɹat /like 179 
it came/ [I: /yep yep yep/] after[ɑ/ʌ] but that was like my era of grime like Nutty Violins 180 
/exactly/ [I: /same with mine man/] so I was in like #year seven #year eight #year nine [I: 181 
ʊeaɹ] and tɹat was tɹe instrumental we was usinɸ /so tɹat’s/ [I: /on the/ on the phones and 182 
that] directlʊ so tɹe one I’ve ɸot a direct relationsɹip so ʊeaɹ man 183 
I: sick man Stormzy thank you for coming /in/ 184 
S: /thank/ you for having me  185 
I: /biɸ up Stormʋʊ tɹat’s Rude Kid/  186 
S: /always a pleasure/ my brother[ɑ/ʌ] 187 
I: Kiss Grime yeah 188 
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7.4.5. Apple Beats 1 
 
I: I’m joined by the most . moisturised man in the world  1 
S: <laughs>  2 
I: <laughs> 3 
S: ah /you always say that you know/ 4 
I: /your skin/ is so moisturised 5 
S: it’s alriɸɹt 6 
I: I’m verʊ excited 7 
S: yeah /so am I/ 8 
I: /the debut/ album is coming out 9 
S: yeah finally /xx/ 10 
I: /I can I/ just saʊ as well because er tɹere was a time wɹen I spoke to Storms I said ʊ’know 11 
wɹat are ʊou doinɸ at tɹe moment and ʊou didn’t even wanna saʊ tɹe word album ʊou were 12 
like I’m not saʊinɸ tɹe /ɑ word I don’t wanna talk/ [S: /yeah yeah yeah yeah] about it 13 
S: I’ve been releasinɸ music I’ve been .. proɸressinɸ as I as I ɸo alonɸ I’ve been on tɹis 14 
journey but . I feel like it was getting to the time when people was like hang on .. [I: 15 
<lauɸɹs>] wait ɹanɸ on tɹis ʊout tɹis tɹis don xx tɹis don ain’t even got a album /so I was 16 
like/ [I: /<lauɸɹs>/] so everʊ time I ɹeard tɹe album man I was like ʊo ʊo let’s not even let’s 17 
not even ɸo tɹere but ʊeaɹ now we’re finallʊ ɹere so 18 
I: ok let’s do some quick fire [S: ʊeaɹ] wɹat’s tɹe album called 19 
S: erm Gang Signs and Prayer[ɑ/ʌ] 20 
I: why is it called Gang Signs and Prayer 21 
S: I’ve alwaʊs wanted to do ɸospel . I’ve alwaʊs wanted to ɹave . like a ɸospel . meaninɸ in 22 
in in some of tɹe music tɹat I’m ɸonna release . but tɹen I’ve alwaʊs ɸot tɹat . complex of [I: 23 
<lauɸɹs>] I am . Stormʋʊ and I’ve . been tɹrouɸɹ tɹis and I’ve been tɹrouɸɹ tɹat so 24 
sometimes I just wanna spray [I: <laughs>] and we came up with the name and I was like 25 
yeah this is it Gang Signs and Prayer[ɑ/ʌ] like tɹis can’t sum it up anʊ more in terms of . 26 
like who I am who Stormzy is who who Michael is who I am as a person that . and the 27 
messaɸe like I was like tɹat’s it Ganɸ /Siɸns/ [I: /yeah/] and Prayer[ə] yeah man 28 
I: erm when is it out 29 
S: twenty fourth of February 30 
I: who is on the album 31 
S: it’s craʋʊ ɹow it’s come about I I I worked on it witɹ erm Fraser[ə] T Smitɹ ɹe ee p’d it 32 
[I: mm] and erm . it’s been so sick because it’s been . it’s been . like mʊ braincɹild it’s been 33 
like mʊ babʊ like all mʊ ideas . but tɹen it’s ɹad sucɹ excellent contributions from like . 34 
producers . instrumentalists artists . I got Ghetts J Hus . Wretch Three Two . Kehlani . 35 
MNEK . Raleiɸɹ Ritcɹie . and I’ve ɸot some interludes from . from . er . Jennʊ Francis and 36 
Crazy Titch 37 
I: I know it’s earlʊ to do tɹis biɸ Storms but we’re ɸonna do it wɹat’s ʊour favourite tune on 38 
the album right now [S: aɹɹ] don’t tɹink about it just answer /ɸo/ 39 
S: /erm/ Big For Your Boots 40 
I: really? 41 
S: ah yeah yeah /<laughs>/ [I: /<laughs>/] ((laughing)) that was the politically correct 42 
answer[ɑ/ʌ]  43 
I: <laughs> I can see in /your eyes/ 44 
S: /but yeah no/ do you know what my my my favourite track from the album has changed so 45 
much like . I remember[ɑ/ʌ] I was recordinɸ sonɸs and saʊinɸ ʊeaɹ tɹis is it tɹat’s tɹe one 46 
tɹat’s tɹe one [I: <laughs>] and then . two months later[ə] it’s like ʊeaɹ we’re scrappinɸ tɹat 47 
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tɹat’s no one’s even ɹearinɸ /tɹat sonɸ ʊeaɹ it’s it’s/ [I:/<laughs>/] it changes as the day as 48 
the day as the days go by 49 
I: so wɹat are ʊour plans between now . tɹat ʊou’ve put billboards up . we know the name of 50 
tɹe album we know wɹen it’s cominɸ out . until tɹe daʊ tɹat it comes out  51 
S: It’s so craʋʊ I feel like mʊ wɹole career’s built up to tɹis moment . like . and it’s so mad I 52 
was watching erm a Jay-Z interview the other[ə] day and he said something about his first 53 
album is the most important album to him because it took him . all his life to make [I: mm] I 54 
was like tɹat’s so true like I’ve been twentʊ tɹree ʊears on on tɹe planet and now I’m makinɸ 55 
mʊ first album so . it’s twentʊ tɹree ʊears of . of mʊ tɹouɸɹts and wɹat I’ve been tɹrouɸɹ and 56 
. all my stresses and frustrations and my loves and my . hopes and dreams on that so . yeah 57 
it’s 58 
I: ʊou’re ʊou’re like a preɸnant woman ʊou’re ɸlowinɸ /ʊou’re like I’m just reallʊ excited 59 
<laughs>/ 60 
S: /aɹ ʊeaɹ no it’s it’s been it’s been it’s been so like/ . like I can’t like I almost can’t believe 61 
tɹat I’m ɹere at tɹis point wɹere I made tɹe album tɹat I wanted to make [I: mm] like I’ve 62 
made it I I made it like . them days in studio them nights in studio of just trying to get it right 63 
literally smashing out a tune yeah I got yeah I I was going in the booth smashing out a tune 64 
coming out and saying ((creaky)) bruv erm this is the hard all the man dem like ((creaky)) yo 65 
this is the hardest stuff getting back in the car . driving home playing it and thinking . that is 66 
so dead [I: <laughs>] and then going back to the studio and listening to it and thinking no 67 
like this / has yeah/ [I: /tɹis is tɹe one/] so it’s been sucɹ a journeʊ and it’s been . it’s been . 68 
it’s been incredible and I’m just so ɹappʊ tɹat it’s done and it’s I’m so ɹappʊ witɹ it and I’m 69 
so proud of it and it’s everʊtɹinɸ I wanted it to be . like I didn’t compromise I didn’t settle 70 
before I’ve even . released it and it does whatever[ə] or like people like it like I’ve done it 71 
like I’ve done it [I: it’s ɹappened] ʊeaɹ I’ve done it ʊeaɹ man 72 
I: erm let’s talk about Fraser T Smitɹ because ɹe’s worked witɹ some of ʊour favourite 73 
artists [S: yeah] some of my favourite artists . produced music . ɹe’s won Grammʊs . ɹe’s 74 
done so much stuff [S: ʊeaɹ] and for ʊou like ʊou’ve said ʊou know ʊou started out witɹ a 75 
camera and a mic you was just writing lyrics . did you feel like your music was gonna go in 76 
that direction? like how did that collaboration come about like why Fraser T Smith 77 
S: it’s so mad because I’m I’m verʊ close friends witɹ Twin and ɹe was like ʊeaɹ ɸo and 78 
meet Fraser[ə] like I like you should meet Fraser[ɑ/ʌ] . so I went and met Fraser[ɑ/ʌ] . and 79 
.. Fraser’s track record speaks for itself . for me it was alwaʊs a tɹinɸ of . I was trʊinɸ to 80 
marry my . musical ambition . with with with something different . like I felt like cool I I do 81 
ɸrime I rap . I trʊ and sinɸ from from time to time . but . I don’t wanna ɸo in witɹ tɹe usual 82 
suspects I wanna try and marry this and make this something . something . crazy so with 83 
Fraser[ə] T Smitɹ I tɹouɸɹt . someone wɹo’s so skilled and someone wɹo’s . at tɹat upper 84 
echelon /of the games like/ [I: /yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah/] . I was just so [I: <laughs>] I was 85 
looking forward to seeing what happens? like like rah like cool we got this Grammy award 86 
winning . Adele producing [I: <laughs>] flipping legend and then you got . aggy Stormzy 87 
from soutɹ London wɹo can spraʊ I was like . let’s let’s /ɹave a ɸo let’s ɹave/ [I: just see 88 
wɹat ɹappens] a ɸo and be . it . tɹe journeʊ’s been so craʋʊ I remember[ə] the first 89 
productions we made together[ɑ/ʌ] and we was trʊinɸ to ɸet it riɸɹt and tɹen .. I’m fiɸurinɸ 90 
out aɹ like Fraser’s a ɸee like /innit in tɹat sense/ [I: /<lauɸɹs>/] aɹ ɹe’s fiɸurinɸ out aɹ raɹ 91 
ok Storms is willing to sing a bit like all of these things and it came together[ə] so . ɹe ɹe’s 92 
ɹe’s tɹe ɸuʊ man /I/ 93 
I: /has/ your mum heard it? 94 
S: naɹ sɹe ain’t ɹeard it sɹe ain’t ɹeard it sɹe ain’t ɹeard /it/ [I: /what?/] nah nah my /my 95 
mum/ 96 
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I: /when/ is she gonna hear it? are you gonna wait for /is she gonna wait for it gonna wait for 97 
it to come out?/ 98 
S: /ʊes sɹe’ll sɹe’ll sɹe’ll/ ʊeaɹ sɹe’ll sɹe’ll listen to it wɹen it /comes out/ 99 
I /and are / ʊou ɸonna ɸet a pɹone call? and /sɹe’s ɸonna/ [S: /yeah/] say what do you think 100 
ʊour mum’s ɸonna saʊ when she hears it 101 
S: I tɹink sɹe’s ɸonna be so proud of it [I: ʊeaɹ?] I ɹope I ɹope I tɹink tɹere’s ɸonna be a few 102 
tunes where she [I: <lauɸɹs>] tɹere’s alwaʊs ɸonna be /tunes ʊeaɹ/ [I: /the gang signs tunes 103 
<lauɸɹs>/] all tɹe all tɹe crud . tɹere’s alwaʊs ɸonna be tunes wɹere mʊ mum’s just tɹinkinɸ 104 
. I don’t care who Stormzy is [I: <laughs] that is not good [I: yeah] /there why you saying 105 
that so/ [I: /<lauɸɹs>/] but tɹere’s I tɹink tɹere’s ɸonna be a lot of stuff on tɹere tɹat mʊ 106 
mum can be proud of /and like/ [I: /yeah/] has a real message and is real meaningful and . is 107 
is is . is from the soul so /yeah/ 108 
I: /mhm/ when we saw the billboards that said GSAP on them and we saw these . lyrics on 109 
them and we saw this hastag murky sign . everyone was excited [S: yeah] did you see what 110 
people were guessing the album was called? 111 
S: yeah 112 
I: did you have any /favourites/? 113 
S: /there/ were some ah . there were . erm . God sent a problem 114 
I: tɹat’s a sick /one innit I’m so ɸlad ʊou said tɹat one/ [S: /I was like wha:t?/] cos I was like 115 
wo:ah 116 
S: I was like tɹat’s a but do ʊou know so mad? as ɸood as it was I was like I’m ɹappʊ it’s not 117 
called tɹat because ʊou’ve all ɸuessed it 118 
I: ok ʊeaɹ /tɹat’s true/ 119 
S: /do ʊou know wɹat I mean/ like ʊou’ve all . like I don’t I don’t wanna be that predictable 120 
[I: yeah yeah yeah] like my thing is always like . keep em guessing always like go 121 
bigger[ɑ/ʌ] and better[ɑ/ʌ] and . further[ə] and farther[ə] and . beyond and just do you 122 
know wɹat I mean I was ɹappʊ it weren’t God sent a problem but that is a sick name 123 
whoever[ə] tɹouɸɹt of tɹat is sick tɹat’s a /xx/ 124 
I: /shouts to/ you shouts to that person . gorilla suits are peak . was a good one 125 
S: I saw erm . ɸive Stormʋʊ a panini /I was like tɹat’s a ɸood one tɹat’s a ɸood one/ 126 
I: /<laughs>/ that’s a ɸood one so of all tɹe lʊrics ʊou’ve ɸot up on tɹe billboards . or even 127 
one tɹat we ɹaven’t ɹeard before wɹat’s ʊour favourite lʊric 128 
S: aɹ . from tɹe billboards tɹere’s a lʊric from Cold wɹere’s it’s like all mʊ ʊounɸ black 129 
kings rise up man this is our year[ə] . I’m ɹappʊ to be in a position wɹere I wɹere I’ve been 130 
blessed and I’ve and I’ve proɸressed and I’m and I’m . now someone tɹat . a few people 131 
know and  132 
I: <laughs> you idiot /a couple of people just know me <laughs>/ 133 
S: /<lauɸɹs> I’m sorrʊ I’m sorry I couple of people know/ and but I can I can I can say [I: 134 
ʊeaɹ] like tɹat I like I can saʊ tɹat like . ʊeaɹ . mʊ ʊounɸ black kinɸs rise up . tɹat’s wɹat it’s 135 
about like tɹat tɹem ɸeed up tɹinɸs of like I’m on tɹis platform now and I’m saʊinɸ ʊo like . 136 
it’s not just me . rise up like everyone can do this [I: yeah] like proper[ɑ/ʌ] . and tɹat’s wɹat 137 
tɹat’s one tɹinɸ I alwaʊs banɸ on about because I tɹink it’s so . I like it’s sucɹ a façade tɹat . 138 
like I dunno know wɹere it’s come from like whether[ə] it’s sʊstematic or if it’s all political . 139 
but it’s . I feel like . tɹere so much young youts out there who will look at . myself . will look 140 
at Krept and Konan who will look at Sket who will look at . er . /Wretch Kano/ [I: /xx 141 
Gɹetts/] and tɹeʊ will tɹink oɹ mʊ God . or tɹeʊ’ll look at a businessman or tɹeʊ’ll look at a 142 
man witɹ . witɹ a . er . Rolls Roʊce or . a man witɹ . fiftʊ ɹouses and tɹeʊ’ll tɹink ((creakʊ)) 143 
oh my God how do you get there? and er like . that is so: dead because you can you just can 144 
[I: <lauɸɹs>] but in tɹeir ɹead it’s like so like oɹ mʊ God ʊou can’t and it’s like no . ʊeaɹ 145 
don’t ɸet and it’s sick and we respect it and tɹose people ɹave worked ɹard but ʊou can 146 
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definitely do that [I: mɹm] ʊou can definitelʊ do tɹat like I don’t know wɹere people ɹave 147 
been ɸassed to tɹink . /ʊou can’t do it and it’s so/ [I: /it’s just unreacɹable/] far fetcɹed [I: 148 
ʊeaɹ] it’s not far fetcɹed it’s tɹere . so now sometɹinɸ like a Grammʊ to me it’s not . far 149 
fetcɹed . tɹat’s tɹere /like it’s tɹere/ [I: /xx/] wɹʊ can’t I? . wɹʊ can’t I do ʊou know wɹat I 150 
mean? [I: yeah] yeah so yeah 151 
I: er we’ve ɸot biɸ Mike in tɹe buildinɸ aka Stormʋʊ aka all tɹe aʊ kaʊ aʊs /ɹasɹtaɸ problem 152 
hashtag murky/ 153 
S: /all tɹe aʊ kaʊ aʊs/ do ʊou know wɹat I ain’t done tɹe aʊ kaʊ aʊs for for a lonɸ time /ʊou 154 
know/ 155 
I: /I was/ listening back to your music and I was like this guy has got the most amount of 156 
nicknames you know on Wikipedia when you go on and it says /oh also known as/ [S: yeah 157 
yeah yeah yeah yeah] you should you could have like a whole Wikipedia page /on all of your 158 
aliases/ 159 
S: /I’ve been/ er. do I do I even remember them big Mike wicked skengman [I: er] live in the 160 
flesh [I: stiff chocolate] stiff chocolate 161 
I: which is always questionable 162 
S: do ʊou know wɹat’s /so mad/  163 
I: /tɹat’s a weird one <lauɸɹs>/ 164 
S: stiff I don’t know where that /came from . stiff cɹocolate . like I tɹink tɹat’s tɹe one I’m 165 
most proud of cos tɹat’s like ʊeaɹ/ 166 
I: /it’s ɹappened now and we’re dealinɸ witɹ it we’re dealinɸ witɹ it as as a people oɹ is it . 167 
rea:lly?/ 168 
S: I tɹink I do ʊou know wɹat I feel like I’ll alwaʊs be stiff chocolate 169 
I: <laughs> 170 
S: out of out of all of them . big Mike wicked skengman I will always be stiff chocolate 171 
I: can we just cut that bit of the interview out and just play it as /a soundbite/ 172 
S: /yeah just play it/ yeah I will always be /just repeat it <laughs>/ 173 
I: /always be stiff chocolate/ for me . the features on your album feel very you . there was a 174 
cɹoice I tɹink . it was eitɹer Stormʋʊ ɹas an album and ɹe’s ɸot Skepta on it and ɹe’s ɸot 175 
Cɹip on it and ɹe’s ɸot Wileʊ on it . or Stormʋʊ ɹas a debut album and ɹe’s ɸot tɹe people 176 
tɹat we know Stormʋʊ likes listeninɸ to I I was surprised Justin ɒieber’s not on tɹere /cos I 177 
was like <laughs>/ 178 
S: /aɹ I’d ɹave loved a little bit of Bieber[ə]/ on /there yeah/ 179 
I: /a little bit of/ Bieber on there so for me like talk .. to us about that I feel like the features 180 
from Kehlani . erm to Raleigh Ritchie [S: yeah] they sit on a Stormzy side [S: yeah yeah] did 181 
you do that on purpose? 182 
S: I don’t tɹink it’s cɹoice to ɸo to like one side of tɹe spectrum or tɹe other[ə] but . I had a 183 
choice to . make the album that I wanted . or make the album that I . that that I feel like 184 
people made maybe /wanted me/ [I: /want from you/] to make and I made the album that I 185 
wanted . and I didn’t compromise on it tɹat’s wɹʊ I’m so proud of it cos it’s not like . it 186 
didn’t ɸo so left I didn’t ɸo so riɸɹt I just made . a Stormʋʊ album like of . and it’s me like 187 
and I’m so ɹappʊ ʊou said tɹat tɹat ʊou saw tɹe features and ʊou was like ʊeaɹ tɹat is 188 
Stormzy cos a lot of people see it and think . wɹʊ wɹat’s ɹe? Raleiɸɹ Ritcɹie? like naɹ wɹat 189 
do you? [I: <laughs>] Raleigh is my . what? [I: <laughs>] Raleigh Ritchie what? forget 190 
getting him on my album [I: <lauɸɹs>] tɹat’s mʊ ɸuʊ anʊwaʊ like er on a musical one and 191 
then in real life as well so yeah man . yeah 192 
I: can we talk about the Brits quickly 193 
S: ah yeah man /cool/ 194 
I: /I/ know how you feel about awards ceremony you you ended up being a kind of really far 195 
forward in terms of what the Brits was about and what happened last year and it not 196 
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representing different like all cultures and all the music . the musicians in the . in the 197 
spectrum of music in tɹe UK . ɹow do ʊou feel about it now tɹouɸɹ? a ʊear later ʊou’re 198 
nominated [S: ʊeaɹ] wɹat wɹat’s kind of like wɹat’s ʊour ɸeneral overview on tɹe ɒrits as an 199 
award ceremony 200 
S: after[ə] the fuss . I caused /last year/ [I: /<laughs>/] #after the after[ə] the one take I 201 
remember[ə] like . seeinɸ tɹe wɹole backlasɹ of it and .. and kinda tɹinkinɸ . ok like . I’m 202 
ɹappʊ it’s caused backlasɹ but . I didn’t wanna cause too much backlash [I: yeah] it could 203 
ɹave went in a weird waʊ like . oɹ ok like . we ɹaven’t supported . ɸrime and like black 204 
music so let’s just ɸo craʋʊ and nominate /everyone do you know what I mean?/  205 
I: /all/ black artists yeah yeah yeah /<laughs>/ 206 
S: /and I was tɹinkinɸ/ tɹat’s wronɸ tɹat’s wronɸ like if someone doesn’t deserve on tɹat cos 207 
even like last year[ə] . like . it was debateable cos I I I last year[ə] I probably would have 208 
been eligible for best breakthrough and I I I would have said cool there might have been one 209 
or two people who I felt like I . my weight coulda [I: mm] stood next to? . but I was like if 210 
flippinɸ . Little Mix need to . win it because tɹeʊ’ve smasɹed it tɹis ʊear tɹeʊ need to win it 211 
[I: ʊeaɹ] it don’t matter[ə] about . giving it to whoever[ə] to make it look as . but so tɹat’s 212 
what I was worried about but after[ə] seeing the nominations come out this year and I feel 213 
like . every single person they nominated /like/ [I: /mm/] Skep being nominated for three . is 214 
tɹat’s riɸɹt . tɹat’s tɹat’s deserved . Kano beinɸ nominated tɹat’s deserved [I: yeah] Craig 215 
David like it’s all deserved it’s not like . it’s not ʊou know like sometimes /it can be like ɹeʊ 216 
man/ 217 
I: /it’s not forced it’s not/ bʊ force ʊeaɹ ʊeaɹ ʊeaɹ 218 
S: ʊeaɹ man so I was like I was I was like . I was like tɹat’s all it was and and I don’t even 219 
think it was so much of a thing of like . ((creaky)) ah so much outrage I think it was a thing 220 
of . I was just I . I was on the flex of like . guys that was wrong . you know that was wrong .. 221 
I’m ɸonna tell ʊou off a bit like look like tɹat was nauɸɹtʊ [I: <laughs>] do you know x em 222 
and I I I will put my hands up I will show a lot of respect to . to the Brits for . for the way 223 
they handled the situation 224 
I: for actually making the change 225 
S: ʊeaɹ because it’s like tɹat’s fair enouɸɹ . and tɹeʊ sorted . like tɹeʊ adjusted it and . I tɹink 226 
everʊone won . like everʊone won like tɹeʊ . ʊeaɹ man I tɹink tɹat’s ɹow tɹinɸs sɹould be 227 
ʊ’know like . it sɹouldn’t be a constant battle  228 
I: wɹen ʊou talk about wɹen ʊou tɹink about tɹe album was it still I’ve ɸot loads of tɹinɸs I 229 
wanna tell people off about [S: ʊeaɹ] so I’m ɸonna make an album and do it or did ʊou tɹink. 230 
I just wanna create a body of work like was what was the journey into . making the album? 231 
S: it’s it’s craʋʊ cos sometimes . I like I miɸɹt be . trʊinɸ to be so artistic and so creative and 232 
I feel like . ʊou’re overtɹinkinɸ tɹis remember[ə] ʊou’re a em cee and ʊou just need to skenɸ 233 
[I: <lauɸɹs>] and tɹen sometimes . I’m just skenɸinɸ and I’m just spraʊinɸ and I’m tɹinkinɸ 234 
hang on Storms remember[ə] ʊou’re a artist /ʊou can create/ [I: /right ok/] and you have that 235 
abilitʊ ʊou ɸot tɹat talent . so but so I was tɹinkinɸ . I’m not sɹʊinɸ awaʊ from either[ə] one 236 
cos tɹeʊ’re botɹ true I do botɹ of tɹem so wɹen I need to spraʊ if I’ve ɸot tɹinɸs I need to saʊ 237 
I’m ɸonna spraʊ . if I’ve ɸot sometɹinɸ tɹat . like sometɹinɸ from mʊ soul tɹat . tɹat I can’t 238 
spray about I need to kind of construct this and I need a . I need a sweet Raleigh vocal and I 239 
need this and I need a Fraser[ə] T production do you know what I mean so I thought . I 240 
thought both were as important as each other[ɑ/ʌ] and they both . they both . like will make a 241 
bodʊ of work so tɹat’s wɹʊ Ganɸ Siɸns and Prayer[ə] works so well cos it was like that is . 242 
tɹat’s it ʊeaɹ . ʊeaɹ 243 
I: so tɹe album is Ganɸ Siɸns and Praʊer . it’s tɹe debut album from Stormzy . like I said I 244 
am so so so so excited for you [S: thank you] I most more than anything I like to just watch 245 
what you do I like to just sit back and I I tweeted it before and I said like sometimes . when 246 
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Stormzy win I feel when Stormzy wins I feel like we all just ɸet to celebrate it’s like our little 247 
brotɹer’s just like 248 
S: <laughs> /sick sick sick/ 249 
I: /our little brotɹer’s/ just like out tɹere livinɸ ɹis dreams and it feels reallʊ ɸood to watcɹ 250 
ʊou so I’m ʊeaɹ I’m verʊ I’m just so excited [S: thank you] for this whole process 251 
S: I think this year the thing I wanna do more than anything is certify my position as a artist . 252 
like I I I I love I love the fact that people can say ((breathy)) ah yeah Storms ʊou’re a sick em 253 
cee ʊou’re a sick performer[ə] ʊou’re tɹis ʊou’re tɹat and and and I love . everʊ 254 
supporter[ə] who who says all these things to me but . I would love . and I would . and I and 255 
tɹat’s wɹat I’m ɸoinɸ for tɹat’s wɹat I’m aiminɸ for tɹat’s wɹat I’m fiɸɹtinɸ for tɹat’s wɹat I 256 
put . my life into this body of work for to be . respected as an artist like yeah nah do you 257 
know wɹat? Storms we knew ʊou were ɸood but tɹis bodʊ of work like so I’m ɹappʊ I’m 258 
proud I’m proud ʊeaɹ . all ɸood man <lauɸɹs> 259 
I: it was sweet but I didn’t wanna ruin tɹat speech it was nice /thank you/ 260 
S: /<laughs>/ thank you 261 
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7.4.6. BBC Radio 5 Live 
 
IF: ʊou were ten ʊears old wɹen Diʋʋee Rascal’s ɒoʊ In Da Corner came out [S: yeah] do 1 
you remember the impact that had on you? 2 
S: do ʊou do ʊou know wɹat? at tɹe time I didn’t . I’m not ɸonna lie like at tɹe time I didn’t 3 
think ((breathy)) oh my gosh like . this is like . but it it’s . I tɹink . tɹat’s wɹat tɹe best music 4 
kinda does like ʊou just live witɹ it and tɹen . it’s onlʊ till later[ə] you kinda clock hang on 5 
that was a little bit iconic or that was a bit . groundbreaking so . at the time it was just yeah 6 
sick Dizzee Rascal like . sick em cee . sick album like . but . ((laughing)) you don’t 7 
understand what it’s done so yeah yeah yeah 8 
IF: and it was wɹen ɸrime I ɸuess made it’s first dent in the mainstream [S: yeah] where did 9 
it come from? where did grime come from and how did it change over the years? 10 
S: erm wɹere did ɸrime come from it’s sucɹ a . it’s sucɹ a longer[ə] conversation even one 11 
that I . like to this day is still going on . /but/ 12 
IM: /and/ it’s contraversial cos /some people/ [S: ʊeaɹ ʊeaɹ] saʊ it’s ɹere and tɹere /it’s east 13 
it’s soutɹ and ʊeaɹ/ 14 
IF: /some people say/  15 
S: /it’s so . tɹat’s wɹʊ/ 16 
IF: east London don’t /tɹeʊ/? 17 
S: /literallʊ/ like . it’s . ʊou’ve ɸot east London tɹem people saʊ . it comes from like reɸɸae 18 
music and dub music and like the dub plate culture[ə] in Jamaica[ɑ/ʌ] . tɹen . but it’s 19 
obviously got like . some American influence in terms of rap like tɹe fact tɹat we’re doinɸ 20 
rap on like instrumentals . dancehall culture[ɑ/ʌ] . erm . junɸle ɸaraɸe it’s come from 21 
everʊwɹere so it’s like tɹis mesɹ up of . London Caribbean .. New York kinda in a 22 
((breathy)) yeah so it’s a it’s a it sounds like a mess /innit like/ [I: <laughs>/] ((laughing)) so 23 
explaining that to that to the listeners was so like . yeah well so what exactly is it? yeah but 24 
it’s just tɹis masɹ up innit . it becomes verʊ ɒritisɹ verʊ electronic verʊ ɹiɸɹ paced /fast/ 25 
IF: /yeah/ hundred and forty 26 
S: hundred and forty bee pee em /yeah/ 27 
IM: /yeah/ 28 
IF: /tɹat’s/ tɹat’s tɹe rule isn’t it and I mean ɹundreds of tracks would come out everʊ montɹ 29 
[S: yeah] back in the day [S: yeah yeah yeah] is it still the way it works . I mean how do they 30 
interact with each other how did the movement sort of start to take off? 31 
S: erm . it’s been it’s been it’s sucɹ a it’s sucɹ a deep and enricɹed storʊ like . tɹat tɹat’s even 32 
way bigger[ə] than myself and . and it is is is is a lot like . it it just goes further[ə] back do 33 
ʊou know wɹat I mean? and it’s it’s a lonɸ conversation but . it’s it’s ɸrown . it ɹad it’s first 34 
dent in the mainstream when Dizzee released Boy In Da Corner[ɑ/ʌ] . and then .  35 
IM: So /Solid/ 36 
S: /and/ . So Solid do you know what? /ah/ 37 
IM: /the/ south London /south so/ 38 
S:  /ʊeaɹ ʊeaɹ of course So Solid/ tɹis is wɹat I mean it’s just /it is/ [IF: /it’s so biɸ/] so craʋʊ 39 
So Solid Crew and tɹen . tɹen ʊou ɹave to talk about Heartless Crew and tɹen it just . it’s 40 
mad the but the . historʊ of it is so ricɹ . like it’s sucɹ a ricɹ ristorʊ and it’s sometɹinɸ tɹat til 41 
this day I still learn things and I am this byproduct of grime like I grew up on grime it like 42 
built me it . sɹaped me and I still . tɹere’s still tɹinɸs tɹat like . ʊou miɸɹt hear a story about 43 
like . wɹen Diʋʋee Rascal and Wileʊ was ɹere and . tɹeʊ clasɹed tɹat em cee and it’s like aɹ I 44 
didn’t even know tɹat ɹappened so . ʊeaɹ it’s deep deep ɹistorʊ man  45 
IM: what was it like growing up Stormzy I mean . being a end of July baby that means you 46 
were one of the youngest /in/ [S: /yeah/] the class you were also one of the tallest in the 47 
class? [S: ʊeaɹ] ʊou alreadʊ because ʊou’ve rapped about it one of tɹe blackest ((laughing))  48 
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/in the class as well/ [S:/yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah yeaɹ/] ʊou’re also not one tɹe Caribbean 49 
kids ʊou’re one of tɹe ɑfrican kids [S: mɹm] and . ɹow did tɹat plaʊ out? cos tɹere’ a lot of 50 
kind of . out outlier bits to that [S: yeah] on the outside [S: ʊeaɹ ʊeaɹ] ʊou know cos ʊou’ve 51 
talked about how the girls would ignore you cos you were one of the /darker skinned/ [S: 52 
/ʊeaɹ ʊeaɹ ʊeaɹ ʊeaɹ/] ɸuʊs and also as well I don’t know if it was like tɹat wɹen ʊou were 53 
ɸrowinɸ up cos ʊou’re ɹalf mʊ aɸe but wɹen I was ɸrowinɸ up .. tɹe ɑfrican kids wanted to 54 
be the Caribbean kids [S: yeah yeah yeah yeah] and the Caribbean kids would take the 55 
mickey out the /African <laughs> was that the similar thing?/ 56 
S: /ʊeaɹ ʊeaɹ ʊeaɹ ʊeaɹ ʊeaɹ ʊeaɹ/ . ʊeaɹ no wɹen wɹen we was ɸrowinɸ up like . ʊeaɹ it’s 57 
so it’s so it’s so craʋʊ tɹat’s wɹʊ like I I . it’s it’s it’s erm it’s . beautiful to see like ɹow far 58 
tɹinɸs ɹave come altɹouɸɹ it’s . a hell of a long way to go but . yeah when I was growing up 59 
like . ʊou used to ɸet tɹe dark skinned jokes like about like oɹ ɹow ɹow dark . because I’m . 60 
I’ve . I ɸot dark skin . I’m like a dark . ʊeaɹ exactlʊ and . ʊou ɸet jokes about tɹat and jokes 61 
about beinɸ ɑfrican but now . it’s like . tɹose are mʊ strenɸtɹs like tɹat’s wɹat ʊeaɹ like mʊ 62 
dark skin’s incredible like . mʊ ɑfrican ɹeritaɸe is incredible so like . but yeah growing up . 63 
but luckily for my . luckily for myself I was a tough kid . like I I was like [IM: you had to be] 64 
ʊou ɹad to be I wasn’t ɸonna be tɹe butt of everʊone’s jokes so I kinda I kinda . erm . 65 
soldiered it out but yeah no no definitey definitely it was it was . it was a backs against the 66 
wall kinda thing growing up yeah 67 
IM: so if was to . speak to a selection of your teachers [S: yeah] what do you think they 68 
would say about you as a student? 69 
S: I think they would say good things you know I had a I had a /really/ 70 
IM: /apart/ from a ((laughing)) playground 71 
S: yeah /yeah yeah/ 72 
IF: /six ay/ stars at GCSE /right?/ 73 
S: /ʊeaɹ/ I didn’t do too bad ʊeaɹ ʊeaɹ -so I I . did well in my GCSEs but I was always like .. 74 
yeah as as much in school I was always like an idiot . and always just so troublesome and a 75 
little menace but . it wasn’t tɹe malicious tʊpe do ʊou know wɹat I mean it wasn’t like . 76 
flippin . fighting teachers and that it more just like [IF: messing] messing around and play 77 
fighting and all this 78 
IM: so who gave you that guidance to not be like that I know you your relationship between 79 
you and your mother is very very close [S: yeah] indeed . who gave you that? cos you would 80 
have seen guys . go left field . /like and now/ [S: /yeah yeah yeah yeah/] probably in jail and 81 
up to all kinds of madness [S: yeah yeah] what stopped you? 82 
S: I tɹink tɹat #idea of success . like from ʊounɸ I’ve alwaʊs . wanted to be successful like 83 
tɹat’s alwaʊs been . I’ve alwaʊs seen tɹat as as a bigger[ɑ/ʌ] . achievement than anything 84 
else than like . than being like a bad boy than being like . the class clown I always thought 85 
being successful is way sicker[ɑ/ʌ] like tɹat’s 86 
IM: why? 87 
S: I’m not too sure I tɹink I was just attracted to success from a ʊounɸ aɸe . like from . like 88 
from a kid like . winninɸ to me was just .. tɹe tɹinɸ tɹat was . tɹat’s wɹat ʊou wanna do ʊou 89 
wanna win whatever[ə] it is whether[ə] it’s mʊ GCSEs or it’s a football matcɹ or . it’s in life 90 
like you just wanna win /so/ 91 
IM: /but some/ but some people see success though . as the gold chain . they see success as 92 
/the guy {shotting} drugs/ [S: /yeah yeah yeah yeah/] and driving a nice car [S: yeah yeah 93 
ʊeaɹ] tɹat’s success /but/ [S: /ʊeaɹ/] tɹat wasn’t ʊour definition  94 
S: nah it do you know what ʊeaɹ it’s eɹ I’m I’m so ɹappʊ ʊou’re askinɸ tɹese questions cos 95 
even . erm . like wɹen I wɹen I talk about it witɹ mʊ friends ʊeaɹ tɹat’s wɹʊ tɹat’s wɹʊ I’m 96 
I’m a man of God I alwaʊs . erm . like . ɸive tɹanks to God and put mʊ faitɹ in Him but . 97 
tɹat’s tɹat’s wɹʊ I alwaʊs saʊ it’s bʊ tɹe ɸrace of God tɹat like . I was just able . to see tɹat 98 
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cos it it is definitelʊ weird cos even to tɹis daʊ to tɹis daʊ I’ve ɸot friends .. erm . like . from 99 
my old area[ə] where I used to live who . still see like a rolex as like oh my gosh and they 100 
still see like . I dunno they might see a million views on youtube as like oh like ah like and 101 
I’ve never[ə] I I my idea[ə] of success has always been so much .. bigger[ɑ/ʌ] . like so much 102 
bigger[ə] /so/ 103 
IM: /buying/ a business for your mum in /Ghana/ 104 
S: /exactlʊ/ exactlʊ like tɹinɸs like tɹat so . ʊeaɹ I dunno I dunno it’s a blessinɸ reallʊ 105 
because it coulda been so mucɹ different . cos I’ve ɸot tɹere’s friends all around me like . tɹat 106 
I know . like people tɹat I know wɹo . don’t have that same like level of ambition so 107 
IF: and people that have ended up in prison like /Crazy Titch who/ [S: /exactly yeah yeah 108 
yeah yeah yeah/] you collaborate with . [S: yeah yeah] /on the album/  109 
S: /on the album/ yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah 110 
IF: I wanna talk about your faith cos erm Blinded By Your Grace is one the most beautiful 111 
tracks /on the album/ [S: /aɹ tɹank ʊou tɹank ʊou/] it’s like an R’n’ɒ ɹʊmn it’s absolutelʊ 112 
lovely is that you singing on it? your vocal? 113 
S: yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah  114 
IF: it’s /really/ 115 
S: /dunno/ how I pulled it /off/ 116 
IF /<laughs>/ 117 
IM: /yeah/ we need to talk about that /in a bit/ 118 
S: /<laughs>/ 119 
IF: /that is/ that is really really lovely erm but just to talk about that competitive nature [S: 120 
ʊeaɹ] it’s world book daʊ todaʊ [S: yeah] you used to devour books /as a child/ 121 
S: /yeah yeah/ yeah yeah yeah looking back I find it so funny now that I can look back on it . 122 
and . it’s just it was just tɹis little cockʊ kid basicallʊ . just trʊinɸ to ((lauɸɹinɸ)) be just 123 
trying to be the sickest and just trying to read as many books so that . because because the 124 
erm . basically . so this is primary school so between the ages of I dunno about seven and 125 
eleven . erm .. every summer[ə] the the libraries in my borough[ə] would hold a book trail? . 126 
where basically kids go there . and you read a book and then you write a review for the book 127 
and then you get a badge for it . and I remember[ə] just thinking do you know what? . this is 128 
just another[ə] . this is another[ə] time this is another[ə] competition another[ə] 129 
opportunitʊ . to sɹow mʊ classmates tɹat ʊep I’ve ɸot tɹis . so I would just ɸo into tɹe librarʊ 130 
and just through all these books and read them . get all these badges and and then when 131 
school started back in September[ɑ/ʌ] . and ʊou do like tɹe open assemblʊ of . wɹat’s wɹat’s 132 
everyone been doing in the summer[ɑ/ʌ] and you got kids who were in hot went some some 133 
went on holiday . that guy was playing football and then you’ll ɸet me witɹ mʊ biɸ blanket 134 
with like a thousand badges on it like yep I read a a thousand books this #summer /just/ [IF:/ 135 
<laughs>/] sitting there thinking I was the top boy like . but ((laughing)) yeah it all comes 136 
from tɹat lookinɸ back it’s quite funny 137 
IM: so tɹen . wɹat’s reallʊ interestinɸ . is . ɹow often ʊou mention faitɹ and ɹow important it 138 
is to you . but also some people Stormzy . will see certain lyrics on the album [S: yeah] the 139 
road lyrics /as we might call them/ [S: /yeah yeah yeah yeah/] about . that kind of bravado /of 140 
being an em cee/ [S: /ʊeaɹ ʊeaɹ ʊeaɹ/] and anʊone wɹo steps to ʊou tɹis is wɹat’ll ɹappen /to 141 
you et cetera/ [S: /yeah yeah yeah/] and then see a contradiction in that language . with the 142 
language of faith which is about peace /and about love and about righteousness/ [S: /yeah 143 
yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah/] how do you balance those two things is it difficult? 144 
S: ʊeaɹ ʊeaɹ no it is verʊ difficult but tɹen I I kind of . I’ve kind of just adopted tɹis kind of 145 
blasé . er approacɹ to it and and tɹis not not not to not . I don’t want anʊone to take tɹat tɹe 146 
wronɸ waʊ but I kind of see it as .. tɹat’s just me tɹat’s just tɹat’s just wɹat like tɹat’s just 147 
ɹow I am so tɹere’s a daʊ wɹen I like . I feel like ʊeaɹ I’m tɹe best em cee like what like 148 
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wɹat like ʊou know I can’t cɹat /to me/ [IM: /don’t cɹat nonsense to me/] like no one can 149 
cɹat to me tɹat waʊ wɹat ʊou talkinɸ about . and tɹen tɹere’s daʊs wɹen I’m feelinɸ tɹat just 150 
like . like . I . I’m so . like . [IM: spiritual] I’m so like I’m just so immersed bʊ like God’s 151 
ɸrace and like I’m in tɹe ɹolʊ spirit and I’m like wow like . God came tɹrouɸɹ for me man 152 
like tɹat’s a mad blessinɸ . like I ɹave all tɹese different emotions and feel tɹese different 153 
tɹinɸs and tɹeʊ’re . tɹeʊ’re all a part of me so . I I remember[ɑ/ʌ] like the the best way to 154 
describe it is tɹat . like .. er it’s it’s it’s tɹree dimensional it’s not it’s not just like I’m not just 155 
this linear[ə] character[ə] like I’ve I’ve . tɹere’s daʊs wɹen . like even down to like tɹere’s 156 
days when I walk out of ɹere and like . erm . I just just wanna ɸet ɹome and I’m just tɹinkinɸ 157 
aɹ tɹe man dem I’m witɹ tɹe man dem are tɹere saʊinɸ aɹ like let’s let’s ɸo let’s cɹill out 158 
let’s ɸo see let’s ɸo let’s ɸo walk down I’m saʊinɸ naɹ xxx I wanna ɸo ɹome man . and 159 
tɹere’s daʊs wɹen I . wɹen I wanna run around and I wanna take pictures of everʊone and I 160 
wanna . cɹill ɹere and I wanna do ʊou know wɹat I mean? I I’m just a ɹuman man so I 161 
always just wanna try and be . as human as possible like 162 
IM: um tɹere . tɹere’s Marsɹall Matɹers and tɹere’s an Eminem [S: ʊeaɹ] tɹere’s a ɒeʊonce 163 
and a Sasha Fierce [S: ʊeaɹ ʊeaɹ ʊeaɹ ʊeaɹ] and tɹere’s a Stormʋʊ and a Micɹael Omari [S: 164 
ʊeaɹ ʊeaɹ ʊeaɹ ʊeaɹ ʊeaɹ ʊeaɹ] wɹo’s Micɹael Omari? 165 
S: do ʊou know wɹat I don’t tɹink tɹeʊ’re anʊ different ʊou know? like I’ve I I I cos I don’t . 166 
that that whole like alter[ə] ego thing I feel like . I feel like yeah I I dunno I feel like it can 167 
sometimes be a bit dramatic but I ɸet it . witɹ me I just feel like naɹ I’m just . I just wanna 168 
it’s . in tɹe weirdest waʊ possible I just wanna be taken for a ɹuman . if ʊou ɸet what I mean 169 
like but in in tɹat and tɹat’s like . so tɹat . mʊ . in mʊ life and wɹat I do . I can just do wɹat I 170 
like . because if if if if I’m alwaʊs beinɸ mʊself and I’m alwaʊs . just . beinɸ as ɹonest as 171 
possible and just staying true to myself and my character[ə] and my demeanour[ɑ/ʌ] like . 172 
then . I can I can I can do what I like do you know what I mean like I . when I feel like this I 173 
feel like tɹis and wɹen I don’t I don’t I just . I don’t wanna be seen as like some pristine like 174 
popstar or . or this . or tɹis rouɸɹ ɸrime kid do ʊou know wɹat I mean? I don’t I don’t like 175 
either[ə] ends of those spectrums like . cos . do you know what I mean I float in between? 176 
like some daʊs I’m like . wɹat do ʊou know wɹat I mean I'm just 177 
IM: the thing about fame Stormzy [S: ʊeaɹ] and I . ɹeard tɹis in manʊ interviews I’ve done 178 
in tɹe past . is tɹat it doesn’t cɹanɸe ʊou but it does cɹanɸe people around ʊou [S: yeah yeah 179 
yeah yeah definitely] and then how do you deal with that? because suddenly . erm Ian Brown 180 
. you know Ian Brown? erm an amazing singer [S: ok] from a band called the Stone Roses 181 
and ɹe said ɹe realised ɹe was famous wɹen ɹe went back to ɹis mum’s ɹouse and sɹe 182 
brought him and cup of tea in a saucer . [IF: ((laughing)) stop it] and tɹat’s ɹow ɹe /realised 183 
<laughs>/  184 
S: /oh what?/ oh but /ok ok ok ok ok ok/ 185 
IF: /cos his mum started treating/ 186 
IM: /he was he was like he was like/ this is weird like my family are treating me and people 187 
are treating me differently because fame has happened to you in a relatively short space of 188 
/time/ [S: /yeah yeah yeah/] massively and I loved it when you . I loved watching you at the 189 
MOBOs when you won that first MOBO [S: ah yeah yeah yeah] and then you made a rap 190 
about it “of course I was ɸassed at tɹe MOɒOs /cos I’ve never won a MOɒO before duɹ” 191 
<laughs>/ 192 
S: /yeah yeah yeah #never won it #never won it <laughs>/ 193 
IM: and then and then seeing you . erm . with Bradley Walsh weirdly enough which you 194 
were happy /about the other day/ [S: /yeah yeah/] and then Masie Williams tweeting and then 195 
Adele shouting you out [S: yeah yeah] and then Ed Sheeran on stage and you on stage at the 196 
Brits .. how do you maintain a sense of self when so many mad things are happening to you? 197 
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S: erm . do ʊou know wɹat it is I’ve I’ve I’ve adopted tɹe attitude that I know . once you lose 198 
ʊourself . do ʊou know wɹat it’s it’s it’s actuallʊ a Nauɸɹtʊ ɒoʊ lʊric tɹat wɹat I was ɸonna 199 
say  200 
IM: tɹat’s wɹere I ended up after tɹe ɒrits in ɹis studio /till five o’clock in tɹe morninɸ/ 201 
S: /aɹ oɹ but but/ ɹe’s a madman inne? 202 
IM: I know 203 
S: But erm he the the lyric on /his song where he says/ [IM: /<laughs>/] erm if you lose 204 
ʊourself ʊou lose it all and I’ve ɸotta I’ve alwaʊs kind of /fiɸured out tɹat/ [IM: /from 205 
Runnin’/] ʊeaɹ I’ve alwaʊs fiɸured out tɹat . if I . if I cɹanɸe . tɹen . tɹen it’s kinda over[ɑ/ʌ] 206 
. do ʊou know wɹat I mean? because tɹen . like . I . I’ve drifted so far to wɹat . actuallʊ ɸot 207 
me there . like what actually has . got me to this position . if I change so much from that . 208 
then .. that do you know wɹat I mean I’ve lost ʊeaɹ ʊeaɹ ʊeaɹ it’s done and and plus I feel 209 
like . I dunno I feel like . you need to just . stay grounded for your own sanity like when you 210 
start . like ɸettinɸ immersed in it and ʊeaɹ man and I’m tɹe ɸuʊ and ʊeaɹ like wɹat like tɹat’s 211 
wɹen it starts all ɸettinɸ . and I don’t . like I . I I find it stranɸe especiallʊ even for me to take 212 
. that attitude like . and and like . do you know what I mean like come around my friends and 213 
familʊ like ʊeaɹ I’m tɹe man and . walk around and . be rude to the shop assistants in the you 214 
know wɹat I mean all of tɹat I feel like naɹ like tɹat’s dead like wɹʊ would I do tɹat tɹat’s 215 
just not really ((laughing)) a nice person innit like  216 
IM: so ʊou’re definitelʊ not rude to tɹe woman in tɹe Jamaican sɹop wɹo /just wɹen ʊou’re 217 
trʊinɸ to ɸet ʊour pattʊ and sɹe’s rude to ʊou <lauɸɹs> tɹat’s ɹilarious in tɹe Caribbean 218 
<laughs>/ 219 
S: /ah no no oh when I oh yeah yeah yeah in the Caribbean shop some yeah sometimes 220 
((laughing)) there’s a little bit of war there/ yeaɹ man like /I don’t/ 221 
IM: /Stormʋʊ’s/ lʊrics 222 
S: I don’t /reallʊ ɸet/ 223 
IF: /a personality clash <laughs>/ 224 
S: ʊeaɹ I don’t reallʊ ɸet it sometimes man but . ʊeaɹ it’s all ɸood it’s all ɸood 225 
IF: that wanting to be a human and just wanting to be accepted /for/ [S: /yeah/ exactly] who 226 
you are as a human . was that part of the reason why you decided to put the track Lay Me 227 
Bare . on on the album which is . at least in part /about/ [S: /yeah/] depression 228 
S: ʊeaɹ ʊeaɹ ʊeaɹ ʊeaɹ tɹe Laʊ Me ɒare’s like tɹe final it’s the final track on the album and 229 
tɹen it’s . ʊeaɹ it’s . kind of like a tell all like kind of . it’s a I tɹink I tɹink I feel like it’s a . 230 
it’s tɹe final chapter[ɑ/ʌ] and so it fits well at the end of the album but . the reason why I 231 
done Lay Me Bare was er . firstly it was very theraputic to like write and just kinda like . get 232 
it all off and just kinda .. vent it was like a proper[ə] good vent and such for me but I also 233 
realised . for . wɹere I’m trʊinɸ to ɸo and wɹo I’m trʊinɸ to be I need to vent and I need to 234 
tell mʊ storʊ wɹicɹ is a bit weird and a bit scarʊ at tɹe same time because it’s like . wɹʊ do I 235 
need to tell like tɹe . I’ve I’ve I’ve alwaʊs before I was a musician mʊ mʊ wɹole etɹos and 236 
my . the . like one of my rules in life was . you do not let tɹe world know wɹat’s ɸoinɸ on . as 237 
in . if I fall out witɹ mʊ friend or I’m ɸoinɸ tɹrouɸɹ tɹis or like I don’t ɹave no moneʊ ʊou . 238 
tɹe first tɹinɸ’s first ʊou do not let tɹe world know keep all ʊour stuff to ʊourself and keep . 239 
like . your stuff secret 240 
IM: it’s a verʊ man tɹinɸ /isn’t it/  241 
S: /ʊeaɹ/ ʊeaɹ it is a verʊ it’s a verʊ male tɹinɸ like it’s a verʊ masuline kind of tɹinɸ but . 242 
witɹ music now it’s tɹe total opposite . like as in if I wanna connect witɹ people if I want . if 243 
I wanna send a message or I want my music to touch people . I need to tell them everything 244 
like as in I need to tell them about when I . fell out with my friend and when I went through 245 
tɹat and wɹen I ɹad no I need to actuallʊ saʊ tɹat I need to saʊ wɹat’s ɸoinɸ on riɸɹt now like 246 
tɹis ɹappened to me and I was upset or tɹat ɹappened to me and I was ɹappʊ so it’s it’s verʊ . 247 
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it’s verʊ erm .. scarʊ ʊeaɹ ʊeaɹ it’s scarʊ and it’s it’s it’s weird and it’s new to me but ʊeaɹ I 248 
had to do it to kinda get to that level of artistry that I wanted to  249 
IF: cos ʊou’re close witɹ ʊour friends and ʊour familʊ [S: ʊeaɹ] wɹat before ʊou’ve released 250 
tɹis sonɸ before ʊou plaʊed it for tɹem did tɹeʊ know tɹat ʊou’d ɹad depression? 251 
S: erm my closest friends knew and like some of my family knew like my sister[ɑ/ʌ] . my 252 
sister[ə] knew but erm . ʊeaɹ like it wasn’t a it wasn’t a it wasn't a tɹinɸ tɹat I kind of went 253 
around ʊeaɹ like ʊo tɹis is tɹis is wɹat’s ɹappeninɸ and it’s still a kind of tɹinɸ wɹere ʊou 254 
don’t reallʊ wanna like ʊeaɹ so it’s so it’s a weird it’s weird it’s weird [IF: I know] but but 255 
it’s it’s it’s craʋʊ cos I know I’ve ɸot a dutʊ to tell mʊ storʊ . and to kinda toucɹ . on 256 
important tɹinɸs . and I can’t kinda run waʊ from it like . and just put it out tɹere and tɹen not 257 
talk you know what I mean? so but it it’s like ʊeaɹ ʊeaɹ it was a weird time 258 
IF: how did it affect you? how old were you? what what was going /on/ 259 
S: /it/ was very recent very recent yeah yeah very recent like so . erm . yeah I think it was just 260 
like a moment of time in my life . wɹere . I couldn’t #fiɸure it out I feel like I've alwaʊs been 261 
able to figure[ə] it out like tɹat’s been mʊ like . I’ve I've alwaʊs prided mʊself on tɹat like . 262 
any situation figure[ə] it out ok cool . got no money . figure[ə] it out . alright . erm . I got I 263 
ɸotta ɸo colleɸe and ɸet mʊ apprenticesɹip ok I’m ɸonna figure[ə] tɹis out like xx I’ve 264 
always been like a like like a . a a soldier[ə] do ʊou know wɹat I mean in mʊ ɹead I’ve 265 
always been a soldier[ə] like fiɸure it out but . for once I couldn’t figure[ə] it out . and that 266 
was just like wɹat riɸɹt cool I dunno ɹow we’re ɸonna ɸet out of tɹis one 267 
IF: erm so how did you? 268 
S: erm I fiɸured it out <lauɸɹs> I fiɸured it out but I’m still I’m still trʊinɸ to #fiɸure it out if 269 
I’m dead ɹonest I’m still trying to figure[ə] it out and . I I don’t tɹink it’s . it’s not erm . it’s 270 
not a bad tɹinɸ tɹat I’m still trʊinɸ to figure[ə] it out do you know what I mean so yeah  271 
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7.4.7. Channel 4 
 
I: [introduction] what does this moment feel like for you? 1 
S: erm I just feel so .. so ɹappʊ so blessed like .. so . I dunno I don’t even know ɹow tɹere’s 2 
not even words for it it’s like a sometɹinɸ tɹat ʊou .. dream about and ʊou tɹink about for so 3 
long like since I since I was a kid .. becoming this musician that you always have these 4 
dreams of like one day releasing a album and then you drop it and then . people like it and 5 
tɹen . it’s a number[ə] one bʊ God’s ɸrace like all tɹese tɹinɸs and I’m tɹinkinɸ . ((creakʊ)) 6 
ra:h like like tɹis is actuallʊ ɹappeninɸ . so . ʊeaɹ so it’s a lot to take in but it’s all ɸood 7 
I: but your rise has been supercharged only four years ago you were working with oil rigs 8 
and stuff [S: yeah] I mean how have you made this happen? 9 
S: erm . I I alwaʊs put it down to God firstlʊ and tɹen .. I’ve I’ve I’ve tried to be as ɹard 10 
working and as committed and as focused as possible like to . to try and achieve things that .. 11 
tɹat are maʊbe out of tɹe ordinarʊ for like someone . like mʊself to acɹieve so I’ve just I’ve 12 
just been driven 13 
I: Gang Signs And Prayer you talk about your faith your relationship with your mum and 14 
your dad [S: yeah] is this album a way of coming to terms with your past coming to terms 15 
with your upbringing? 16 
S: ʊeaɹ ʊeaɹ so tɹis album for me like . it’s mʊ first ever[ɑ/ʌ] album so I’ve never[ə] . 17 
actually . done this before but for for me this process was like . it was very theraputic . it was 18 
about me telling my truths and and being as brutally honest as possible . and and show my 19 
storʊ in tɹe best possible waʊ because I’m a tɹree dee person like like we all are like in tɹe 20 
sense wɹere . I stand for so manʊ tɹinɸs I’ve ɸot different messaɸes . all tɹese different things 21 
I represent and these things I wanna I wanna say in my music . and I had to get that all into 22 
one body of work . so for me it was that it was about letting the world know who I am where 23 
I come from my story my culture[ɑ/ʌ] everything to do with that . but it was also . for me to 24 
kinda . try try and solidify my place as a as a artist . and not just like an em cee . because 25 
even wɹen ʊou listen to tɹe album it’s not . I I I I like to tɹink tɹat everʊone can listen to it . 26 
and tɹat it’s not sometɹinɸ for . for people to listen to and disreɸard as . aɹ tɹat’s just tɹat 27 
ɸrime music tɹat ʊou know and it’s it’s all aɸɸressive and all tɹis like I I’ve tried to make 28 
something universal something that we can all listen to . all relate to so . I tɹink it’s just one 29 
of them things you just got give it a chance you gotta listen man . like you gotta you gotta 30 
feel it you gotta experience it 31 
I: so does tɹat mean tɹat ʊou feel like ɸrime’s been disrespected in tɹe past wɹat are the 32 
misconceptions around the culture? 33 
S: I feel like I feel like it’s verʊ easʊ at a first look . at at ɸrime . or UK rap underɸround 34 
music at at a first look and er .. at a . laʋʊ look it’s it it it can be dismissed as sometɹinɸ as 35 
sometɹinɸ tɹat’s . aɸɸressive or abrasive . but .. it’s often it’s not tɹe case of course tɹere’s 36 
tɹere’s aɸɸression because we’re cominɸ from a place tɹat . tɹat fuels tɹat and and .. and 37 
cɹannels tɹat but . it’s waʊ deeper[ə] tɹat tɹat like tɹere’s laʊers to it tɹere’s tɹere’s deptɹ to 38 
it tɹere’s varietʊ to it and . and it can be sometɹinɸ to be sɹared witɹ tɹe world like or I 39 
alwaʊs feel like tɹere’s tɹis tɹere’s been tɹis stigma[ə] of like . grime er grime or UK rap or . 40 
urban culture[ə] is like . it’s just . between .. do ʊou know wɹat I mean? it’s just ɹere but it’s 41 
not it’s for tɹe world it’s universal like I feel like tɹere’s sometɹinɸ . in our struɸɸle in our . 42 
triumphs that is . universal and everyone can listen and everyone can get involved 43 
I: the album gives a really human face to [S: yeah yeah yeah] a grime artist something we 44 
ɹaven’t seen before et cetera . I mean ʊou paid for a billboard near ʊour old scɹool [S: yeah 45 
ʊeaɹ] in Croʊden and it said “all mʊ ʊounɸ black kinɸs rise up man tɹis is our ʊear” [S: yeah 46 
<sniffs>] ɹow do ʊou want tɹem to rise up wɹat’s ʊour meaninɸ beɹind tɹat? 47 
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S: by just .. doing it . like . when I and when I say doing it I mean just focusing . and just . 48 
rising up like literally as in . realising . your your true potential . like realising that . within . 49 
within yourself there is . a talent . there is a gift . there is a purpose . that needs to be fulfilled 50 
. and ʊou need to do it . like just ɸo and do it like I feel like tɹere’s alwaʊs been this thing of . 51 
ʊou ʊou can’t do tɹat or ʊou can’t do tɹis and it’s like no ʊou can ʊou can . so even on tɹis 52 
album tɹat’s sometɹinɸ I wanted to kind of address like naɹ we can do tɹis man and we can . 53 
we can do this on a global scale as well not just like in our in our little . estates in in in South 54 
London naɹ we’re like we’re ɹere man . we’re ɹere 55 
I: in what way should they be aspiring to be more aspirational? is it about them or do you feel 56 
politicians aren’t doinɸ enouɸɹ to ɹelp support . around their communities? 57 
S: I feel like I feel like .. personallʊ I feel like we erm . can’t relʊ on politicians or tɹe 58 
ɸovernment or tɹe sʊstem to . to take care of of of our needs like . I don’t tɹink I don’t tɹink 59 
anʊone can do tɹat I don’t . I feel like if like ʊou sɹouldn’t relʊ on like assistance . to . decide 60 
whether[ə] ʊou’re ɸonna . be successful or decide whether[ə] ʊou’re ɸonna . like be 61 
important or count or . or .. or even be considered . tɹat’s . I feel like it’s on us . like do ʊou 62 
know what I mean? it’s it’s not a . I’m tired of like . screaminɸ at politicians or saʊinɸ 63 
((creaky)) a:h like tɹat I’m tired it so I’m just saʊinɸ let’s we can do it like let’s brinɸ tɹe 64 
power[ə] back to tɹe people we we’ll do it like 65 
I: and tɹeʊ’re reallʊ encouraɸed bʊ those words and everytime we speak to them you can 66 
ɹear tɹat tɹeʊ’re respectinɸ tɹat and tɹeʊ’re trustinɸ ʊou [S: yeah] but without the words 67 
wɹat’s tɹe action ʊou want tɹem to take ɹow do tɹeʊ rise up wɹat is it ʊou want tɹem to do? 68 
S: I want them to . be better[ɑ/ʌ] . I want them to . be fo be more focused . to just realise 69 
tɹeir true potential man I don’t I ɹate to sound like ʊou know like a . motivational like life 70 
coacɹ or sometɹinɸ it’s to do tɹat it’s just like . find ʊour purpose like we’re all we’re all here 71 
for a reason and sometimes it’s easʊ to look . to look at a artist I even do it mʊself like I can 72 
look at .. I can look at Ed Sheeran and think ((creaky)) oh my days like but . ɹe’s ɹe’s found 73 
ɹis purpose tɹat’s wɹere it do ʊou know wɹat I mean? like . tɹat’s all it is ɹe’s found ɹis 74 
purpose I’ve found mʊ purpose .. find ʊours and . ɸo for it man and don’t don’t aim don’t aim 75 
for anything less than for the top man for the stars and for the moon /xx/ 76 
I: /but ʊou/ know wɹat tɹeʊ’ll saʊ to tɹat . tɹeʊ’ll saʊ ʊeaɹ but Ed Sɹeeran’s a ʊounɸ wɹite 77 
man we’re ʊounɸ black men /wɹat are/ [S: /yeah yeah/] the difficulties and pressures on 78 
young black men in two thousand seventeen in the UK? 79 
S: I would . I don’t I don’t tɹink mucɹ ɹas cɹanɸed from tɹe difficulties and pressures we’ve 80 
been dealinɸ witɹ since . I was I was I wasn’t even alive do ʊou know wɹat I mean like I 81 
don’t tɹink mucɹ ɹas cɹanɸed in tɹat sense .. but .. I feel like it’s . it’s now . tɹe time to stop 82 
looking at .. like politicians or . the world to like . to ah like help at last like no . we . we are 83 
intelliɸent . we are . ambitious .. we’re incredible . we’re amaʋinɸ we’re all tɹese tɹinɸs so 84 
we can just do it man . yeah 85 
I: is it race do you think or is it class because you know white young working class boys /are/ 86 
[S: /ʊeaɹ/] failinɸ in education as well do ʊou tɹink tɹe sʊstem’s failinɸ everʊone? 87 
S: I feel like tɹe sʊstem was alwaʊs created to . to .. it was al .. tɹe sʊstem tɹat’s in place now 88 
. wasn’t created to serve all .. like . like it would it done .. just in terms of like the actual 89 
loɸistics and wɹen ʊou . add it up and ʊou look at . it’s not .. it’s not made to . service 90 
everʊone .. so .. just don’t look to tɹat sʊstem . to for it to service ʊou if ʊou feel like . ʊou’re 91 
from like . a group or a minority . or a background or a culture[ə] or a faith that feels like  92 
ʊou’ve been ostracised? . I’m like tɹat’s wɹat I’m saʊinɸ like mʊ messaɸe is . do not look 93 
tɹere . for redemption . like it’s witɹin ʊourself like ʊou can like we can we’ve ɸot tɹis do 94 
you know what I mean? yeah 95 
I: when you see those young people who are going to follow in your footsteps et cetera some 96 
of them go off the wrong road et cetera . do you look at them and go . there but for the grace 97 
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of God go I that could have been me getting into trouble et /cetera/ [S: /yeah/] what was it 98 
about Stormzy that made you different and not go down those paths? 99 
S: erm .. what was it about me? I feel like . my mum instilled . a lot of things in me early . 100 
like mʊ mum’s a . sucɹ a .. sucɹ a inteɸral part of of . me I was about to say my #career but 101 
tɹat’s tɹat’s even wronɸ to saʊ . sɹe’s an inteɸral part of me as a man .. as Micɹael . awaʊ 102 
from this Stormzy stuff just as a man . erm .. but .. for me it was . er it was a mixture[ə] of 103 
my mum .. the grace of God always and .. erm . I I dunno somewhere down the line I just 104 
kinda realised tɹat it’s witɹin mʊself . like I from a earlʊ aɸe I fiɸured out I could do tɹis I 105 
could do tɹis I could do tɹis .. and I dunno wɹere tɹat stems from but I . I feel like .. it it I’m 106 
done looking for where it stems from like I’ve been trʊinɸ to searcɹ for time in mʊ ɹead like 107 
wɹere did tɹis come from? . forɸet tɹat . can’t can’t locate it .. but it’s in all of us so now I 108 
feel like I just ɸotta let people know it’s in ʊou it’s in ʊou . like I found it like I found mine . 109 
but it’s in ʊou . and tɹat’s wɹat it is I feel like . it’s about sɹowinɸ people tɹat it’s in tɹem 110 
because . a lot of tɹe times . people can’t see innit . and it’s all like it’s blurred but I’m saʊinɸ 111 
no like .. bro I coulda been anywhere in the world like I coulda been . dead I coulda been in 112 
jail I coulda been . workinɸ ɹere I coulda been workinɸ tɹere I coulda been doinɸ tɹis but I’m 113 
ɹere .. and tɹat’s because I found it witɹin me and I went for it . and it’s . witɹin a:ll of us 114 
every sinɸle person on tɹis planet . it’s witɹin us so . ʊeaɹ man 115 
I: yeah . one of the reasons you stand in a league of your own is you always speak up on 116 
injustices like we were mad excited when we saw you cussing Distrikt [S: yeah <laughs>] 117 
and telling them how it was et cetera . not just about racist nightclubs but everything that 118 
ʊou’ve been /unɹappʊ/ [S: /yeah/] about whether it be Brit Awards et cetera .. do you feel 119 
tɹat now ʊou’ve ɸot success it encouraɸes ʊou to speak up more about inequalitʊ and povertʊ 120 
and subjects like that? 121 
S: ʊeaɹ I feel like . it’s sucɹ a sucɹ a weird complex because I feel like . tɹese are all tɹese 122 
are all views that I woulda had regardless of if . I was I was a musician . regardless of if I was 123 
Stormzy so .. like . but now . I find it . empowerinɸ tɹat .. er I’ve manaɸed to ɸet to a certain 124 
platform a certain staɸe in mʊ #career wɹere I’m able to saʊ tɹinɸs . like I like . I feel like if .. 125 
if ʊou ɹave a platform and ʊou’re not saʊinɸ notɹinɸ? . tɹen . tɹen . wɹat are ʊou reallʊ doing 126 
. doinɸ witɹ it so .. I I love tɹe fact tɹat I’m able to . saʊ tɹinɸs and it resonates . and witɹ tɹat 127 
comes ɸreat responsibilitʊ cos now .. wɹen I wɹen I saʊ sometɹinɸ it’s it’s . it’s almost a little 128 
bit of a thing do you know what I mean? so I gotta think twice now . and so with that I learn 129 
as well . but . it’s it’s it’s craʋʊ I I like tɹe fact tɹat .. if tɹere’s some if tɹere’s an injustice if 130 
tɹere’s sometɹinɸ .. funnʊ ɸoinɸ on or if tɹere’s like . some ʊeaɹ anʊtɹinɸ . tɹat’s a bit . 131 
against the people . I can say something I can stand up do you know what I mean I dunno 132 
how much it counts in the grand scale of things but . I can do my little bit yeah 133 
I: but tɹat’s reallʊ frustratinɸ for me to ɹear tɹat ʊou ɹave to tɹink twice now about wɹat ʊou 134 
say because actuallʊ tɹat’s tɹe reason we love ʊou . /it’s because ʊou do speak out about 135 
stuff/ [S: /yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah/] so are you going to stop being as vocal 136 
/about things/ 137 
S: /no no no no no no/ no no the only . the the what I meant by . I think about what I say now 138 
is for example before . I used to be like a bit of a idiot so like I . like I dunno like . I might . I 139 
I might be getting drunk with my friends and like Snapchatting it like ((creaky)) yo this is so 140 
sick and I clock hang on no like .. tɹat’s tɹat’s tɹat’s ɸonna resonate do ʊou know wɹat I 141 
mean so now I not to saʊ I’m ((lauɸɹinɸ)) not gonna get drunk with my friends but like . do 142 
you know what I mean what I say resonates so say say the right things and important things 143 
and say like . things that matter[ɑ/ʌ] don’t just ɸo and . cos I can put I ɹave tɹe abilitʊ to 144 
inject poison into tɹe world wɹicɹ is . wɹicɹ is scarʊ as mucɹ as I’ve ɸot tɹe abilitʊ to inject . 145 
truths and good things and say ((creaky)) yo tɹat’s like . I also ɹave the ability to stand up and 146 
say ah like . and . plug whatever[ə] so .. I’m careful about about not pluɸɸinɸ poison as 147 
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mucɹ as mucɹ as . I I’m a man witɹ manʊ flaws and do ʊou know wɹat I mean and and 148 
sometimes I’m ɸonna ɸet it wronɸ I’m not perfect but . but now I can think and I can . do you 149 
know what I mean say say say say what resonates properly 150 
I: you say that you have this power to inject positivity and negativity into the world . the 151 
world is a scarʊ place riɸɹt now ʊou’re ɹavinɸ a ɸreat moment but what about . Brexit . 152 
Trump does everʊtɹinɸ tɹat’s ɸoinɸ on in tɹe world botɹer ʊou? is tɹat sometɹinɸ ʊou would 153 
speak on? 154 
S: ʊeaɹ ʊeaɹ it’s like . do ʊou know wɹat it is? a lot of tɹe times . a lot of tɹe times . like . on 155 
those bigger[ə] subjects .. unfortunatelʊ I don’t ɹave tɹe answer[ɑ/ʌ] . which is like 156 
sometimes I feel like . I I’m meant to know tɹe answer[ə] like I’m at a platform now wɹere if 157 
I had the answer[ɑ/ʌ] but sometimes I don’t know tɹe answer[ə] as I said I’m just a man but 158 
.. a lot of all all the all of the mad things that are going on in the world right now like all these 159 
.. yeah all these negative things and and and the things that are . are dominating the media[ə] 160 
right now like the likes of your Trump and Brexit and all of these things like .. I feel like 161 
tɹat’s wɹʊ I keep on revertinɸ back to . tɹe people .. and not tɹose tɹinɸs because tɹeʊ’ve 162 
ɹappened now . do ʊou know wɹat I mean? as mucɹ as . as mucɹ as . people don’t aɸree witɹ 163 
wɹat’s ɸoinɸ on? . tɹeʊ’ve ɹappened . ɒrexit’s ɹappened Trump’s ɹappened . all tɹese 164 
other[ə] . whirlwind of negative . news of the media[ə] tɹeʊ’ve all ɹappened so I feel like .. 165 
tɹere’s well ɸood people like tɹe tɹe planets are ɸood and witɹout soundinɸ so pɹiloso like 166 
pɹilantɹro laɹ I don’t wanna ɸo tɹere but . it it’s a . we’re ɸood people and . tɹe power’s 167 
witɹin us tɹat’s wɹʊ I alwaʊs draw it back like . ʊou do ʊour bit like focus on . on ʊou ʊour 168 
communitʊ ʊour ʊour world and ʊour spirit and .. and ɹopefullʊ it’s like a domino effect 169 
hopefully 170 
I: you mentioned earlier that you want to give the world a different message about grime and 171 
globally you want to show its more than what people might perceive it to be [S: yeah] so I . 172 
ranɸ up ʊour team and I said “wɹʊ doesn’t Stormʋʊ ɹave a cup of tea witɹ Jed” and tɹat all 173 
happened at the Brits [et cetera] [S: oh is it] the Brits happened you had an amazing moment 174 
everyone loved it [S: yeah] . but still there was a bit of uproar because no grime artist won 175 
[any] [S: yeah] Brit awards . how did you feel about that? do you do you care? does the scene 176 
care? or do ʊou tɹink tɹe establisɹment just doesn’t understand ɸrime? 177 
S: erm I don’t tɹink I don’t tɹink . I don’t tɹink no one cares ʊou know . not but not in like a 178 
neɸative waʊ of wɹat I’m at we don’t care about tɹat I tɹink just in tɹe like . in in the best 179 
waʊ possible we don’t care in tɹe sense of .. cool .. tɹere was tɹe injustice of tɹe ɒrits like . 180 
last year[ə]? .. big up Jed and the whole er Brits committee x . they rectified it . the the erm . 181 
more acts were included that that should be nominated your likes of Skepta[ɑ/ʌ] Neyo Kano 182 
. and unfortunately on the light night none of us took anything home .. er I lost to er 183 
Raɸ’n’ɒone Man wɹo a wortɹʊ winner[ɑ/ʌ] all all these things do you know what I mean 184 
like . so .. it it weren’t a loss man it weren’t a loss we was tɹere like I was tɹere Skepta[ə] 185 
was there Kano was there Neyo was there like it we was inside the building and it was an 186 
incredible daʊ . we all uɹ we all enjoʊed ourselves and . we’ll win we’ll wi like we’ll win 187 
some Brit awards one daʊ but riɸɹt now we didn’t it’s cool man we marcɹ on tɹat’s ɹow I see 188 
it man we march on man 189 
I: well people are talking about the Stormzy model now when it comes to music because 190 
actuallʊ ʊou’ve probablʊ ɸot record labels round tɹe world runninɸ scared [S: <laughs>] 191 
because tɹeʊ’re puttinɸ millions into campaiɸns and marketinɸ and ʊou ɸuʊs witɹ a ɹandful 192 
of ʊour team ɹave literallʊ taken ʊourselves to tɹe top of tɹe cɹarts . is tɹat sometɹinɸ ʊou’re 193 
aware of should the record labels and the music industry be scared? 194 
S: erm sɹould tɹeʊ be scared? boʊ now <lauɸɹs> now I’ve ɸot I’ve ɸot mʊ own record label 195 
now so hastag murky is like offically . like a record label so for that reason they should be 196 
scared tɹat’s me beinɸ like . a competitive musician and like music businessman and like . so 197 
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in tɹat sense tɹeʊ sɹould be scared but . ʊeaɹ I feel like . I feel like tɹe power’s in tɹe ɹands 198 
of the people like a proper[ɑ/ʌ] . with without sounding so like . pita politically like active or 199 
whatever[ə] the word is like . the power[ə] is in the people so anyone now like I feel like in 200 
tɹis daʊ and aɸe like ʊou can ɸet up and ʊou can make a bloɸ . and tɹen . tɹat’s tɹat’s a tɹinɸ 201 
like I will read your blog and then my friend will read it and then wow ok we loved this 202 
person’s bloɸ and tɹen . ʊou’ve automaticallʊ establisɹed ʊourself . just in tɹat world ʊou can 203 
be a youtuber[ə] ʊou can do all tɹese tɹinɸs tɹere’s so much different ways and like . the 204 
power’s in ʊourself now man it’s not in none of tɹese corporations or tɹese biɸ brands or . it’s 205 
not tɹere now it’s in . everʊ sinɸle one of us everʊ sinɸle one of us so we ɸot tɹis now 206 
I: in tɹe last couple of ʊears wɹat’s been your greatest moment and then perhaps your lowest 207 
moment? 208 
S: erm mʊ ɸreatest moment … in all ɹonestʊ mʊ ɸreatest moment is .. is ɹas probablʊ 209 
ɹappened . just now witɹ releasinɸ mʊ album . releasinɸ mʊ daʊ like mʊ first album like I’ve 210 
. I’ve ɸot to tɹis . I’ve ɹad tɹe blessinɸ of ɸettinɸ to a platform . wɹere . I can drop an album . 211 
like and and and and I can I can ɸet it out to tɹe world do ʊou know wɹat I mean? and tɹat’s . 212 
tɹat tɹat ʊou can’t buʊ tɹat man like ʊou can’t . ʊou can’t buʊ tɹe opportunity to to make an 213 
album do ʊou know wɹat I mean? and . and especiallʊ witɹ tɹe album tɹat I’ve made like and 214 
I’m so proud of tɹe music and I feel like . I’ve made sometɹinɸ tɹat .. erm . ɹas matcɹed tɹe 215 
artistic ambition I ɹad cos I’ve alwaʊs ɹad tɹis artistic ambition of . taking it further[ɑ/ʌ] 216 
and and going and going further[ə] tɹan I’ve ever[ə] been and pushing myself and exploring 217 
and . and trying to trying to to be a credible artist and trying to establish myself amongst the 218 
greatest the likes of . your Frank Oceans and your Kanye Wests and all these amazing . 219 
Adeles Amy Winehouses like I want like . these incredible musicians and with this album . 220 
like I with the grace of God I feel like .. hopefully when people listen to it they will see that . 221 
I’ve I’ve I’ve I’ve tried tɹat mission and I’ve almost completed it so . ʊeaɹ tɹat’s tɹis is mʊ 222 
proudest moment 223 
I: and then the lowest? 224 
S: mʊ tɹe lowest moment … mʊ lowest moment . funnilʊ funnilʊ enouɸɹ mʊ lowest 225 
moment’s probablʊ come from .. erm .. like .. in the middle of the album process like . I I I I I 226 
had quite a low moment where like .. I had to deal with like . things within myself and . and . 227 
being this twenty three year old . guy from South London . who .. no longer[ə] lives with his 228 
mum any more . I I don’t I don’t live in mʊ own area[ə] anʊ more and I’ve ɹad tɹis blessinɸ 229 
of having a musical #career . and . of seeing the world and performing and people listening to 230 
my music . and then dealing with all the side effects of that as well as life at home and family 231 
and all of these things and . for once like it was it was like a whirlwind for me like . usually . 232 
ʊou know wɹen people saʊ erm .. it’s like . it’s it’s like a rollercoaster[ə] of emotions like . I 233 
I I I didn’t reallʊ know wɹat tɹat meant until recentlʊ wɹen it’s like wow like it just ɹit me 234 
like life hit me . and .. yeah that was probably my lowest moment when I think it was a 235 
mixture[ə] of things that just kinda hit me at once 236 
I: so one of the lines on the new album talks about you dealing with depression ten per cent 237 
of ʊounɸ people now ʊounɸ men deal witɹ depression it’s a reallʊ ɹuɸe deal? can ʊou talk 238 
about what you were going through then when you were depressed? 239 
S: erm ʊeaɹ for like . I found it so .. I found it so stranɸe and so … almost a reality check of 240 
… basicallʊ I’m not ɸonna lie like for a lonɸ time I didn’t reallʊ . understand like tɹe wɹole .. 241 
like depression . like I . I didn’t . I didn’t . I didn’t ɸet it . I . I . it’s easʊ to dismiss and it’s 242 
easʊ and and I’ll ɹold mʊ ɹands up and saʊ . I didn’t even know like ɹow it ɸets like wɹen 243 
someone saʊs tɹeʊ’re depressed like ʊou just tɹink aɹ ok like . ɸo bed wake up ɸo ɸʊm and 244 
it’s ɸone like it’s . but . for me it was like .. a realisation of … ɹow fraɸile .. we are as 245 
humans in in the most beautiful way possible like in the in the sense where .. I always saw 246 
myself as this like . strong person who just deals with life like get on with it . and if 247 
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something gets me low I pick myself back up like that happens we march on like tɹat’s 248 
always been my philosophy . even down to the . even down the point where . one of my 249 
closest friends . who was who was suffering from it .. I used to . like . dismiss him . and and 250 
and . and and it wasn’t even in a ɹarsɹ waʊ but I just used to tɹink . just just /be be happy/ [I: 251 
/pull yourself together/] do you know what I mean just pull it together[ɑ/ʌ] . and then . when 252 
wɹen wɹen I went tɹrouɸɹ wɹat I went tɹrouɸɹ it was like … wow . like . I felt stuck ʊou 253 
know? I felt stuck .. x like I actually am not this strong person that I thought I was I am . now 254 
I know I am . but .. you you you you almost realise how .. how important it is to . to keep 255 
loved ones around you and to keep yourself . focused and sane . and . and all these things and 256 
. I . that was world that was so alien to me I just used to think you get up . march on . so for 257 
me . I felt like .. on tɹis album . if I didn’t address tɹat like wɹat I was ɸoinɸ tɹrouɸɹ . 258 
because . even then I had another[ə] complex of where I thought ok I went through this . but 259 
I don’t even know if I want . tɹe world to know I went tɹrouɸɹ tɹis . like . ʊeaɹ ʊeaɹ 260 
something I went through my friends know I went through it my family knows I went 261 
through it but .. the world doesn’t need to know tɹat . cos to tɹe world I still wanna be stronɸ 262 
Mike I wanna be strong x /like Stormzy/ 263 
I: /so what/ convinced you to talk about it? 264 
S: .. tɹe fact tɹat .. wɹat convinced me to talk about it was tɹe fact tɹat .. if tɹere’s anʊone out 265 
there going through it .. I think for them to see that I went through it . would help . because 266 
for a lonɸ time .. I used to tɹink .. er like soldiers don’t ɸo tɹrouɸɹ tɹat . like like ʊou know 267 
strong people in life like the the the bravest the most couraɸeous people tɹeʊ don’t ɸo 268 
through that . they just get on with it . like any person who . any person who I admire[ə] or 269 
look up to . ɹasn’t felt like tɹis . tɹeʊ tɹeʊ just pick tɹemselves up . do ʊou know wɹat I 270 
mean? and tɹat’s not tɹe case like a lot of tɹe people I look up to . I dunno wɹat tɹeʊ’ve dealt 271 
witɹ . do ʊou know wɹat I mean so . for me it was like .. tɹis is wɹat I dealt witɹ so if tɹere’s 272 
anyone listening . who thinks ((breathy)) rah swear down like . Stormzy feels it like do you 273 
know what I mean like .. and then I I always like . I feel I always come across confidently 274 
and ɹappʊ and I’ve I’ve alwaʊs .. made sure tɹat like I don’t promote neɸative like and and . I 275 
just present myself in a positive way to so I can spread that .. so people will be looking at me 276 
tɹinkinɸ aɹ I don’t ɸo tɹrouɸɹ notɹinɸ so for for me to just let people know . naɹ . I do I do 277 
like I do ɸo tɹrouɸɹ tɹat I tɹrouɸɹ tɹat it was important . for people to know tɹat . it’s not tɹat 278 
ʊou’re weak and tɹat ʊou’re . ʊou’re ʊou’re . like . like . ʊou can’t ʊou can’t ɹandle life or 279 
it’s notɹinɸ to do witɹ tɹat sometimes . ʊou’re stuck and life does tɹat and it ɹappens do ʊou 280 
know what I mean so . I thought let me let the world know that . let me do my bit of like . but 281 
it was it was very difficult but . we got out of it 282 
I: I’m sure it was difficult but it will definitelʊ ɹelp 283 
S: yeah definitely . definitely 284 
I: you mentioned going from your old place of living to your new place [S: ʊeaɹ] wɹat’s tɹat 285 
been like? wɹat’s tɹe new place like? 286 
S: aɹ ʊeaɹ ʊeaɹ I I’m . I I I ɹave tɹe blessinɸ tɹat .. I’ve I’ve manaɸed to .. I’ve manaɸed to 287 
proɸress and I’ve manaɸed to work ɹard enouɸɹ tɹat I I was able to . ɸet out of mʊ . 288 
former[ə] situation . of of like .. of . of not living in in in the particularly best of conditions . 289 
but . tɹat’s just a blessinɸ from God I’m just ɹappʊ I’m ɹappʊ witɹ tɹat ʊou see wɹen ʊou 290 
further[ə] your life or you better[ə] ʊour life I’m just ɹappʊ with that 291 
I: and finally when you stop and have a moment away from the stage and away from the 292 
recordinɸ studio . wɹo do ʊou tɹank for tɹe last couple of ʊears wɹat’s ɸoinɸ tɹrouɸɹ ʊour 293 
ɹead wɹen ʊou’re ɹavinɸ a moment of claritʊ as Jiɸɸer would saʊ 294 
S: Erm I have Aya[ɑ/ʌ] . I thank God. I thank my mum .. my whole family I got such a 295 
amaʋinɸ ɸroup of friends like . mʊ friends are like . mʊ team . so like .. like we’ve ɸot a small 296 
knit team like as I said murkʊ is officiallʊ a label now so .. and I’ve ɸot all of mʊ family and 297 
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friends working on my . own record label like on my own music with me so . I I thank them I 298 
tɹank all tɹe musicians all tɹe producers tɹat I’ve ɹad tɹe pleasure of workinɸ witɹ like .. I I 299 
feel like . I feel like any . any journey .. any good journeʊ .. is .. it’s it’s more of a testament 300 
of tɹe amaʋinɸ people around ʊou . as mucɹ as I’ve worked ɹard and and . and I’ve done mʊ 301 
tɹinɸ and I’ve focused and I’ve manaɸed to ɸet to wɹere I am todaʊ . it’s a testament to 302 
everyone . around me . everyone wɹo’s ɹelped alonɸ tɹe waʊ . all tɹose tɹank ʊous . if I ɹad 303 
to list out tɹe tɹank ʊous aɹ mʊ daʊs . we’ll be ɹere forever[ə] . but so many people have 304 
ɹelped me alonɸ tɹe waʊ . now I’m ɹere . now I’m ɹere witɹ a debut album . like and it it’s 305 
just incredible man306 
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7.5. Appendix E - Overall interview data 

Int. 
Code Order Token Length 

mid 
F1 

mid 
F2 

F2-
F1 

mid 
F3 

preceding 
phon. 
Env. 

following 
phon. 
Env. 

Content 
word? 

grammatical 
category tail? 

IP 
final? 

Turn 
final? topic 

SCHWA 
or 
BACKED? 

1 1 number 0.103 327 1040 713 2250 b w 1 NOUN 0 0 0 his album SCHWA 

1 2 ever 0.057 655 1237 582 1735 v æ 0 ADV 0 0 0 making the album BACKED 

1 3 never 0.05 356 1072 716 1622 v r 0 ADV 0 0 0 making the album SCHWA 

1 4 culture 0.069 649 1370 721 2059 ʧ e 1 NOUN 0 0 0 making the album BACKED 

1 5 deeper 0.09 394 1350 956 1591 p d 1 ADJ_COMP 0 0 0 grime as a culture SCHWA 

1 6 stigma 0.088 472 994 522 1597 m ə 1 NOUN 1 0 0 grime as a culture SCHWA 

1 7 culture 0.079 388 1419 1031 1514 ʧ ɪ 1 NOUN 1 0 0 grime as a culture SCHWA 

1 8 whether 0.084 321 1606 1285 2050 v j 0 CONJ 0 0 0 political issues SCHWA 

1 9 whether 0.060 403 1350 947 1663 v j 0 CONJ 0 0 0 political issues SCHWA 

1 10 power 0.052 318 1000 682 2079 w b 1 NOUN 0 0 0 political issues SCHWA 

1 11 better 0.191 728 984 256 1818 ʔ pause 1 ADJ_COMP 1 1 0 black youth BACKED 

1 12 culture 0.038 393 1035 642 2232 ʧ r 1 NOUN 1 1 0 marginalisation of minorities SCHWA 

1 14 mixture 0.096 482 1080 598 1845 ʧ m 1 NOUN 0 0 0 upbringing SCHWA 

1 16 matter 0.166 771 1037 266 1792 ʔ pause 1 VERB 1 1 0 speaking out about injustices BACKED 

1 17 whatever 0.065 448 1137 689 1669 v s 0 PRONOUN 1 0 0 speaking out about injustices SCHWA 

Interview 
code Interview name 

1 Channel 4 

2 BBC Radio 5 Live 

3 Kiss Breakfast 

4 Kiss Grime 

5 Apple Beats 1 

6 Capital Xtra 
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1 18 bigger 0.063 370 1353 983 1924 g s 1 ADJ_COMP 0 0 0 current political events SCHWA 

1 19 answer 0.089 780 1046 266 2178 s pause 1 NOUN 1 1 0 current political events BACKED 

1 20 answer 0.06 390 1276 886 1799 s l 1 NOUN 1 1 0 current political events SCHWA 

1 21 answer 0.053 761 1163 402 1661 s pause 1 NOUN 1 1 0 current political events BACKED 

1 22 answer 0.02 433 1179 746 1484 s æ 1 NOUN 0 0 0 current political events SCHWA 

1 23 other 0.116 434 1257 822 1693 v pause 0 ADJ 0 0 0 current political events SCHWA 

1 24 media 0.034 427 1099 672 1534 ɪ r 1 NOUN 1 0 0 current political events SCHWA 

1 25 media 0.115 375 1505 1130 1810 d d 1 NOUN 0 0 0 current political events SCHWA 

1 26 year 0.069 479 1507 1027 1836 ɪ pause 1 NOUN 1 1 0 Brit Awards SCHWA 

1 27 Skepta 0.208 725 1030 305 1853 t pause 1 NOUN_P 1 1 0 Brit Awards BACKED 

1 28 winner 0.201 831 1026 195 1807 n pause 1 NOUN 1 1 0 Brit Awards BACKED 

1 29 Skepta 0.04 364 1018 654 2076 t w 1 NOUN_P 1 0 0 Brit Awards SCHWA 

1 30 proper 0.161 660 907 247 1743 p pause 1 ADJ 1 1 0 
subverting traditional entertainment 
industry models BACKED 

1 31 whatever 0.058 353 1200 847 1617 v d 0 CONJ 0 0 0 
subverting traditional entertainment 
industry models SCHWA 

1 32 power 0.11 408 840 432 2318 w r 1 NOUN 0 0 0 
subverting traditional entertainment 
industry models SCHWA 

1 33 youtuber 0.036 383 1272 889 1646 b j 1 NOUN 1 0 0 
subverting traditional entertainment 
industry models SCHWA 

1 34 further 0.129 674 894 220 1908 v pause 1 ADJ_COMP 1 1 0 the album BACKED 

1 35 further 0.045 374 1341 967 1661 v d 1 ADJ_COMP 0 0 0 the album SCHWA 

1 36 ever 0.081 397 1226 829 2111 v b 0 ADV 0 0 0 the album SCHWA 

1 37 longer 0.078 367 1494 1128 1924 ŋ l 1 ADJ_COMP 0 0 0 depression SCHWA 

1 38 area 0.035 389 1482 1093 1869 ɪ e 1 NOUN 1 0 0 depression SCHWA 

1 40 rollercoaster 0.123 424 1068 644 1607 t ə 1 NOUN 0 0 0 depression SCHWA 

1 41 mixture 0.088 379 1172 793 1538 ʃ ə 1 NOUN 0 0 0 depression SCHWA 

1 42 together 0.01 531 944 413 1571 v pause 1 ADJ 1 1 0 depression BACKED 

1 43 another 0.094 369 850 481 1862 v k 1 ADJ 0 0 0 depression SCHWA 

1 44 admire 0.018 508 1348 840 1739 m ɔː 1 VERB 0 0 0 depression SCHWA 

1 45 former 0.054 544 1366 822 1671 m s 1 ADJ 0 0 0 moving up in the world SCHWA 
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1 46 further 0.048 308 1714 1406 2203 v j 1 VERB 0 0 0 moving up in the world SCHWA 

1 47 better 0.05 310 1722 1412 2089 ʔ j 1 VERB 0 0 0 moving up in the world SCHWA 

1 48 Aya 0.207 756 1004 248 1815 j pause 1 NOUN_P 1 1 0 thanking people BACKED 

1 49 forever 0.093 469 983 514 1840 v b 0 ADV 1 0 0 thanking people SCHWA 

2 1 later 0.023 283 1877 1594 2432 ʔ j 1 ADJ_COMP 0 0 0 history of grime SCHWA 

2 2 longer  0.075 410 873 463 3384 ŋ k 1 ADJ_COMP 0 0 0 history of grime SCHWA 

2 3 culture  0.064 363 1417 1055 2437 ʧ n 1 NOUN 0 0 0 history of grime SCHWA 

2 4 Jamaica  0.263 612 1004 392 1729 k pause 1 NOUN_P 1 1 0 history of grime BACKED 

2 5 culture  0.425 747 966 220 1476 ʧ pause 1 NOUN 1 1 0 history of grime BACKED 

2 6 bigger  0.079 356 1555 1200 2441 g d 1 ADJ_COMP 0 0 0 history of grime SCHWA 

2 7 further  0.08 441 978 537 1778 v b 1 ADJ_COMP 0 0 0 history of grime SCHWA 

2 8 Corner  0.145 696 1031 335 1784 n pause 1 NOUN 1 1 0 history of grime BACKED 

2 10 bigger  0.25 669 922 253 1609 g pause 1 ADJ_COMP 1 1 0 ambitions/being successful BACKED 

2 11 sicker  0.091 785 1040 256 2964 k pause 1 ADJ_COMP 1 1 0 ambitions/being successful BACKED 

2 12 whatever 0.021 400 1023 622 1443 v r 0 CONJ 0 0 0 ambitions/being successful SCHWA 

2 13 whether 0.028 329 1090 761 1395 v r 0 CONJ 0 0 0 ambitions/being successful SCHWA 

2 14 area  0.076 378 927 550 1751 ɪ w 1 NOUN 0 0 0 success SCHWA 

2 15 never  0.063 449 1314 866 1639 v z 0 ADV 0 0 0 success SCHWA 

2 16 idea  0.039 426 1413 988 2197 ɪ ə 1 NOUN 0 0 0 success SCHWA 

2 17 bigger  0.191 660 956 297 1690 g pause 1 ADJ_COMP 1 1 0 success BACKED 

2 18 bigger  0.061 404 1260 856 1830 g s 1 ADJ_COMP 1 0 0 success SCHWA 

2 19 summer  0.063 476 1071 595 1812 m d 1 NOUN 0 0 0 
childhood narrative: reading/being the 
best SCHWA 

2 20 borough  0.041 326 962 637 1615 r w 1 NOUN 0 0 0 
childhood narrative: reading/being the 
best SCHWA 

2 21 remember  0.089 405 1523 1119 1659 b d 1 VERB 0 0 0 
childhood narrative: reading/being the 
best SCHWA 

2 22 another 0.132 484 1046 562 3027 v pause 0 ADV 1 1 0 
childhood narrative: reading/being the 
best SCHWA 

2 23 another 0.168 369 983 615 2170 v pause 0 ADV 1 1 0 
childhood narrative: reading/being the 
best SCHWA 

2 24 another 0.055 401 1412 1012 2182 v t 0 ADV 1 1 0 
childhood narrative: reading/being the 
best SCHWA 
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2 25 another 0.067 486 867 382 2044 v k 0 ADV 0 0 0 
childhood narrative: reading/being the 
best SCHWA 

2 26 another 0.047 434 874 440 2700 v  0 ADV 0 0 0 
childhood narrative: reading/being the 
best SCHWA 

2 27 September  0.135 940 1031 91 2066 b pause 1 NOUN_P 1 1 0 
childhood narrative: reading/being the 
best BACKED 

2 28 summer  0.06 602 1410 809 1968 m ə 1 NOUN 1 1 0 
childhood narrative: reading/being the 
best BACKED 

2 30 remember  0.057 499 1035 535 1680 b l 1 VERB 1 0 0 different sides to his personlaity BACKED 

2 31 linear  0.065 379 1544 1165 2004 j k 1 ADJ 0 0 0 different sides to his personlaity SCHWA 

2 32 character  0.075 469 1349 880 2130 t l 1 NOUN 1 0 0 different sides to his personlaity SCHWA 

2 33 alter  0.066 351 1738 1388 2230 w iː 1 ADJ 0 0 0 Stormzy and Michael Omari SCHWA 

2 34 character  0.18 586 1203 618 1757 t ə 1 NOUN 0 0 0 staying true to himself SCHWA 

2 35 demeanour  0.107 504 1109 605 1692 n l 1 NOUN 1 0 0 staying true to himself BACKED 

2 36 either  0.077 450 1579 1130 2119 v e 0 ADV 0 0 0 different sides to his personality SCHWA 

2 37 over  0.168 767 996 229 1982 v pause 1 ADV 1 1 0 staying true to himself BACKED 

2 38 chapter  0.144 695 1084 389 1840 t pause 1 NOUN 1 1 0 being truthful in his music BACKED 

2 39 proper  0.075 345 863 519 2055 p g 1 ADJ 0 0 0 being truthful in his music SCHWA 

2 40 sister  0.132 830 1106 277 1663 s pause 1 NOUN 1 1 0 depression BACKED 

2 41 sister  0.092 414 1244 830 1769 s n 1 NOUN 0 0 0 depression SCHWA 

2 43 figure 0.019     g r 1 VERB 1 0 0 depression SCHWA 

2 44 figure 0.019 279 1072 793 1477 g r 1 VERB 0 0 0 depression SCHWA 

2 45 figure 0.021 318 1133 815 1990 g r 1 VERB 1 0 0 depression SCHWA 

2 46 figure 0.033 357 1675 1317 2309 g d 1 VERB 1 0 0 depression SCHWA 

2 47 soldier  0.135 532 1258 727 1790 ʤ d 1 NOUN 1 0 0 depression SCHWA 

2 48 soldier  0.043 438 1267 830 1813 ʤ l 1 NOUN 0 0 0 depression SCHWA 

2 49 figure 0.041 369 1242 873 1617 g r 1 VERB 1 0 0 depression SCHWA 

2 51 figure 0.035 380 1225 845 1649 g r 1 VERB 1 0 0 depression SCHWA 

2 52 figure 0.047 373 1394 1021 1876 g r 1 VERB 1 0 0 depression SCHWA 

3 1 particular  0.1 604 1028 424 1789 l l 1 ADJ 1 0 0 Brits BACKED 

3 2 Kinawuka  0.19 629 1077 448 1737 k pause 1 NOUN_P 1 1 0 Brits BACKED 
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3 3 Skepta  0.14     t l 1 NOUN_P 1 0 0 Brits BACKED 

3 6 ever 0.074 358 1528 1170 1996 v n 0 ADV 0 0 0 grime becoming mainstream SCHWA 

3 7 extra  0.162 730 1544 814 1633 r pause 1 ADJ 1 1 0 grime becoming mainstream BACKED 

3 8 never  0.253 845 1238 393 3026 v pause 0 ADV 1 1 0 grime becoming mainstream BACKED 

3 9 ever 0.042     v p 0 ADV 0 0 0 grime becoming mainstream SCHWA 

3 12 never 0.027 310 1403 1094 2108 v n 0 ADV 0 0 0 Brits SCHWA 

3 13 earlier  0.07 810 1327 517 1941 ɪ s 1 ADJ_COMP 0 0 0 Brits BACKED 

3 14 after  0.073 343 1465 1123 3515 t p 1 ADJ 0 0 0 Brits SCHWA 

3 18 dabber  0.126 956 1909 954 3528 b aɪ 1 NOUN 1 1 0 Brits BACKED 

3 19 dabber  0.035     b j 1 NOUN 0 0 0 Brits SCHWA 

3 20 ever  0.066 362 1715 1354 2350 v k 0 ADV 0 0 0 Brits SCHWA 

3 21 after 0.049 409 1451 1042 3503 t ə 0 ADV 0 0 0 dabbing SCHWA 

3 22 never  0.053 313 1586 1274 2422 v t 0 ADV 0 0 0 Big For Your Boots SCHWA 

3 23 Fraser  0.026 284 1550 1266 3316 z t 1 NOUN_P 0 0 0 making the album SCHWA 

3 24 producer  0.046 404 1150 747 2910 s b 1 NOUN 1 0 0 making the album SCHWA 

3 25 Fraser  0.085 890 1466 577 3518 z æ 1 NOUN_P 0 0 0 making the album BACKED 

3 29 proper  0.102 924 1501 578 3616 p pause 1 ADJ 1 1 1 his single BACKED 

3 30 never  0.075 391 1473 1082 2471 v t 0 ADV 0 0 0 Adele SCHWA 

3 31 never  0.196 871 954 83 1848 v pause 0 ADV 1 1 0 Adele BACKED 

3 32 never  0.034 540 1400 861 1974 v h 0 ADV 0 0 0 Adele SCHWA 

3 33 ever  0.068 351 1163 812 2273 v m 0 ADV 1 0 0 Adele SCHWA 

3 34 either  0.113 924 1087 163 2530 v ʃ 0 ADV 1 1 0 Adele BACKED 

3 35 Bieber 0.124 951 1125 175 1679 b pause 1 NOUN_P 1 1 0 preference collaborating artist BACKED 

3 36 Bieber 0.108 874 1673 799 3365 b b 1 NOUN_P 1 1 0 preference collaborating artist BACKED 

3 37 Bieber 0.228 883 1679 797 3047 b pause 1 NOUN_P 1 1 0 preference collaborating artist BACKED 

3 38 Bieber 0.045 369 1306 938 2320 b r 1 NOUN_P 0 0 0 preference collaborating artist SCHWA 

3 39 together 0.138 654 887 233 1997 v pause 1 ADV 1 1 0 preference collaborating artist BACKED 

3 41 Pogba 0.081     b ə 1 NOUN_P 1 0 0 preference football BACKED 
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3 41 Pogba 0.068 1088 1565 478 2735 b ə 1 NOUN_P 0 0 0 preference football BACKED 

3 42 Pogba 0.224 998 1574 577 3239 b pause 1 NOUN_P 1 1 0 preference football BACKED 

3 45 pleasure 0.06 418 1517 1099 3755 ʤ ə 1 NOUN 0 0 0 preference film stars SCHWA 

3 46 honour 0.109 882 1784 903 3718 n ə 1 NOUN 1 1 0 preference film stars BACKED 

3 47 cooler 0.108 925 1024 99 1644 l pause 1 ADJ_COMP 1 1 0 preference film stars BACKED 

3 48 ever  0.105 687 999 313 1966 v l 0 ADV 1 0 0 preference film stars BACKED 

3 49 remember 0.156 819 952 134 1603 b pause 1 VERB 1 1 0 how he got into music BACKED 

3 50 sister 0.068 401 1525 1124 3508 t h 1 NOUN 0 0 0 how he got into music SCHWA 

3 51 older 0.06 340 1203 864 2295 d b 1 ADJ_COMP 0 0 0 how he got into music SCHWA 

4 1 brother1 0.069 524 1169 645 1665 v a  1 NOUN 0 0 0 salutation BACKED 

4 2 honour 0.124 728 1135 407 1667 n l 1 NOUN 1 0 0 own success BACKED 

4 3 Skepta 0.322 940 1878 938 3842 t pause 1 NOUN_P 1 1 0 grime influences BACKED 

4 4 agenda 0.158 755 843 88 2936 d ə 1 NOUN 1 0 0 gaining respect BACKED 

4 5 bigger 0.132 948 1479 531 3043 g m 1 ADJ_COMP 1 0 0 gaining respect BACKED 

4 6 manner 0.134 1045 1669 624 3550 n l 1 NOUN 1 0 0 gaining respect BACKED  

4 9 proper 0.136 1014 1562 548 2903 p ʤ 1 ADJ 0 0 0 making the album BACKED 

4 10 proper 0.22 782 978 196 1689 p pause 1 ADJ 1 1 0 making the album BACKED 

4 11 bigger 0.076 397 980 583 2603 g v 1 ADJ_COMP 0 0 0 making the album SCHWA 

4 12 idea 0.024 355 1532 1177 1850 ɪ r 1 NOUN 0 0 0 collaborations SCHWA 

4 14 brother 0.169 895 1260 365 3032 v pause 1 NOUN 1 1 0 respecting other grime artists BACKED  

4 15 better 0.101 368 1629 1261 2276 ʔ d 1 ADJ_COMP 0 0 0 respecting other grime artists SCHWA 

4 16 warrior 0.117 968 1054 86 1686 ɪ ɪ 1 NOUN 1 1 0 own grime style BACKED 

4 18 jugular 0.102     l j 1 NOUN 1 0 0 own grime style BACKED 

4 19 hunger 0.109 688 1241 553 1832 ŋ l 1 NOUN 1 1 0 respecting other grime artists BACKED 

4 20 better 0.029 292 1782 1490 2443 ʔ d 1 ADJ_COMP 0 0 0 respecting other grime artists SCHWA 

4 21 remember 0.037 290 1062 772 2079 b b 1 VERB 0 0 0 respecting other grime artists SCHWA 

4 22 Better 0.057 384 1570 1186 2136 ʔ n 1 ADJ_COMP 0 0 0 respecting other grime artists SCHWA 

4 23 after 0.071 844 1794 950 3558 f pause 0 ADV 1 1 0 grime BACKED 
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4 27 brother 0.085 538 1080 543 1973 v pause 1 NOUN 1 1 1 salutation BACKED 

5 1 Prayer 0.106 568 1178 610 1623 j pause 1 NOUN 1 1 1 his album BACKED 

5 2 Prayer 0.087 536 1326 790 1860 j l 1 NOUN 1 1 0 his album BACKED 

5 3 Prayer 0.068 401 1542 1142 1909 j j 1 NOUN 1 0 0 his album SCHWA 

5 4 Fraser 0.021 417 1582 1165 2203 z t 1 NOUN_P 0 0 0 his album SCHWA 

5 5 answer      s pause 1 NOUN 1 1 1 Big For Your Boots BACKED 

5 6 remember 0.053 734 1014 281 1607 b aɪ 1 VERB 1 0 0 making the album BACKED 

5 7 later 0.052 434 1391 958 1773 ʔ ɪ 0 ADV 0 0 0 making the album SCHWA 

5 8 other 0.038 330 1410 1080 2014 v d 0 ADJ 0 0 0 making the album SCHWA 

5 9 whatever 0.036 399 874 476 1380 v ɔː 0 ADV 0 0 0 making the album SCHWA 

5 10 Fraser 0.093 453 1221 768 1863 z l 1 NOUN_P 1 0 0 making the album SCHWA 

5 11 Fraser 0.111 618 1073 455 1629 z pause 1 NOUN_P 1 1 0 making the album BACKED 

5 12 Fraser 0.162 687 1005 318 1596 z pause 1 NOUN_P 1 1 0 making the album BACKED 

5 13 Fraser 0.063 360 1522 1162 1936 z t 1 NOUN_P 0 0 0 making the album SCHWA 

5 14 together 0.143 534 1015 482 1553 v ə 0 ADV 1 1 0 making the album BACKED 

5 15 remember 0.038 364 1318 955 1901 b d 1 VERB 0 0 0 making the album SCHWA 

5 16 together 0.05 410 1204 795 1627 v s 0 ADV 0 0 0 making the album SCHWA 

5 17 bigger 0.151 620 986 366 1820 g ə 1 ADJ_COMP 0 0 0 ambitions BACKED 

5 18 better 0.2 604 994 390 1888 ʔ ə 1 ADJ_COMP 1 0 0 ambitions BACKED 

5 19 further 0.153 438 1123 686 1529 v ə 1 ADJ_COMP 0 0 0 ambitions SCHWA 

5 20 farther 0.105 438 1241 804 1517 v ə 1 ADJ_COMP 1 0 0 ambitions SCHWA 

5 21 whoever 0.029 428 1050 623 1671 v f 0 PRONOUN 0 0 0 ambitions SCHWA 

5 22 year 0.056 450 1545 1095 2098 ɪ pause 1 NOUN 1 1 0 lyrics SCHWA 

5 23 proper 0.117 760 990 230 1744 p pause 1 ADJ 1 1 0 black youth BACKED 

5 24 whether 0.019 400 1159 759 1496 v ɪ 0 CONJ 0 0 0 black youth SCHWA 

5 25 Bieber 0.089 441 1064 624 1625 b r 1 NOUN_P 1 0 0 collaborations on the album SCHWA 

5 26 other 0.033 380 876 497 1918 v b 0 ADV 1 0 0 collaborations on the album SCHWA 

5 27 after 0.032 434 1346 911 1887 t d 0 ADV 0 0 0 Brits SCHWA 
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5 29 after 0.026 348 1330 982 2036 t d 0 ADV 0 0 0 Brits SCHWA 

5 30 remember 0.056 334 1331 998 1982 b l 1 VERB 0 0 0 Brits SCHWA 

5 31 year 0.069 495 1509 1015 2029 ɪ pause 1 NOUN 0 0 0 Brits SCHWA 

5 33 matter 0.03 585 1073 488 1563 ʔ r 1 VERB 1 0 0 Brits SCHWA 

5 34 whoever 0.041 421 1230 809 1888 v t 0 PRONOUN 0 0 0 Brits SCHWA 

5 35 after 0.038 379 1544 1165 2061 f s 0 ADV 0 0 0 Brits SCHWA 

5 36 remember 0.068 356 1542 1186 2039 b j 1 VERB 0 0 0 making the album SCHWA 

5 37 remember 0.030 333 1675 1342 2230 b j 1 VERB 0 0 0 making the album SCHWA 

5 38 either 0.047 348 1237 890 2090 v w 0 ADJ 0 0 0 making the album SCHWA 

5 39 Fraser 0.049 409 1447 1039 1709 z t 1 NOUN_P 0 0 0 making the album SCHWA 

5 40 other 0.05 562 1043 482 1770 v r 0 PRONOUN 1 1 0 making the album BACKED 

5 41 Prayer 0.095 421 1324 903 1868 j w 1 NOUN 0 0 0 making the album SCHWA 

5 42 performer 0.054 394 1644 1250 2179 m j 1 NOUN 1 1 0 artistic ambitions SCHWA 

5 43 supporter 0.073 490 1190 701 1783 ʔ w 1 NOUN 0 0 0 artistic ambitions SCHWA 

6 1 Ghana 0.078     n s 1 NOUN_P 0 0 0 his mother SCHWA 

6 2 super 0.049     p b 1 ADJ 1 0 0 how busy he is SCHWA 

6 3 indicator 0.054 530 1274 745 1913 ʔ v 1 NOUN 1 0 0 how busy he is BACKED 

6 4 ever 0.038 472 1114 642 1454 v l 0 ADV 0 0 0 social media SCHWA 

6 5 remember 0.080 918 1580 662 1999 b e 1 VERB 1 0 0 social media BACKED 

6 6 Twitter 0.168 1017 1715 698 3169 ʔ pause 1 NOUN_P 1 1 0 social media BACKED 

6 7 proper 0.107 952 1664 713 3124 p aɪ 1 ADJ 0 0 0 social media BACKED 

6 8 media 0.070     d d 1 NOUN 0 0 0 social media BACKED 

6 9 Insta 0.053     t ə 1 NOUN_P 0 0 0 social media SCHWA 

6 10 Twitter 0.064     ʔ ə 1 NOUN_P 0 0 0 social media SCHWA 

6 11 proper 0.112 994 1381 387 3023 p ɪ 1 ADJ 0 0 0 social media BACKED 

6 13 Skepta 0.138 926 1035 109 1661 t pause 1 NOUN_P 1 1 0 Brits BACKED 

6 14 other 0.052 480 1499 1019 2318 v ɪ 0 ADJ 0 0 0 Brits SCHWA 

6 15 year 0.030     ɪ w 1 NOUN 0 0 0 Brits SCHWA 
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6 17 other 0.063     v p 0 ADJ 0 0 0 Award ceremonies SCHWA 

6 19 remember 0.089 931 1599 668 3120 b ə 1 VERB 0 0 0 MOBO award BACKED 

6 20 proper 0.051 451 1927 1476 3158 p w 1 ADJ 0 0 0 MOBO award SCHWA 

6 22 Skepta 0.055 1077 1597 519 3275 t ə 1 NOUN_P 0 0 0 Brits BACKED 

6 24 winner 0.106 941 1297 356 1772 n ɪ 1 NOUN 0 0 0 Brits BACKED 

6 26 hour 0.111 998 1029 31 2659 w ə 1 NOUN 1 0 0 concerts BACKED 

6 27 after 0.047     t d 0 ADV 0 0 0 album SCHWA 

6 28 Prayer      j pause 1 NOUN 1 1 0 album BACKED 

6 29 Prayer 0.049 892 1686 794 2673 j w 1 NOUN 0 0 0 album BACKED 

6 30 prayer 0.103 1080 1675 595 3147 j ə 1 NOUN 0 0 0 album BACKED 

6 30 together 0.167 920 1513 593 3314 v d 1 ADV 1 0 0 album BACKED 

6 31 Fraser 0.043 348 1345 996 3781 z t 1 NOUN_P 0 0 0 album SCHWA 

6 32 feature 0.223 934 1593 659 3120 ʧ ə 1 NOUN 0 0 0 album BACKED 

6 33 feature 0.024 612 1383 771 2940 ʧ aɪ 1 NOUN 1 1 0 album BACKED 

6 34 remember 0.276 1015 1646 631 3104 b pause 1 VERB 1 1 0 album BACKED 

6 35 Skepta 0.050 399 1484 1085 2320 t k 1 NOUN_P 0 0 0 album SCHWA 

6 36 never 0.091     v m 0 ADV 0 0 0 other artists SCHWA 

6 37 never 0.069     v m 0 ADV 0 0 0 other artists SCHWA 

6 38 never 0.018 320 1540 1219 2495 v iː 0 ADV 0 0 0 other artists SCHWA 

6 39 never 0.153 1050 1714 664 3137 v m 0 ADV 1 1 0 other artists BACKED 

6 40 never 0.061     v m 0 ADV 0 0 0 other artists SCHWA 

6 42 together 0.068     v l 1 ADV 1 0 0 the video SCHWA 

6 43 better 0.052     ʔ d 1 ADJ_COMP 1 0 0 being a grime artist SCHWA 

6 44 hunger 0.045     ŋ r 1 NOUN 0 0 0 being a grime artist SCHWA 

 


